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ABSTRACT
Ensemble Methods for Historical Machine-Printed Document Recognition
William B. Lund
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
The usefulness of digitized documents is directly related to the quality of the extracted text.
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) has reached a point where well-formatted and clean machineprinted documents are easily recognizable by current commercial OCR products; however, older or
degraded machine-printed documents present problems to OCR engines resulting in word error rates
(WER) that severely limit either automated or manual use of the extracted text. Major archives of
historical machine-printed documents are being assembled around the globe, requiring an accurate
transcription of the text for the automated creation of descriptive metadata, full-text searching, and
information extraction. Given document images to be transcribed, ensemble recognition methods
with multiple sources of evidence from the original document image and information sources
external to the document have been shown in this and related work to improve output. This research
introduces new methods of evidence extraction, feature engineering, and evidence combination to
correct errors from state-of-the-art OCR engines. This work also investigates the success and failure
of ensemble methods in the OCR error correction task, as well as the conditions under which these
ensemble recognition methods reduce the Word Error Rate (WER), improving the quality of the
OCR transcription, showing that the average document word error rate can be reduced below the
WER of a state-of-the-art commercial OCR system by between 7.4% and 28.6% depending on the
test corpus and methods.
This research on OCR error correction contributes within the larger field of ensemble
methods as follows. Four unique corpora for OCR error correction are introduced: The Eisenhower
Communiqués, a collection of typewritten documents from 1944 to 1945; The Nineteenth Century
Mormon Articles Newspaper Index from 1831 to 1900; and two synthetic corpora based on the
Enron (2001) and the Reuters (1997) datasets. The Reverse Dijkstra Heuristic is introduced as a
novel admissible heuristic for the A* exact alignment algorithm. The impact of the heuristic is
a dramatic reduction in the number of nodes processed during text alignment as compared to the
baseline method. From the aligned text, the method developed here creates a lattice of competing
hypotheses for word tokens. In contrast to much of the work in this field, the word token lattice
is created from a character alignment, preserving split and merged tokens within the hypothesis
columns of the lattice. This alignment method more explicitly identifies competing word hypotheses
which may otherwise have been split apart by a word alignment. Lastly, this research explores, in
order of increasing contribution to word error rate reduction: voting among hypotheses, decision
lists based on an in-domain training set, ensemble recognition methods with novel feature sets,
multiple binarizations of the same document image, and training on synthetic document images.
Keywords: historical document recognition, optical character recognition, OCR, OCR error
correction, multiple sequence alignment, MSA, text alignment, progressive alignment, machine
learning
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Researchers estimate that between 50 and 200 million books have been published [106], of
which a small fraction are available digitally. Major digitizing efforts, such as the Google Book
Project1 , the Hathi Trust2 , the Internet Archive3 , and the European IMPACT Project4 are making
pre-digital era materials available online at an unprecedented rate. However, simply placing page
images in a digital repository does not fulfill the need for accessibility nor does it exploit the
full value of the texts. In order to be accessible, all documents, digital or print, require either an
abbreviated representation, such as a library catalog record (see Figure 1.1), or the full text of the
document.
The full-text of digital documents is both flexible and accessible, adapting to the needs of
the reader in various ways as indicated by Rose and Meyer (2002) [89]. Examples include:
• Automated creation of descriptive metadata,
• Full-text searching of the entire document,
• Topic modeling,
• Automated cataloging,
• Information extraction,
• Conversion to Braille for visually-impaired readers,
• Synthesized speech for learning disabled or visually-impaired readers,
1

http://books.google.com
http://www.hathitrust.org
3
http://www.archive.org/details/texts
4
http://digitization.eu
2

1

Figure 1.1: An example of a catalog record as a surrogate to the text itself. Although accurate
in the information provided, much more information may be extracted from the full-text of the
document. For instance, the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules [1] stipulate that in order for a
subject heading to be included in the catalog record for an item, the subject must comprise at least
20% of the material in the item. Automated analysis of the full-text, in contrast, may result in a
much richer set of subjects.
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• Dictionary support for looking up unfamiliar or foreign language terms,
• Print size adjustment for the visually impaired,
• Machine translation,
• Automated metadata creation or summarization to enable document discovery and access,
and
• Managing copyright and digital rights of the document.
Given the number of undigitized documents in existence, automated methods must be found
to make these documents accessible and usable [52]. Without either abbreviated representations or
full transcriptions, there is little point in digitizing a corpus of printed documents in the first place.
The usefulness of digitized documents is directly related to the quality of the extracted text. Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) has reached a point where well formatted and clean machine-printed
documents, such as this dissertation, are easily recognizable by current commercial OCR products;
however, older or degraded documents present problems with word error rates (WER) that severely
limit either automated or manual use of the text. Dordevic and Mihajlov [22] state: “Despite the
fact that many satisfactory results have been reported for the OCR problem, there is still . . . room
for improvement especially in the cases of recognition of poorly printed and damaged documents.”

1.1

Thesis Statement

The word error rate of the output from OCR engines can be reduced through the use of ensemble
methods with diverse information sources, novel features of multiple sources, multiple OCR engines,
and multiple binarizations of digital document images.

3

1.2

Contributions

The goal of the research presented in this dissertation is to develop methods to improve the quality
of OCR output without human intervention, particularly for historical5 , degraded, machine printed
documents and to understand the generalized conditions under which improvement is possible. The
contributions of this work include:
• A novel approach to providing diverse input to ensemble methods using multiple threshold image binarizations, which are superior to single adaptive image binarizations (Chapters 7 and 8),
• New insight into the value of high WER inputs to the ensemble when they present diverse
error corrections not found in other inputs; leading to the observation that diversity is more
important than non-diverse higher quality inputs (Chapters 5 and 8),
• A new heuristic for use with the A* algorithm for optimal alignment, which reduced the
number of nodes visited by two to three orders of magnitude over Dijkstra’s algorithm
(Chapter 3),
• The Lattice Word Error Rate (LWER), a novel measure of the lower bound on the possible
improvement given the diverse inputs to the ensemble method (Chapter 3),
• A novel approach to aligning documents at the character level but evaluating the resulting
alignment as a lattice of word hypotheses (Chapters 3 and 5),
• The assignment of multiple features from both individual word hypotheses and collective
hypotheses from the aligned inputs, rather than limiting the evaluation to individual characters
from the input sources (beginning with Chapter 5),
• The selection of a word from the source hypotheses using an ensemble method, including the
ability to select none of the sources to reduce OCR noise (beginning with Chapter 5),
5
For the purposes of this research, historical documents come from a pre-digital era, specifically the early twentieth
century and the nineteenth century. The author notes that in European contexts historical documents are often manuscript
documents prior to printing.
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• Novel features for use in an ensemble method to select the best hypothesis from a lattice of
word hypotheses (Chapters 4, 6, and 7),
• Small training sets, randomly selected from large training sets can be as effective as the
complete training set (Chapter 6), and
• New test corpora of digitized printed documents with gold standard transcriptions for research
into OCR error correction (Chapters 3 and 7).
These methods for creating diverse inputs for ensemble methods are shown to improve the OCRed
text beyond what is available from state-of-the-art commercial and open source OCR engines.

1.3

Research Overview

The remainder of this chapter is written primarily for an audience unfamiliar with the specifics
of post-OCR error correction, giving a high level overview of the technology and research. A
more technical and detailed review of the research background and related work can be found in
Chapter 2.
This research explores how variations in the output among multiple OCR engines and in
image binarizations, along with other external knowledge sources can be leveraged to improve the
quality of the text output. This research also contributes to an understanding of the underlying
mechanisms which effect the improvement.
Only methods which do not require a human in the loop are considered. This decision is
based on the intended long-term use of the results to process large corpora where human intervention
document by document would be cost prohibitive. For small collections, page-by-page correction of
the scanned image is possible, manipulating the scanning parameters to minimize background noise
and improve the contrast between the background and foreground text or manually correcting OCR
errors after the fact. However, this work aims at methods that are applicable for large collections,
on the order of hundreds of thousands or millions of images, where individual correction is not
feasible. In these circumstances no manual per-document scanning parameter optimization or OCR

5

Table 1.1: Baseline mean document word error rates by OCR engine on the Eisenhower Communiqués. WERs greater than 100% are possible when the OCR engine misinterprets noise in the
digital document image as text to be recognized or when individual word tokens are split in error.

Mean
Minimum
Maximum

Abbyy OmniPage Adobe ReadIris Tesseract
18.2%
30.0% 51.8%
54.6%
67.8%
Average WER across all OCR engines: 44.5%
1.9%
1.5%
2.4%
2.4 %
2.0%
84.7%
112.7% 151.2% 206.8% 1017.1%

Table 1.2: Individual WERs, showing the variation in performance between OCR engines. The best
WER for each document is highlighted. The documents are from the Eisenhower Communiqués
corpus.

Document No.
78
229
260

Word Error Rates
Abbyy Omnipage Tesseract ReadIris Adobe
7.3%
25.2%
17.2%
16.6% 23.8%
20.3%
36.8%
15.7%
57.9% 57.9%
21.4%
16.4%
44.3%
46.2% 50.0%

optimization is performed, other than what may be applicable to a collection as a whole. Further,
the OCR engines will be treated as black boxes, a decision which is discussed in more detail in
Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2. Document segmentation, table recognition, and image recognition are
beyond the scope of this work.
Individually, OCR engines can exhibit wide variations in their performance as observed
by Klein and Kopel [49]. Table 1.1 shows the word error rate performance for five OCR engines
on the Eisenhower Communiqués [43], a collection of press releases from the last year of World
War II in Europe. The documents were typed and duplicated using the then available duplication
methods and vary significantly in their quality as can be seen by the minimum and maximum WERs
shown in the table. Further, even in a single document there can be significant differences in the
OCR WERs of different engines as shown in Table 1.2. Although Abbyy FineReader is in general
superior to Omnipage Pro and Tesseract, it is not always the case for every document. Each OCR
engine is able to recognize some text that the others cannot.
6

The approach implemented in this research to the problem of extracting useful text from
degraded or poor quality machine-printed documents uses ensemble methods for combining evidence collected from various sources. In this work, evidence is collected either from multiple
OCR engines, which are treated as black box systems with external parameters that control their
operation, or from multiple threshold binarizations of the same grayscale document image. (See
Chapter 7.)
The rest of this section describes the end-to-end process from preparing the datasets to the
final evaluation of the corrected OCR.

1.3.1

Corpora

Selecting the corpora for investigation required finding both test and training (or calibration) sets
for which a gold standard text transcription is available. Four corpora are used in this research:
• Eisenhower Communiqués [43] consisting of 600 bi-tonal images of facsimiles of midtwentieth century typewritten documents with transcriptions
• Nineteenth Century Mormon News Articles [29] consisting of 1074 grayscale images and
transcriptions of newspaper articles from nineteenth century American publishers.
• Enron Synthetic Dataset consisting of digital images and original text from the Enron email
dataset [8] from LDC constructed in collaboration with Dr. Daniel Walker [108]
• Reuters 21578 Synthetic Dataset consisting of digital images and original text from the
Reuters 21578 dataset [55] from LDC constructed in collaboration with Dr. Daniel Walker [108].
The Eisenhower Communiqués and the 19th Century Mormon Articles Newspaper Index consist
of bi-tonal or grayscale images and a human corrected gold standard text that are used either for
training or a machine learner or to evaluate the results of the processes. Both the Eisenhower
Communiqués and the Nineteenth Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index are available to be
viewed.

7

Abbyy:
COMMUNIQUE NO. 233
Omnipage: COIvflvIUNIcUE NO. 233
Tesseract: cowmrnmmma No. 2;;
Abbyy:
7JERE ATTACKED WITHOUT LOSS
Omnipage: WERE ATTACKED ;ITHouT LOSS
Tesseract: WERE ATTACKED WITHOUT LOSS
Figure 1.2: Poor quality text from Eisenhower Communiqué No. 233a [43] along with output from
three OCR engines.
1.3.2

Document Scanning

OCR requires a digital document image from which the text of the image is extracted into a digital
text form. The document may have degraded with time, may have been damaged, or may contain
noise introduced during creation or reproduction. The OCR process is a deterministic software
process and always results in the same OCR output given the same parameters and document image
file, whereas it is possible for two scans of the same document with identical document placement
and software parameters to result in different digital images due to scanner lamp temperature
differences and other analog factors. Figure 1.2 shows a portion of a reproduction of a typewritten
document with the OCR output from three different OCR engines.

1.3.3

Optical Character Recognition

Generally speaking, the OCR task consists of multiple sub-tasks including: 1) zoning images
and non-textual elements of a page, 2) normalizing (potentially binarizing) the image that will be
processed by the OCR engine, and 3) segmenting and recognizing characters, words, and paragraphs.
Figure 1.3 gives a general outline of the process from original degraded historical document through
scanning and OCR resulting in the output of digital text.
Common processes used in OCR are feature extraction from segmented characters, calculation of posterior probabilities of characters given the image features, and dynamic programming to
8

Figure 1.3: The general process from document to OCR text output.
select from the best character or word hypotheses, often using a word or language model. The OCR
output can include as little as a plain text transcription of the document up to capturing specific
character fonts and document layout represented in a digital form.
Printing and duplication techniques up through the mid-twentieth century create significant
problems for OCR engines, even for those trained on the documents’ fonts. Examples of problematic
documents include typewritten text, in which letters are partially formed, typed over, or overlapping,
and documents duplicated by mimeographing, carbon paper, or multiple iterations of photographic
copying common in the mid-twentieth century. Referring to Figure 1.2 note the variation in OCR
output. Few of the words are correct across all documents; however at least one OCR engine is
correct for each word. Current state-of-the-art OCR engines do well with modern machine-printed
documents, particularly those printed with laser printing technology or other high quality printing
techniques; however, there are significant problems with degraded historical printed documents.
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Figure 1.4: Comparing character to word error rates, assuming an average word length of 5
characters.
Extracting usable text using OCR from older, degraded machine-printed documents is often
unreliable, frequently to the point of being unusable [4]. Even in situations where a fairly low
character error rate is achieved, Hull [38] points out that a 1.4% character error rate results in a
7% word error rate on a typical page of 2,500 characters and 500 words (see Figure 1.4). Kae and
Learned-Miller [44] remind us that OCR is not a solved problem and that “the goal of transcribing
documents completely and accurately... is still far off.” The word error rate of the OCR output can
inhibit the ability of the user to accomplish useful tasks. In an automated speech recognition task,
Munteanu et al. [74] determined that when creating text transcriptions of lectures, a transcript with
a WER of 50% (which would be approximately a 12.9% character error rate) was no better than
having no transcript at all.
This research uses five OCR engines:
• Abbyy FineReader: Version 10 for Windows, acknowledged as the state of the art for
individual commercial OCR engines.
• Tesseract Version 3 on Linux, an open source OCR engine.
10

• Adobe Acrobat X for Windows.
• OmniPage 18 for Windows.
• ReadIris Version 12 for Windows.
The output of the OCR engines is normalized as follows. Some engines produce ligatures
using UTF-8 multi-byte characters instead of two ASCII 8-bit characters, requiring that UTF-8
multi-byte characters be converted to appropriate ASCII characters. On occasion, OCR engines
output UTF-8 characters that have no correspondence in the ASCII 8-bit character set, requiring
either conversion to an acceptable ASCII equivalent (e.g., a UTF-8 long space to a standard ASCII
space) or, if no ASCII equivalent is available, to an ASCII character not found in the corpus
signifying an unknown character. For the corpora in this research the unknown character is the tilde
(∼), which is not found in any of the documents.

1.3.4

Document Digitized Image Binarization

Binarization of an image consists of converting the individual grayscale or color pixels of the
image into either black (value 0) or white (value 1). This is an implicit step often performed
in an OCR engine. It is beyond the scope of this work to specifically manipulate hardware or
software scanning parameters, other than to use generally accepted parameters that meet the needs
of a collection as a whole. However in Chapters 7 and 8 this work evaluates the use of uniform
binarization or thresholding. Uniform binarization takes a single threshold parameter and applies it
to the entire image. By varying the binarization threshold parameter both under- and over-exposed
regions are made clearer as the threshold parameter changes. Each binarization results in a separate
digital image file as input for the OCR engines. The OCR engines can then recognize text in one
binarization that is not visible in another. Figure 1.5 indicates the step in which explicit binarization
occurs.

11

Figure 1.5: The document to OCR output process including explicit binarization.
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1.3.5

Ensemble Methods

Ensemble recognition methods are used effectively in a variety of problems such as machine
translation, speech recognition, handwriting recognition, and OCR error correction, to name a
few. In a paper on a framework for ensemble classification methods, Kittler et al. state: “It
had been observed ... that although one of the [classifiers] would yield the best performance,
the sets of patterns misclassified by the different classifiers would not necessarily overlap. This
suggested that different classifier designs potentially offered complementary information about
the patterns to be classified which could be harnessed to improve the performance of the selected
classifier.” [48] This observation is behind the success of ensemble recognition methods, specifically,
that multiple systems which are complementary can be leveraged for an improved combined output.
The complementarity of correct responses of the methods is critical. One of the contributions of
this work is a variation on the observation by Kittler et al. regarding multiple classifiers: using the
same commercial OCR engine with multiple varied binarizations of the document image, a similar
ensemble method can produce desirable results. (See Chapters 7 and 8 on multiple binarization
methods.)
A more complete discussion of ensemble methods is presented in Chapter 2.

1.3.6

Text Alignment, Lattice Creation, and Hypothesis Segmentation

Required for any post-OCR error correction using multiple sequence sources is an alignment of the
sequences. An alignment algorithm can be either exact (and optimal) or heuristic (and approximate).
The purpose of alignment is to bring together competing hypotheses from various input sources,
such as different OCR outputs of the same digital image. (See Figure 1.6 for an outline of the
OCR error correction process including alignment.) The majority of multiple sequence alignment
work is done in the field of bioinformatics, where the size of the alignment problems has forced the
discovery and adoption of heuristic solutions such as progressive alignment.
Given the character aligned OCR sequences the next step is to segment parallel hypotheses.
In order to align characters it is necessary to insert gaps, sometimes call an INDEL for “insert
13

Figure 1.6: Given multiple OCR outputs of the same document, this figure shows the process for
aligning the text, creating columns of hypotheses and features, and selecting post-OCR corrections.
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Figure 1.7: From Periodical Communiqué No. 1 of the Eisenhower Communiqués, an example of
aligned sequence hypotheses from five OCR engines. The arrows indicate points of agreement on
white space among the aligned sequences. The text between an adjacent pair of arrows constitutes
an aligned column of hypotheses. The hyphen (“-”) character in a sequence represents a gap aligned
with characters in the other sequences.

or delete” into the alignment where characters found in one sequence are not found in the other
sequences. Referring to Figure 1.7, an example of a gap, represented by two hyphen (“-”) characters,
is necessary to align the text “During” from Tesseract, Abbyy, and OmniPage with the text “#1D8”
from Adobe. Since the text from Adobe is only four characters long, two gaps or INDELs are
required in order align the character strings.
One way to segment the aligned texts is to create “columns” of hypothesis segments across all
aligned sequences where there is complete agreement on spaces. See Figure 1.7 where four columns
of hypothesis segments are identified. Some columns are simple in that each sequence within a
column only contains a single token. Other columns are more complex in that some sequences
contain multiple tokens, such as the first column in the figure. These present opportunities for space
propagation discussed in Section 1.3.7.
A fundamental difference between a lattice of OCR outputs and other natural language
tasks is that the OCR is known to be inaccurate, at least for the corpora included in this research.
A lattice in the speech recognition and machine translation tasks consists of hypothesized words
as proposed in Stolcke, König, and Weintraub [98]. The resulting lattice contains words from a
defined vocabulary whereas the OCR lattice may contain tokens based on document noise as well
as misrecognized characters.
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In Chapters 3 and 4 exact alignment methods are used. Subsequently, to handle larger
documents non-optimal, progressive alignment techniques are used which are discussed in detail in
Chapter 5.

1.3.7

Space Propagation

The current literature in OCR error correction assumes that recognized characters may be in error,
but makes the assumption that the divisions between tokens, or white space, is accurate. Considering
all possible locations of space insertions and deletions is a combinatorial problem and beyond the
capacity to be computed in reasonable time for all possible locations of spaces within a document.
A solution to this problem is to consider within the aligned lattice where a space may appear in one
sequence but not in the others. Both propagating these spaces to other sequences within the lattice
and removing spaces that are absent in other sequences, consistent with the character alignment of
the lattice, can reveal instances where spaces have either been incorrectly inserted or deleted. This
is discussed in more detail in Appendix A.

1.3.8

Lattice Features and Scoring

Within each hypothesis column features are assigned, which are subsequently used to select
among the alternatives provided by the OCR engines. The method employs modern supervised
discriminative machine learning methods trained on one of the synthetic datasets as a calibration
set. The role of the learned model is to select the proper hypothesis from each aligned column in
order to produce the best OCR correction. The model uses the following features:
• Lexical Features The token itself is the lexical feature.
• Number A binary value indicating whether the token looks like a number.
• Dictionary A binary value indicating whether the token appears in a general or domain
specific dictionary, personal name list, or gazetteer.
• Voting A numeric value indicating how many tokens within the hypothesis column agree.
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• Spell Checker A numeric value. If the token does not appear in the dictionaries, it is sent
to a general purpose spell checker for a suggestion. The numeric value indicates how many
tokens have the same spell checker result.
• No Selection: A “select none” outcome when none of the hypotheses is correct. This allows
the machine learner during training to reject all of the hypotheses within the column. This is
helpful in eliminating garbage OCR which may correspond to non-word elements or noise in
the document.
• Recurring Tokens. No matter the size of the dictionary, it is possible that correct tokens in
OCRed text may not be found in the dictionary. Recurring tokens in the corpus are a feature
to identify correct tokens not found in a dictionary, yet found in the corpus multiple times.
Chapter 6 explores the extent to which the lexical feature training can be removed from the
calibration set, which will make the generalization ability of the model trained from a synthetic
dataset stronger.

1.3.9

Hypothesis Selection

Once all of the feature vectors have been extracted, the method here uses the maximum entropy
learner in the Mallet [72] toolkit to train a maximum entropy (a.k.a., multinomial logistic regression)
model to predict choices on unseen alignment columns. The model is used to select the most likely
word hypothesis within the column of possibilities, or reject all hypotheses.

1.3.10

Validation with the Word Error Rate

Validating the results of this research takes two forms: determining whether the ultimate WER is
reduced and understanding the reasons behind why the WER is reduced. The WER is calculated
using Sclite from NIST [3]. In the literature both character error rates and word error rates are used
to indicate the improvement in underlying OCR results. This research uses the word error rate since
the goal of this work is to improve the accessibility of degraded machine-printed documents whose
WER limits their usefulness. Expanding on Hull’s [38] observation that a given character error rate
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Table 1.3: Eisenhower Communiqué baseline corpus mean error rates compared to Lattice Error
Rate and the results of Chapter 5.
Abbyy
18.24%

OmniPage Adobe
30.02% 51.78%

ReadIris
54.64%

Tesseract
67.78%

LWER
9.27%

Ensemble WER
13.76%

results in a higher word error rate, Figure 1.4 in Section 1.3.3 shows the rate of change between the
character and word error rates. Based on these observations, this research uses a word error rate as
the basis for calculating the value of the solution, which agrees with Kolak et al. [52] who primarily
use word error rate for output to NLP tasks.
This work takes two approaches to reporting WER results. The first, a document centric
approach, calculates the WER of each document individually, with each document contributing
equal weight to the result. This method values the quality of each document in the collection
separately, regardless of whether it is long or short. This document centric method is used in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5. In the remaining chapters, the entire corpus is considered a single document,
with the focus on reducing the overall word error rate. Here each recognized token, whether correct
or incorrect, contributes equal weight to the overall result.
There are two ways of demonstrating the value of the solution presented here. The first is to
compare the resulting word error rate of the system with the original word error rates of the input
OCR engines. Our current published results, shown in Table 1.3, show an improvement from 18.2%
for the best OCR engine to 13.8%. The second method for demonstrating the system’s effectiveness
is to compare the resulting word error rate with a lattice word error rate. This is a lower bound on
the WER given the evidence available from the OCR sequences, also shown in Table 1.3.
Ultimately, the only true measure of value in OCR error correction is if there is an improvement in how the results can be used by downstream tasks. Rose and Meyer [89] discuss the power
of digital media as being versatile, transformable, sharable, and personalizable.

1.4

Dissertation Organization

The remaining chapters are arranged as follows.
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Chapter 2 discusses the background technology and work that is related to this research and
is intended for an audience familiar with this research field.
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of using multiple sources of text, specifically multiple
OCR engines, to extract text from a digitized document which results in a lower or equal WER
than in any of the individual OCR sources alone. Additionally, this chapter introduces a novel
admissible heuristic used in conjunction with the A* minimum path algorithm for finding the
optimal alignment of multiple text sequences. This heuristic, named the Reverse Dijkstra Heuristic,
is able to significantly reduce the calculation time of an exact alignment. Lastly, this chapter
introduces the Eisenhower Communiqués [43] as a test set for evaluating the effectiveness of these
techniques. This chapter was published previously in the Proceedings of the 9th ACM/IEEE-CS
Joint Conference on Digital Libraries in 2009 (JCDL 2009) [61].
Chapter 4 extends the results of Chapter 3 to explore the effectiveness of a decision list,
trained on an in-domain training set in reducing OCR word error rates. The aligned text features
used in this chapter are carried forward throughout the remainder of this work. The effectiveness for
identifying correct hypotheses from the aligned text is demonstrated. This chapter was published
previously in the Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Document Analysis and
Recognition in 2011 (ICDAR 2011) [63].
Chapter 5 introduces the use of machine learning in the form of maximum entropy and
conditional random fields in the problem of identifying correct hypotheses from the aligned lattice
of text sequences. Additionally, this research uses a progressive alignment heuristic rather than
exact alignment introduced in Chapter 3. Progressive alignment allows more text sequences to be
used in the alignment, improving the results. Importantly, this chapter also introduces the use of
a synthetic training set, allowing the generalization of these results to cases where no in-domain
training set is available. This chapter was also published previously in the Proceedings of the 11th
International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition in 2011 (ICDAR 2011) [64].
Chapter 6 generalizes the results of the previous chapters, additionally introducing a second
synthetic training set incorporating grayscale images. One of the contributions of this chapter is an
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evaluation of the size of the training set required to achieve good results. This chapter appears in
the Proceedings of the Document Recognition and Retrieval Conference in 2014 (DRR 2014) [67].
Chapter 7 introduces the use of multiple binarizations of a document image as input to a
single OCR engine, in contrast to using a single document image recognized by multiple OCR
engines. This chapter also introduces the use of a second test set, the Nineteenth Century Mormon
Articles Newspaper Index [29]. This chapter was published previously in the Proceedings of the
Document Recognition and Retrieval Conference in 2013 (DRR 2013) [65].
Chapter 8 explores the mechanisms behind the results found in Chapter 7. This chapter
shows how diversity among multiple binarizations of the same document image make improvements
to the OCR possible. The analysis reveals that sources of correct hypotheses are not limited to any
one binarization and that the full range of binarizations holds information needed to achieve the
best results, again emphasizing the contributions of low quality inputs if they provide diversity.
This chapter was published previously in the Proceedings of the Workshop on Historical Document
Imaging and Processing in 2013 (HIP 2013) [66].
Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions of this research. And Appendix A explores a method
involving the propagation of spaces across the aligned hypotheses.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Works

This chapter is intended for an audience familiar with post-OCR error reduction and related
fields It covers the major technologies related to this research, how they apply, and how this research
extends those previous results. The topics are covered in roughly the order they occur in the
post-OCR error correction process displayed in Figures 1.5 and 1.6. A general formulation of the
OCR error correction problem is presented in Section 2.1, followed by Section 2.2 discussing the
general field of post-OCR error correction and the approaches that others have taken to this problem.
Required for any process incorporating multiple string hypotheses as part of an ensemble is the
process of alignment of those inputs, which is discussed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses the
framework for ensemble methods. Diversity and its importance in ensemble methods are discussed
in Section 2.5. Sections 2.6 and 2.7 discuss implementations and applications of ensemble methods
respectively. Test and training corpora are required for any work in OCR improvement or postOCR error correction and are discussed in Section 2.8 covering related work for building corpora.
Scanning and OCR will both be considered black boxes per the research methods of [24, 41, 51]
and will not be covered as related work since the manipulation of scanning and OCR parameters
is beyond the scope of this work. However, document image binarization does play an important
role; thus Section 2.9 discusses related work in binarization, including adaptive binarization. Lastly,
Section 2.10 provides a conclusion to this chapter.
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2.1

General Formulation

That post-OCR errors exist is a result of character misrecognition in the digital document image by
the OCR engine . For the purposes of this work let d be the original pristine printed document in a
physical document collection D, where

D = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dn }

(2.1)

is a collection of n physical documents. The original document d may include noise due to poorly
formed characters (e.g. typewritten or newsprint) and typographical errors. Machine printed
historical documents, specifically from the nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century used in
this research also have noise due to aging and damage. Refer to Figure 1.2 and Section 1.3.3 in
Chapter 1 for an example of an image of a noisy historical document used in this work along with the
resulting OCR problems. Let dN = N (d) be the printed document as it currently exists degraded by
some physical process N () which has introduced noise to the original, pristine document. Physical
document dN belongs to DN , where


N
N
D N = dN
1 , d2 , . . . , dn .

(2.2)

For a normal document, dN is the only source we have to work with, although there are cases where
multiple instances of the same printed document may exist in multiple corpora.
The evaluation of post-OCR error correction requires a gold standard, likely a manual
M
transcription of the text in the documents DN . Let M (dN
i ) = ti be the manually transcribed or
M
M
corrected text of document dN
be the complete collection of manually transcribed
i and ti ∈ T

documents. The text is as close as humanly possible to the original, pristine text ti of the document
di prior to the introduction of noise.
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The initial step in extracting digital information from the physical document dN
i is the
digitization of the physical document to a digital image format,


dIi = Scan dN
i , θS , φ

(2.3)

where θS are the parameters for the scanner and scanning software, φ is a random variable representing the noise inherent in the analog scanning process, and dIi is the resulting digital document image.
Note that the scanning step is the only place where the outcome of the step is not deterministic
given the input parameters due to the noise in the physical scanner itself. For small collections,
the scanning parameters, θS , may be customized for each document, whereas for large collections
it may be necessary to manually select a single set of parameters, θSH , that apply to all physical
documents in the collection or scanning run.
Given a digital document image, dIi , the information extraction process is
ei = E dIi , θE



(2.4)

where E() is the process for extracting information from the printed document dN
i and θE are the
input parameters to the extraction process E(). The form of the extraction output, ei , depends
on the goal of the extraction. Examples include: segmentation information separating text from
images; word matching where a glyph in the digitized image resembles a target word; tables for
information extraction or data mining; mathematical equations; document structural information
such as chapters, section headings, and the document title; and of particular interest to this work,
text from an OCR engine.
Correction is denoted as ci = C(ei , θC ) where C() is the correction process taking the
extracted data ei and the configuration and input datasets θC . We can evaluate correction and
extraction processes using an error function Err() to measure the errors in their output. Selecting
optimal parameters for the extractor can be represented as a discriminative error minimization
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process as follows:


θE∗ = arg min ErrE E DI , θE , T M

(2.5)

θE

where ErrE () is the error measure for extraction process E(), θE∗ is an optimal configuration parameter minimizing Err() and DI and T M represent the complete document and transcription corpora.
Likewise a discriminative training process can be formulated as follows (see also Section 2.4):




θC∗ = arg min ErrC C E DN , θE∗ , θC T M

(2.6)

θC

where ErrC () is the error measure for correction process C() and θC∗ is the optimal configuration
for the correction process. It is possible that both ErrE () and ErrC () are the same function such as
a word error rate. It would be possible to jointly train both θE and θC together for a collection of
documents DI as




(θC∗ , θE∗ ) = argmin ErrC C E DI , θE , θC T M .

(2.7)

θC ,θE

Using the optimal parameters for extraction, θE∗ , and correction, θC∗ , the corrected extracted information is formulated as
 ∗
I
∗
eC
i = C E di , θE θC .

(2.8)

These formulations apply to individual documents. The multiple document or multiple
source formulation will be covered in Section 2.4 on ensemble methods.

2.2

Post-OCR Error Correction

A post-OCR error correction process accepts input from one or more OCR engines (that are
considered to be black boxes) and attempts to correct OCR errors due to misrecognition of characters
and noise in the digitized document image. The correction process may include multiple OCR
outputs from different OCR engines, multiple OCR outputs of variations on the same digitized
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document image using the same OCR engine, and various knowledge sources such as dictionaries,
gazetteers, or language models.

2.2.1

Post-OCR Error Correction Formulation

Recalling the formulation for information extraction in Equation 2.4, E() in the case of OCR as the
extraction method may be written as

eOCR
= OCR dIi , θOCR
i



(2.9)

where ei = eOCR
, E() = OCR(), and θE = θOCR . If the OCR output eOCR
is sufficient this is the
i
i
end of the information extraction process; however, the goal of this dissertation to improve upon the
OCR output through post-OCR error correction processes.
Rewriting Equations 2.3 and 2.4 with the OCR and scanning processes and the inputs to the
scanning, θS , and to the OCR, θO , we have




N
ei = E Scan dN
i , θS , φ , θE = OCR Scan di , θS , φ , θOCR .

(2.10)

Rewriting joint training from Equation 2.7 to include scanning, OCR, and error correction yields





∗
(θS∗ , θOCR
, θC∗ ) = arg min ErrC C OCR Scan DN , θS , φ , θOCR , θC , T M .

(2.11)

θS ,θOCR ,θC

∗
Although it is possible to optimize for all three input parameters, θS∗ , θOCR
, θC∗ , in general a lack

of programmatic instrumentation for the scanner or the OCR engine leads to a greedy choice of
scanning and OCR parameters that are generally good for the entire corpus. This is particularly
true for large corpora, such as newspaper collections, where individual adjustments are not feasible.
Rangoni et al. [83] attempt to circumvent the problem of training the scanner and OCR engine by
selecting a single best binarization of the digitized document image (to be discussed in Section 2.9).
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M
Manually selecting generally good parameters for scanning, θSM , and OCR, θOCR
, the

training is limited to the correction process as follows:

 M 


θC∗ = arg min ErrC C OCR Scan DN , θSM , φ , θOCR
, θC T M

(2.12)

θC

where the physical documents, DN are either existing document collections of the Harold B. Lee
Library or synthetic document collections; the input scanner parameters, θSM , are selected by the
M
Digital Imaging Lab of the Lee Library; the OCR parameters, θOCR
, are selected by the author

depending on the OCR engine in use (Abbyy, Adobe, OmniPage, ReadIris and Tesseract); and the
manual transcriptions, T M , are provided by the curators of the physical document collections in the
Lee Library. The error measure Err() is the word error rate. Given these inputs, the corrected text,
C OCR
ei ,

is formulated as

C OCR
ei

 M  ∗
M
= C OCR Scan dN
i , θS , φ , θOCR , θC .

(2.13)

This is a simplified representation of the research in this dissertation, in which the focus is to propose
error correction processes, C() and learn the optimal parameters and inputs, θC∗ to reduce the WER
of the resulting text output of the correction processes.

2.2.2

Post-OCR Error Correction Discussion

Each OCR recognizer has its strengths and weaknesses [2], as shown in Figure 1.2 and Table 1.2
in Section 1.3. Klein and Kobel [49] as well as Cecotti and Belaı̈d [14] note that the differences
between OCR outputs can be used to advantage. Post-OCR error correction systems accept OCR
output as evidence about the original document. Most directly related to this work are post-OCR
error correction methods in which no attempt is made to directly modify the algorithms that
recognize the content of the given digital images themselves.
The approach taken in this research is to treat the OCR engines as black boxes. An early
work using the black box approach is Handley and Hickey [35] in which the authors character align
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the output of three OCR engines using dynamic programming and select the string that minimizes
the edit distance between the three outputs. Effectively this is a form of voting at the character
level since if two or more strings have the same character, that character will be selected. (More
on voting as an ensemble method will be covered in Section 2.6.7.) Treating OCR engines as
black boxes in an error correction process is also seen in Esakov, Lopresti, and Sandberg [25] on
evaluating recognition errors of OCR systems. Kolak and Resnik [51] specifically applied their
algorithms to OCR black box systems for post-OCR error correction using Bayesian methods to
estimate P (truth|observations). And Kolak, Byrne, and Resnik [52] applied their algorithms to
OCR black box systems for post-OCR error correction for using a noisy channel model. More
recently Liobet et al. [57] post process OCR using weighted finite-state transducers.
Each of these treatments of post-OCR error correction aligns and processes at the character
level, making the assumption that effectively voting at a character level will improve the overall
error correction. A limitation of working at the character level for hypothesis selection is that if
more than one OCR engine makes the same error, the error will be selected, whereas this research is
able to select individual hypotheses as tokens which exhibit a higher likelihood of being correct in
the face of multiple similar errors at a character level. (See Chapters 5, 6, and 7).
A natural question in response to using the OCR engine as a black box is why the OCR
engine itself is not directly targeted for improvement? There are two responses to this from the
perspective of the researcher. First, with the exception of the open source tools, Tesseract [96] and
OCRopus [11], the character and word recognition algorithms are propriety and not available to
researchers to be modified. Second, the value demonstrated in this work is in the variations of the
recognizers. Each team of developers approaches the problem of character and word recognition
differently, resulting in diversity, which is critical to the performance of ensemble methods. (See
Section 2.5.) Chapter 5 also shows that even high error rate contributions to an ensemble, if they
show diversity from the other ensemble inputs, contribute to reducing the overall WER of the
ensemble output. This outcome contradicts Caruana et al. [13] and Cer et al. [15], who conclude
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that only the best contributions (the lowest WER sequences in our context) should be used in an
ensemble.

2.3

Alignment

Although commonly required with ensemble methods, much of the literature on OCR error correction using multiple inputs does not discuss the specific method used to align and compare multiple
input sources. Alignment in some form, although required in ensemble methods, is not itself an
ensemble method since there is no single selection from the aligned sequences. Sequence alignment,
of which text alignment is a special case, is typically performed using algorithms that are either
exact, resulting in an optimal alignment, or heuristic, resulting in a good, although not guaranteed
to be optimal alignment. The multiple sequence optimal alignment problem has been shown to be
NP-Hard in a paper on multiple sequence alignment complexity by Wang and Jiang [109]. Elias [23]
discusses how a simple edit distance metric, which may be appropriate to text operations, is not
directly applicable to biological alignment problems, which means that much of the alignment work
in bioinformatics requires some adaption for use in the text sequence case.
Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.4 provide background into text alignment. The formulation of
alignment in the context of Section 2.1 is found in Section 2.3.5.

2.3.1

Tokenization and Alignment Order

Implicit in multiple inputs and ensemble methods is the requirement to make comparisons between
alternative hypotheses. Virtually all papers implementing ensemble methods do not include the
details of the alignment methods used, which then must be inferred. The important issue is whether
the tokenization occurs before or after the alignment, specifically, whether the alignment process
considers possible alignments in which the ground truth token may have been split during the
recognition processes, as can occur in OCR and handwriting recognition.
Consider the following example from the Eisenhower Communiqués Number 204a outlined
in Table 2.1. The two approaches to the order of alignment and tokenization show significant
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Table 2.1: A comparison of the alignment outcomes of tokenizing before and after alignment
using Communiqué Number 204a from the Eisenhower Communiqués corpus. Aligned tokens are
separated by the vertical bar. The dash character, “-” represents a gap or IN DEL needed for the
alignment.
OCR Output Prior to Alignment
OCR Engine OCR Output
Abbyy ARTILLERY. FIRE WAS
OmniPage ARTILLERYFIRE NLS
Tesseract ARTILLERY FI RE WAS
Transcript ARTILLERY FIRE WAS
Aligned by Character, Then Tokenized by White Space Across the Alignment
Abbyy ARTILLERY. FI-RE | WAS
OmniPage ARTILLERY--FI-RE | NLS
Tesseract ARTILLERY- FI RE | WAS
Transcript ARTILLERY- FI-RE | WAS
Each Sequence Tokenized by White Space, Then Aligned by Token
Abbyy ARTILLERY.
| FIRE | - | WAS
OmniPage ARTILLERYFIRE | | - | NLS
Tesseract ARTILLERY
| FI
| RE | WAS
Transcript ARTILLERY
| FIRE | - | WAS
differences. In the first case, “Aligned by Character, Then Tokenized by White Space Across the
Alignment”, the character alignment brings together character sequences from the three OCR inputs
that are closely related. Tokenizing by agreement on white space results in all of the instances of
“ARTILLERY FIRE” being brought together within the same column of hypotheses, which means
that the down stream error correction process can see all of the possible work hypotheses gathered
together. This will permit later steps to consider the possibility that the ground truth token might
have been incorrectly segmented in OCR sequences. In the second case, “Each Sequence Tokenized
by White Space, Then Aligned by Token”, the obvious problem is that the word hypotheses for
“ARTILLERY FIRE” have been split across multiple columns of hypotheses. This requires the
down stream correction process to consider not only the current column of hypotheses but those on
either side, which increases the complexity of the correction process. This can be summarized as:
Align(T okenize()) 6= T okenize(Align())
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A commonly used alignment and voting tool [6, 9, 33] is the Recognizer Output Voting
Error Reduction (ROVER) [28] which assumes that the sequences it receives have been tokenized
which is the Align(T okenize()) method. Developed for speech recognition, ROVER aligns the
sequence tokens, separated by white space, and can be configured to return a selected hypothesis
based on voting. (See Section 2.6.7.) This is appropriate for tasks in which the recognizer selects
the output from a set of classes representing words, such as speech recognition, machine translation,
and handwriting recognition. In these tasks the output is from a known set, words that that are in
the known vocabulary. In the OCR task, OCR engines recognize characters and may select from an
n-best list of hypotheses based on dictionaries or language models. However, it is also common in
OCR output to find unknown tokens which are due to artifacts not related to text on the digitized
document image being mis-recognized as text.
The method used in this research is T okenize(Align()) in which the sequences are first
aligned by character and then tokenized based on common white space across the alignments. More
details on this research’s approach to alignment may be found in Chapters 3 and 5. The approach
of aligning on characters first and then tokenizing on white space provides a broader perspective
on the possible hypotheses for a word hypotheses. The implication of aligning first on tokens is
that you trust the placement of white space, which if incorrect must be resolved in a later step in
the processing. The argument is that aligning characters, then tokenizing resolves this issue by
consolidating words that may have been split incorrectly by the OCR engine. For classifiers using
a known set of classes consisting of words, such as voice recognition and machine translation, it
is appropriate to assume that the white space between tokens is appropriately placed; however, in
OCR it is common for words to be merged when a space is not recognized, or for words to be split
when a white space is inappropriately placed in the middle of a word by the OCR engine.

2.3.2

Optimal Alignment

Ikeda and Imai [39] and Schroedl (2005) [93] represented alignment problems as minimum distance
problems in a directed acyclic graph in which edge costs represent the cost of alignment decisions.
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Notredame states “Computing exact MSAs [multiple sequence alignments] is computationally
almost impossible, and in practice approximate algorithms (heuristics) are used to align sequences,
by maximizing their similarity.” [77]
Chapter 3 presents a novel admissible heuristic to be used with the A* exact alignment
algorithm. The size of the exact alignment problem is reduced by two to three orders of magnitude,
which, although significant, is still insufficient to compute exact alignments in reasonable time
for large documents or number of sequences. Based on unpublished work [60], the author of this
dissertation determined that the difference between the exact alignment and a progressive alignment
heuristic for digitized text was not sufficient to warrant the additional computational time to perform
an exact alignment. Typically, the progressive alignment completes aligning three sequences of
around 2000 characters in a matter of seconds. Even with this improvement, it was necessary for
computational efficiency to adopt non-optimal alignment methods.

2.3.3

Heuristic Progressive Alignment

Progressive text alignment can be approached in two ways. One greedy approach, used by
Boschetti et al. [10], identifies the two sequences (of the n sequences to be aligned) that have
the lowest alignment cost to each other. These two sequences are aligned. From the n − 2 sequences
remaining, the next to be aligned is the sequence with the lowest alignment cost with the first two
sequences, where the alignment between the first two sequences can not be altered other than to
insert a gap across the alignment to match the new (third) sequence. This process is repeated until
all n sequences have been aligned in a progressive manner. The process described by Boschetti is
the method used in Chapters 5 through 8.
Wemhoener et al. [110] use a progressive alignment in which first two sequences are aligned
and a third is added to the first two. This is the method used in Chapter 5. From the alignment of the
three OCR sequences, Wemhoener proceeds to vote character-wise. The weakness in Wemhoener’s
method is that if no single character hypothesis is identified the algorithm skips over the character.
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In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, when voting did not succeed, the method selected the hypothesis
from the OCR engine with the lowest WER on the training set.
An alternative to Boschetti, et al., Spencer and Howe [97] construct a guide tree, similar
to genetic alignment techniques, from the matrix of all pairwise distances of the sequences. The
guide tree, which is calculated upfront, determines the order in which sequences are aligned. In this
process it is possible that more than one group of sequences may be aligned before further alignment
of groups occurs. Again, once an alignment of some number of sequences has been completed, the
existing alignment can not be altered during the alignment of a new sequence other than to insert
gaps. Further, Ikeda & Imai and Schroedl formulated the cost of DNA base (or character) level
alignments in n-dimensions as the sum of the costs of 2-dimensional alignments.

2.3.4

Character Alignment Costs

Esakov et al. [25] addressed the notion that OCR recognition errors are not uniformly distributed
and that some types of errors are more prevalent than others, for example misrecognizing an “r” for
a “t” or a “c” for an “e”. Using digital text from which digitized images were synthetically degraded,
Esakov et al. calculated the letter confusion matrix, demonstrating that the errors from OCR are not
uniform. Additionally, they showed that the error rates and error types were dependent on the text’s
font. Brill and Moore’s work [12] in noisy channel spelling correction suggests going beyond single
character replacement ( 1 → 1, 1 → 0, and 0 → 1) to include a confusion matrix trained on multiple
character replacement. Their work focuses on the types of errors made by human writers, but could
be adapted to the types of errors made by OCR engines. These papers make the assumption that the
tokens presented to them either by the OCR engine or by the human writer are accurate, or in other
words, they may expect errors in the characters within the token, but they trust the spaces between
the tokens. Observation indicates that errors with spaces between tokens (insertions, deletions, and
substitutions) need to be expected just as they are with the characters that make up the word tokens.
The work in Chapter A attempts to utilize this observation.
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2.3.5

Alignment Formulation

Extending the formulation for extraction and error correction in Section 2.1 to incorporate multiple
inputs, let a set of extractions be defined as

ēi = e1i , e2i , . . . , eni



(2.14)

where each eji is the result of a different extractor, such as different OCR engines, or a variation on
the input to the same extractor, such as multiple binarizations of the same digital document image,
dIi . The individual components of ēi are expressed as


eji = Ej dIi , θE∗ j .

(2.15)

In the case of OCR output, which is text strings, let eji be rewritten as Ai for the purposes of
describing the alignment process.
Consider n text strings, A1j , . . . , Anj , outputs of n OCR engines for the same digital document
image dIj , such that Aij = OCRi (dIj ). Let k aij be a token (either a character or a word token


i
depending on the implementation) such that Aij = 1 aij , . . . ,lj aij where ||Aij || = lji . Using
the notation from Section 2.1, let TjM be the gold standard transcription for document dIj , and


M
TjM = 1 tj , . . . ,lj tj be the transcription broken into tokens.
Referring to Chapters 3 and 5 for a more complete discussion of optimal and progressive
heuristic alignment methods, let the token aligned sequences and the transcription for document dIj
be




Â1j , . . . , Ânj , T̂jM = Align A1j , . . . , Anj , TjM

(2.16)

where
Âij

=



1 i
âj , . . . ,l̂j
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âij



.

(2.17)

All aligned sequences are the same length, ||Âij || = lj for all documents dIj , meaning that each
sequence can include INDELs. The same formulation applies to T̂jM . Due to the insertion of
INDELs, for all k âij either k âij =p aij for some p ≤ k or k âij = ∅ where we define the INDEL as ∅.
Using the notation of Equation 2.12 the training of the error correction process is formulated
as





M
M
θC∗ = arg min ErrC C OCR1 DN ,1 θOCR
, . . . , OCRn DN ,n θOCR
, θC T M

(2.18)

θC

where OCRi () represents one of n OCR inputs. The alignment formulation in Equations 2.16
and 2.17 are not explicitly found in Equation 2.18 but are a part of the error correction process C().
As alignment is a part of the error correction process, the question is whether the order of
alignment is significant to the outcome. For exact alignment algorithms, such as A*, the order of
OCR engine inputs is irrelevant since all of the text sequences from the OCR engines are evaluated
simultaneously. Exact alignment is used in Chapters 3 and 4. Heuristic alignment algorithms are
not guaranteed to provide an optimal result, but allow the alignment of more text sequences than
exact alignment. Progressive alignment, first discussed in Chapter 5, is sensitive to the order in
which the text sequences are introduced to the alignment. The method described in Chapter 5 uses
a training set to determine the order of alignment, choosing text sequences in the order of lowest
to highest WER as determine on the training set. This provides a guide-tree-like order, permitting
potentially high WER inputs to align with already seen tokens from lower WER sequences.
Since the lengths of all of the alignment sequences are equal we can define a lattice of

hypotheses as Hj = 1 hj , . . . ,N hj . Depending on the approach, each k hj may either consist of
individual characters or tokens, where the tokens may either be individual white space divided
tokens with a sequence, as shown in Table 2.1, heading “Each Sequence Tokenized by White Space,
Then Aligned by Token”, or aligned characters separated into tokens by agreement on white space
across the alignments as shown in the same table, heading “Aligned by Character, Then Tokenized
by White Space Across the Alignment”.
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2.3.6

Non-Alignment Approaches

In an approach that did not require the alignment of the multiple inputs, DeNero et al. [20] in a
machine translation work search for common n-grams from multiple translations of the source text.
Rather than attempting to align the machine translation inputs, which is problematic due to the
possible differences in word order in translation, n-grams that occur more frequently are selected.
In post-OCR error correction, Volk et al. [107] assume that output from two OCR engines
will be very similar and perform a character-wise step through of the two outputs. When there is
disagreement between the two sequences they observe a window of forth characters, centered on
the point of disagreement. Where there is agreement between the two sequences, they accept the
character. Where there is disagreement they consider all possible combinations and using a unigram
language model select the most likely sequence of characters.

2.4

Ensemble Methods

Ensemble methods, in which the combination of multiple weak classifiers create a stronger model
than any of the individual components, are an important method used in this research. This research
applies novel approaches to existing ensemble models to extract text with a lower WER than
found in any of the multiple OCR inputs. Dietterich [21] observes that “ensembles are often much
more accurate than the individual classifiers that make them up.” The ensemble methods used
are: voting in isolation (Chapter 3), a decision list (Chapter 4), and Conditional Random Fields
(Chapters 5 through 8). Chapter 5 demonstrates that even combining strong and weak models
leads to improvement in the OCR WER. Cecotti and Belaı̈d [14] note that combining multiple
classifiers has been shown to outperform individual classifiers, but only when they complement
each other. The complementarity of the multiple OCR engines (which are classifiers) is addressed
by calculating, during the evaluation step, the lattice word error rate on the aligned lattice. This
method provides a lower bound on the information available from the multiple OCR engines.
In a work on ensemble methods for combining classifiers Kittler et al. [48] formulate the
problem in terms of pattern recognition, where an input pattern Z is to be assigned to one of m
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classes from Ω = {ω1 , . . . , ωm }. Given R classifiers, each has a unique measurement vector, x,
where xi is the measurement vector of the ith classifier. Deviating from Kittler et al.’s formulation
for the sake of future usage, let φi (Z) = xi be a function which takes as input the pattern Z to be
assigned a class, and outputs the measurement vector xi for the ith classifier. Each class from Ω
is modeled by a probability function, pk (x|ωk ), which gives a probability that the given measure
vector, x, is associated with the class ωk . In terms of the input pattern Z a clearer representation is

pk (φi (Z) | ωk )

(2.19)

showing the probability that the input pattern is associated with class ωk .
Maximizing the a priori probability on the observed measurement vectors for Z, Kittler et
al. formulate the assignment problem as

assign Z → ωj if
P (ωj |x1 , . . . , xR ) = max P (ωk |x1 , . . . , xR )
k

(2.20)

maximizing the probability that ωk is the class of the pattern given the combined observed feature
measure vectors. Note that P (ω|x1 , . . . , xR ) is a combination of all R recognizer probability
functions from Equation 2.19. Proceeding, Kittler et al. use Bayes Rule to rewrite Equation 2.20 as

P (ωk |x1 , . . . , xR ) =

p (x1 , . . . , xR |ωk ) P (ωk )
p (x1 , . . . , xR )

(2.21)

in which p (x1 , . . . , xR |ωk ) is the combined posterior probability that the measure vectors occur
given the class. The denominator of Equation 2.21 is fixed given the feature vectors x1 , . . . , xR
permitting the consideration of the numerator alone

P (ωk |x1 , . . . , xR ) ∝ p (x1 , . . . , xR |ωk ) P (ωk ) .
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(2.22)

Returning to Equations 2.20 and 2.22 the general formulation is

assign Z → ωj f or
P (ωj |x1 , . . . , xR ) ∝ max p (x1 , . . . , xR |ωk ) P (ωk ) .
k

(2.23)

Implicit in this formulation is that the ensemble consists of the recognizers, pk (φi (Z) | ωk ), a series
of probability functions which which are not clearly delineated in Equation 2.23. An equivalent and
more common formulation of Equation 2.23 is

assign Z → ω f or
ω = argmax p (x1 , . . . , xR |ω) P (ω) .

(2.24)

ω

Kittler et al. proceed, with the assumption that the classifiers as indicated in Equation 2.19 are
independent, to develop both product and summation based interpretations of Equation 2.23.
Comparing the general formulation in Equation 2.18 to the above Equation 2.24, rather than
finding the maximum probability of the class given the observations, the generalized equation for
training the optimal parameters for the correction process C() minimizes the error. In Kittler et
al.’s formulation, Equation 2.24, training occurs in the form of the probability of the observations
given the class. Kittler et al.’s work is a framework for ensemble methods in classification. More
specifically, this research uses multiple features of the aligned hypotheses, described in Section 2.3
in Conditional Random Fields as a classifier which will be described in Section 2.6.2.

2.5

Diversity in Ensemble Methods

Diversity in both the errors and the accurate classifications in an ensemble of classifiers is recognized
as a necessary and sufficient condition for the ensemble to be superior to any one of the individual
classifiers, as long as the ensemble method is able to differentiate between correct and erroneous
hypotheses from the ensemble. In a work on ensemble methods with neural networks, Hansen
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and Salamon [36] state that “randomness tends to differentiate the errors of the networks, so that
the networks will be making errors on different subsets of the input space.” They continue, “as
each network makes generalization errors on different subsets of the input space, . . . the collective
decision produced by the ensemble is less likely to be in error than the decision made by any of
the individual networks. The conclusion is that the ensemble can be far less fallible than any one
network.” Dietterich [21] deduces that “a necessary and sufficient condition for an ensemble of
classifiers to be more accurate than any of its individual members is if the classifiers are accurate
and diverse.” He continues:
A learning algorithm can be viewed as searching a space H of hypotheses to identify
the best hypothesis in the space. The statistical problem arises when the amount
of training data available is too small compared to the size of the hypothesis space.
Without sufficient data, the learning algorithm can find many different hypotheses in
H that all give the same accuracy on the training data. By constructing an ensemble
out of all of these accurate classifiers, the algorithm can “average” their votes and
reduce the risk of choosing the wrong classifier.
Further, Cecotti and Belaı̈d [14] note that combining multiple classifiers has been shown
to outperform individual classifiers, but only when they complement each other. Kittler et al. [48]
recognized that “[a]n important issue in combining classifiers is that this is particularly useful if
they are different.”
In a recent work on machine translation (MT), Cer, Manning, and Jurafsky [15] introduce
the concept of “Positive Diversity Tuning,” a heuristic measure linearly combining measures of
“Correctness” and “Similarity” between the existing inputs to the ensemble and candidates inputs as

P Dα = α Correctness (ref [], sysθ ) − (1 − α) Similarity (other sys[], sysθ )

(2.25)

where P Dα is the diversity measure, α is the parameter of linear combination and sysθ are the
machine translation system parameters which are varied to create the diverse MT systems. The
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Correctness() and Similarity() functions are any which can score the correctness of translations
against each other. In a formulation using BLEU1 scores, Equation 2.25 becomes

P Dα = arg max α BLEU (ref [], sysθ ) − (1 − α) BLEU (other sys[], sysθ ) .

(2.26)

θ

Cer, Manning, and Jurafsky start with an empty set of systems for the ensemble, a training set,
and a translation system with some parameters θ. Looping through parameters of the translation
system, a new system is trained to maximize Equation 2.26. This new trained system is added to
the ensemble and the loop repeats. The authors note that in principle it is possible to have a large
number of machine translation systems in the ensemble, but practically this presents computational
challenges.2 The authors publish up to five iterations of this process, indicating that there were five
machine translators in the ensemble. For more details the reader is referred to [15].
In Gimpel et al. [32] the authors also explore creating a diverse set of translations in the
machine translation task. They propose a measure of diversity of an n-gram as it appears in two
translations

|y|−q |y0 |−q

∆n (y, y0 ) = −

X X
i=1

0
1 yi:i+q = yj:j+q



(2.27)

j=1

where 1(·) = 1 if the enclosed statement is true, otherwise 0, y and y0 are the two translations to
be compared, and q is the length of the n-grams to be explored. The strength of this dissimilarity
function is that it can be applied without knowledge of the ground truth of the translation. The
limitation however is that although n-grams may occur in each of the translations, this does not
mean that they are necessarily accurate. This would be particularly true in the post-OCR error
correction task where more than one OCR engine may make the same errors. In particular, this
behavior was found in two OCR engines which had common recognition components, consequently
making similar errors.
1

BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) [81] is a method for evaluating the quality of machine translation.
It is interesting to note that the same statement was made in papers twenty years ago on algorithms which were
impractical then, but are well within the reach of even small capacity computers today. It is likely only a matter
of time and increasing computational capacity until what appears in 2014 to be computationally challenging to be
commonplace.
2
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This dissertation addresses the contribution of diversity in three ways. First, Chapter 3
introduces the concept of a Lattice Word Error Rate (LWER), which is a lower bound on the possible
document WER given the evidence from the ensemble inputs. This approach to finding a lower
bound on an ensemble method appears to be unique to this work. The LWER is introduced and
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, but in brief, the character output from multiple classifiers,
generally OCR engines, are aligned. From the alignment multiple hypotheses for a single token
are extracted. The collection of each set, or column, of hypotheses is called the lattice. Given the
aligned hypotheses of a single column (see Figures 3.10 and 6.4 for examples of the aligned lattice
and hypothesis column) if any of the hypotheses are correct, the column of hypotheses is counted as
having correctly identified the token. This is clearly an oracle calculation in that knowledge of the
correct string is required.
The second evaluation of diversity is the size of the training set and how this effects the
eventual results of the ensemble method as found in Chapter 6. One of the results found in this
chapter (see Section 6.4.6) is that for the large Reuters-21578 training set used to train an Conditional
Random Field (CRF), only a randomly selected 2% of the training set, selected five times with
replacement to create five training sets, the results of which are averaged, created a model that had
effectively the same performance as 100% of the training set. Given the feature vectors found in the
training set, many are duplicates, contributing little to the overall CRF model. This observation can
be seen as the inverse to the the previous paragraphs, in that once a level of diversity, available in
the training data is achieved, additional training examples are not necessary.
The third evaluation of diversity in this work is found in the chapters on multiple binarizations
of the same digital document image as inputs to an ensemble method. (See Chapters 7 and 8.)
The first observation is that within the various binarizations of a digital document image, no single
binarization is across the board best, measured by the resulting WER of the binarized document
image. (See Figure 8.8.) Looking at each binarization level, Table 8.3 shows that even the binarized
digitized document images with the highest WERs contribute to the overall improvement of the
ensemble. A similar result is found in Chapter 5, Table 5.4 and Figure 5.6. This result is in
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contraction to Caruana et al. [13] and Cer et al. [15] that only “better” performing classifiers should
be used in an ensemble.

2.5.1

Diversity Formulation

Although the concept that diversity within an ensemble is intuitively correct, this dissertation
presents a formulation of how diversity can be viewed and measured within the context of post-OCR
error correction. This can easily be adapted for other types of problems.

2.5.2

Lattice Word Error Rate in Measuring Diversity

Given the definitions for hypothesis alignment from Section 2.3.5, the Lattice Word Error Rate is
calculated as
LW ER (Hj ) =

n
o
j
k j
k
hi ∈ Hj | ∃ ĥi = t̂i
||TjM ||

(2.28)

Equation 2.28 counts the number of aligned hypotheses, k hij , where none match the ground truth.
The denominator is ||TjM || rather than ||T̂jM || since we measure the error rate by the length of the
transcript. Note that if t̂i = ∅, this identifies a point in the alignment where at least one OCR engine
has inserted a token that was not aligned with the ground truth. This can occur when the OCR
engine encounters noise in the digital document image, which can result in a WER and a LWER
greater than 100%.
Writing the word error rate of a document in the format of Equation 2.28 we first create
the alignment of a single text input, Â1 which is aligned with the ground truth, T̂ . The resulting
definition for WER is
n




W ER Âij =

k i
âj

∈ Âij | k âij 6= k t̂j
||Tj ||

o
(2.29)

Conceptually, where the LWER of a document is close to the WER of one of the inputs,
diversity is low. In contrast where there is a significant difference between the LWER and the best
WER of the ensemble inputs, there is significant diversity in the inputs as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: A comparison of the LWER to the range of WERs of the ensemble of inputs from
multiple OCR engines on the Eisenhower Communiqués. The gap between the LWER line and the
lowest point of the OCR WER Range bar indicates the potential contribution of diversity in the
ensemble. Note that the OCR engine with the lowest WER is not necessarily always the same one.
Refer to Figure 1.2.
Using the data from Chapter 3, Figures 3.15 and 3.17 shows the relative improvement that would
be possible given the diversity of inputs from the ensemble of OCR inputs from the Eisenhower
Communiqués. Chapter 3 and later chapters use the LWER as an indication of how close the
ensemble method, when selecting a single hypothesis from the column of available hypotheses,
is able to get to this theoretical minimum given the available evidence. This view may also be
interpreted as the breath of diversity available in the ensemble inputs.
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Clearly the case where the inputs to the ensemble show little diversity, the WERs of
individual documents would be close together and noting Equation 2.28 there would be little
difference between the WER and the LWER.

2.5.3

Diversity Discussion

Returning to Figure 2.1 there are two observations. First, that the LW ER ≤ W ER for all
documents in the figure. Given the definition of the LWER this is clear in that if a sequence had a
WER less than the LWER, the LWER would have used those correct hypotheses to reduce its own
value. However, and this is the second observation, if LW ER = W ER for a given text sequence in
the ensemble this implies that there is no diversity in the remaining text sequences in the ensemble.
Again considering the definition of the LWER, if for some sequence the WER equals the LWER,
then the other sequences could be discarded without increasing the LWER, hence those sequences
were not required and provided no diversity.
One last observation is that if LW ER = 0 the ensemble of text sequences represents
“perfect” diversity in that it is possible using the information in the inputs to extract the true text of
the digital document image.

2.6

Types of Ensemble Methods

Ensemble methods incorporate a large number of algorithms with the common goal of merging
multiple weak systems into a stronger system. The following sections briefly describe a number of
ensemble methods.

2.6.1

Bagging and Boosting

Bagging and boosting are processes in which multiple, potentially “weak” classifiers are combined
into a “strong” classifier, is effective for classification problems [13]. The method requires training to
identify weights for each classifier, based on their relative strengths. An example of this method can
be found in the information retrieval task in biomedical named entity recognition. Si, Kanungo, and
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Huang [95] successfully applied boosting, and noted: “This approach provides us the opportunity to
combine results from multiple systems that collectively use rich and diverse feature representations
and also take advantage of utilizing multiple algorithms for achieving higher recognition accuracy.”
Xiao et al. [112] apply bagging and boosting in machine translation by randomly selecting a subset
of the training data to create multiple machine learners from the same statistical machine translation
engine. Using the combination of the machine translation systems, a stronger ensemble is learned
from the translation data, which is the boosting step. An alternative to selecting a subset of the
training data to create multiple machine learners, is to use the full training data set but vary the
parameters. Such an approach was used by Cer, Manning, and Jurafsky [15].

2.6.2

Conditional Random Fields

Using the derivation of Sutton and McCallum [100] for Conditional Random Fields (CRF), also
known as logistical regression, the labeling problem is represented as
(K
)
T
X
1 Y
exp
θk fk (yt , yt−1 , xt )
p (y|x) =
Z (x) t=1
k=1

(2.30)

where Z (x) is the normalization function, θk ∈ R is the parameter for the feature function fk ().
Note that this formulation is a chain function in that both the current label yt and the previous
label yt−1 are considered in the feature function, as well as the feature vector for xt for the current
location. Further, this formulation includes the probability for all of the labels y given all of the
feature vectors for all locations in the sequence.
This research’s formulation of the CRF starting in Chapter 5 considers only the current
location in the sequence and does not consider the value of the previous label. Chapter 6 shows
that the value of the previous label, meaning the source of the selected hypothesis, such as the
OCR engine or the value “NONE”, does not contribute to reducing the WER and is not used in this
work. Simplifying Equation 2.30 to consider only the value of a single label, and eliminating the
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information concerning the previous label, the result is
(K
)
X
1
exp
p (yt |xt ) =
θk fk (yt , xt ) .
Z (x)
k=1

(2.31)

The features and their values vary by chapter, to which the reader is referred. The CRF for this
research was implemented using the Mallet Toolkit [72] which provides means for training and
using the trained model to select a single hypothesis for each set of hypotheses.

2.6.3

Minimum Bayes Risk Decoding

Although Minimum Bayes Risk (MBR) is not exclusively an ensemble method, Zhou and Lopresti [117] propose a use of MBR using repeated sampling with the goal of improving classifier
accuracy in OCR. Using Bayes decision rules (see Section 2.4) Zhou and Lopresti calculate the
Bayes risk as the mis-classification rate for all classes. In brief, the MBR is the risk associated with
mis-classifications that may occur due to a feature vector lying close the the decision boundary and,
due to noise in the data, falling on the wrong side of that boundary. Zhou and Lopresti propose to
improve the performance of the Bayes classifier by creating multiple inputs, specifically for their
paper, of rescanned documents images for OCRing. Given the multiple inputs, the authors use
voting to select the best hypothesis. Goel et al. [33] use MBR in speech recognition and propose a
method through the use of n-best lists over which the speech recognition occurs.

2.6.4

N -best hypotheses

N -best lists can be created using a single recognizer and a single input where the list consists of
alternative hypotheses with confidence measures. Venugopal et al. [105] in the machine translation
task use n-best alignments rather than selecting a single best alignment of word translations. They
note that selecting the n-best alignments is superior to selecting a single best alignment in that any
error made in the a single alignment step is propagated to the remaining steps in the translation. By
propagating multiple alignments it is possible to avoid propagating the error of a single alignment.
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As mentioned in Section 2.6.3, Goel et al. use an n-best list of of possible speech recognition
lattices, in which each lattice is an alternative segmentation of the phones of the speech input.
2.6.5

Reranking

Reranking takes multiple outputs of a model, such as an n-best list from a single input or the
multiple outputs of multiple OCR engines, and reranks the n outputs based on features that may not
have been found in the original, first step model. For instance, in a model such as in Equation 2.26,
the training set may be sparse such that no instances of a combination of features occurs in the
training set. In this case the probability of assigning a class to this unseen combination of features
would be zero, or slightly more than zero in the case of smoothing. The reranking system is trained
on the new features and makes decisions of which output from the model in the first step. In example
of reranking for parsing, Collins and Koo [17] describe their use of reranking in the parser problem:
The base parser produces a set of candidate parses for each input sentence, with
associated probabilities that define an initial ranking of these parses. A second
model then attempts to improve upon this initial ranking, using additional features
of the tree as evidence. The strength of our approach is that it allows a tree to be
represented as an arbitrary set of features, without concerns about how these features
interact or overlap and without the need to define a derivation or a generative model
which takes these features into account.
In another example of reranking of n-best lists, Charniak and Johnson [16] state:
The reranker attempts to select the best parse for a sentence from the 50-best list
of possible parses for the sentence. Because the reranker only has to consider a
relatively small number of parses per sentences, it is not necessary to use dynamic
programming, which permits the features to be essentially arbitrary functions of the
parse trees. While our reranker does not achieve anything like the oracle f -score,
the parses it selects do have an f -score of 91.0, which is considerably better than the
maximum probability parses of the n-best parser.
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In this research the output of multiple recognizers, either multiple OCR engines on the same
digitized document image or multiple threshold binarizations of the same digitized document image
recognized by the same OCR engine, are reranked using a Conditional Random Field model as
implemented in the Mallet toolkit [72].

2.6.6

System Combination

System combination takes independently developed systems as input to the ensemble. The value
in this approach is that the independence of the systems provides complementary error patterns.
Rosti et al. [90] note: “[T]hree approaches [to machine translation, phrasal, heirarchical and syntaxbased,] yield similar translation accuracy despite using fairly different levels of linguistic knowledge.
The availability of such a variety of systems has led to a growing interest toward finding better
translations by combining outputs from multiple systems.”
The methods in this dissertation can be considered system combination when using multiple
OCR engines, since each OCR engine was developed individually3 , as with Rosti, and Macherey
and Och [69] they may be considered to be separate, independent systems.

2.6.7

Voting

Voting among multiple hypotheses is a common ensemble method used effectively to reduce the
error rate. Using the notation from Equation 2.28, voting selects the class ĥi from hypothesis vector
hi such that
i

ĥ = argmax
hij ∈hi

n
X


1 hij == hik .

(2.32)

k=1,k6=j

Lopresti and Zhou [59] use voting among multiple sequences generated by the same OCR
engine from different scans of the same document. Their experimental results were between 20%
3
It was discovered that the Adobe Acrobat Pro and the ReadIris commercial products shared a common base, which
explained the correlation in the types of errors made by those two engines. Overall the Adobe Acrobat Pro embedded
OCR engine had a lower WER, therefore it was retained and the ReadIris product removed from the OCR engines used
in this research in later papers.
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and 50% improvement. The results in Chapter 4 show a mean improvement of 50% using voting
and feature selection with multiple OCR engines.
Although voting has strengths, the authors of ROVER [28] note the that “[i]n some cases,
only one of the systems has the correct hypothesis, and its hypothesis is out-voted by more errorful
systems.” Another case in which voting can fail is when there is no consensus. Some papers [110]
do not address this; however, in Chapter 3, in which voting is the primary decision tool, this
dissertation addresses the case of no consensus by selecting the OCR engine with the lowest WER
on the training set.
Klein and Kobel [49] match the output of multiple OCR engines of the same digital image.
Their process first matches words from multiple OCR outputs, not by aligning the output but
considering tokens from the sequences in order. They do not directly address the problem of
tokens that are merged words (the result of not recognizing a space) or of split words (a space
incorrectly inserted into the sequence). This research addresses this problem through aligning
characters of the sequences directly, identifing insertions and deletions (INDEL) of spaces prior to
the creation of aligned word token hypotheses. It appears that Klein and Kopel are using fairly clean
documents in which INDELs are not common, which is in contrast to the collections used in this
research. (See Section 2.8.) Treating word tokens as given, ignoring possible word segmentation
problems, does not recognize a source of error in the OCR sequences. However, considering all
possible combinations of spaces and word combinations, is combinatorially complex, as noted by
Kukich [53].
Kittler et al. [48] indicate that “if only labels are available a majority vote ... is used.”
In contrast to this statement, this dissertation in fact selects between the labels of the multiple
inputs, but attaches features to each label, making voting only a single facet of the space available
for selecting the best token hypothesis. Recall from Section 2.2.2 the paper by Handley and
Hickey (1990) [35] in which the authors minimize the edit distance between three OCR sequences.
Effectively this is a form of voting in that the edit distance between matching characters is of course
zero.
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Table 2.2: Eisenhower Communiqué baseline corpus mean error rates compared to Lattice Error
Rate and the results of Chapter 5 [64]
Abbyy
18.24%

OmniPage Adobe
30.02% 51.78%

ReadIris
54.64%

Tesseract
67.78%

LWER
9.27%

Ensemble WER
13.76%

Voting between multiple OCR outputs as described above has been shown to be a very
strong tool in correcting errors; however, it is limited to only discovering words that have been
correctly recognized by at least one of the OCR engines. Table 2.2 compares voting by itself to
machine learning and feature engineering techniques from Chapter 5. This research shows that in
some cases, the expectation of achieving a reduced WER is not fulfilled despite using methods that
have been successful in other cases. Exploring the causes of success or failure of various ensemble
methods in the OCR error correction task is discussed in Chapter 8.

2.7

Applications of Ensemble Methods

Ensembles methods, such as those mentioned in Section 2.6, are used in a variety of applications.
One of the conclusions of this work is that if reasonable multiple inputs to an ensemble method are
available, the resulting outcome of the ensemble method will be superior to individual methods. For
example, observe that no OCR engine, even the state-of-the-art engine, is superior to an ensemble
of OCR outputs, which may include the state-of-the-art engine combined with OCR engines with
much higher WERs. Another example is that multiple, threshold binarizations are superior to single
adaptive binarizations when using the resulting WER of the text sequence of the digital document
image.
The following sections discuss applications of ensemble methods.

2.7.1

Classifiers

Bertolami and Bunke [9] note that “classifier ensemble methods are used in may pattern recognition
problems to improve the classification accuracy.” They use a classifier ensemble for off-line
handwriting recognition, in which the classes are words to be recognized. Bertolami and Bunke
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recognize that this creates a large number of classes. From the multiple word sequences generated
by the ensemble of classifiers, the author use ROVER [28] to align and vote between the alternatives.
Note that since the handwriting recognizers will only output word classes known to the classifier,
the alignment will align on the given tokens and subsequently vote.
Beginning with Chapter 5 the process of post-OCR error correction is treated as a classification problem, where the classes are the sources of the OCR text (either an OCR engine or an image
binarization threshold level) and the class “NONE”. This allows us to create a rich set of features,
related to the label, even across labels, and to include a “NONE” label indicating that none of the
inputs should be selected and all the hypotheses for this set of hypotheses should be rejected. This
is particularly important for eliminating OCR noisy output, in which the OCR engine attempts to
recognize image noise as characters.
OCR engines are also an example of a classifier. Cecotti and Belaı̈d [14] create an ensemble of OCR output focusing on the character recognition problem, considering each character
individually without the benefit of the context. They also do not address the possibility of space
mis-recognition, either recognizing a space where this is none, or not recognizing a space that exists.
Further their work does not include external knowledge sources and feature engineering. Dordevic
and Mihajlov [22] use classifiers in an OCR system for Macedonian Cyrillic. The authors’ system
aligns character output and uses weighted voting to order an n-best output with confidence ratings
for each output. The voting weights are discovered on a training set, which informs the confidence
ratings.

2.7.2

Handwriting Recognition

Handwriting recognition continues to be an active research problem. In an early work in handwriting
recognition of digits using an ensemble of neural networks Hanson et al. [37] state: “Neural network
ensembles were introduced . . . as a means for improving network training and performance. The
consensus of a neural network ensemble may outperform individual networks[.] . . . Furthermore
the consensus may be used for realization of fault tolerant neural network architectures.” Recently
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Govindarajan [34] notes that “Hybrid models have been suggested to overcome the defects of using
a single supervised learning method, such as radial basis function and support vector machine techniques. Hybrid models combine different methods to improve classification accuracy. . . . Ensemble
[methods improve] classification performance by the combined use of two effects: reduction of
errors due to bias and variance” Govindarajan uses bagging to create multiple classifiers from the
same training dataset and classifier, noting that an alternative to creating multiple classifiers would
be to use multiple recognizers with an independent implementation.

2.7.3

Machine Translation

In the field of machine translation Gimpel et al. [32] note that translations in n-best lists can be very
similar, limiting the value in their combination. Zhao and He [116] use eight models, which are
combined using voting. Each of the models in their research uses a different paradigm for machine
translation, noting that “a combination of [features and models] produces ... better translation results.”
In another example, DeNero et al. [20] also apply model combination to the machine translation
task. The strength of their work is to combine machine translation (MT) models that may provide
very different outputs. N -grams that appear in multiple MT outputs give weight to each model
in which they occur, resulting in selecting a derivation with the greatest weight due to common
n-grams. Regardless of how the n-grams are placed within the sequence of the translation, their
existence is considered a vote in the model. Finally, Cer, Manning, and Jurafsky [15] systematically
build an ensemble of machine translation systems, emphasizing the diversity as was discussed in
Section 2.5.

2.7.4

Named-entity Recognition

The Named-entity Recognition (NER) problem is to segment and classify proper names such as
people, places, organizations, and dates within a text. The difficulty in the NER problem is that
there are likely named-entities within any given text that are not found in a training set so there are
instances where a named-entity must be identified by context. Extracting named-entities from noisy
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historical documents, Packer et al. [80] note: “We also conclude that combining basic methods
can produce higher quality NER. Each of the three ensembles maximizes a different metric. The
Majority Ensemble achieves the highest F-measure over the entire corpus, compared to any of
the base extractors and to the other ensembles. The Intersection Ensemble achieves the highest
precision and the Union Ensemble achieves the highest recall.”

2.7.5

Post-correcting Using Multiple OCR Outputs From the Same Engine

The only step in the OCR process that is truly noisy (in the sense that there is randomness in the
output) is the image digitization step. Given the digital image, the OCR outputs from multiple runs
with the same engine and the same input parameters, are identical; however small variations in
the digital image can result in different OCR outputs. This observation has motivated approaches
to extracting more than one OCR output from the same image. Lopresti and Zhou [59] scan a
single physical document three times, slightly adjusting the document each time. These three digital
images of the same document are recognized by the same OCR engine. Their system then aligns
the character output and creates a consensus sequence through voting, which corrects between 20%
and 50% of the OCR errors. They argue that using multiple OCR engines dilutes the effect of the
best OCR engine; however, our research [64] in Chapter 5, shows that even OCR outputs with a
comparatively high WER can contribute to an overall reduction in both lattice word error (LWER,
an oracle calculation of the lowest possible WER given the information) and the observed WER.
Another limitation of Lopresti and Zhou’s work is that voting is only done at the character level. Our
methods, previously published [61, 62] and found in Chapters 3 and 4, demonstrate the usefulness
of word level voting.
Due to the potential for OCR engines to interpret noise in the digital document image as
characters, voting alone can not always identify hypotheses that should be rejected. This dissertation
deals with this problem by allowing a “NONE” classification incorporated into machine learner,
used first in Chapter 5.
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2.7.6

Post-Correcting Using Multiple OCR Outputs from Different Engines

Abdulkader and Casey [2] implemented a system in which the output from a primary, trusted
OCR engine is compared to potentially lower quality aligned outputs from multiple OCR engines.
Disagreements at the character level are clustered where the primary OCR output and features of the
token image are similar. This implies that the primary OCR engine is making consistent mistakes.
A median example from each cluster is reviewed by a human to decide the correct output. This
system merges the use of multiple OCR engines, voting, error clustering, and human correction.
Huanfeng and Doermann [68] provide a system in which segmented characters are clustered
based on features and a human identifies the character associated with the cluster. The resulting
character identification is then used to train a recognizer.
Again, although one OCR engine may be better overall, our previous work [64] found in
Chapter 5 has demonstrated the advantages to leveraging the contributions of multiple OCR engines
of varying quality. Further, one of the goals of this research is to address the very large corpus of
pre-digital documents, there will be no human involvement in selection of output.

2.7.7

Automatic Speech Recognition

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is a difficult task due to many factors outside of the control of
the speech recognizer, such as ambient noise, variations in speech such as accent or dialect, and
environment acoustics. Audhkhasi et al. [6] observe that “the fusion of hypotheses from multiple
ASR systems is essential to achieve state-of-the-art word error rates.” Working primarily with
ROVER (see Section 2.3.1) the authors explore the effects of diversity in the multiple ASR systems
on the ROVER output. In their conclusions they note: “Sentence hypotheses with high WER can
lower the ROVER WER provided they are diverse and the fusion rule is able to take advantage of
them.” This is a similar result to that found in this dissertation in Chapter 5.
Goel et al. [33] approach the ensemble evaluation of ASR outputs by building the n-best
lattices from a single ASR system. Each lattice has potentially different interpretations of phones
from the speech input. Their approach is to cut each lattice at a point of agreement on the word
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Figure 2.2: Document counts of uncorrected word error rates from the Eisenhower Communiqués.

output and evaluate the combination transitioning between between lattices at these points of
agreement. This process results an improvement over a single best evaluation from the ASR system.
the sequences from the OCR engines alone, without returning to the digital image.

2.8

Corpora

For the most part papers on post-OCR tend to use corpora created for the research situation. There
are two common methods for creating a corpus for post-OCR error correction: a corpus created from
known text and synthetically degraded either photographically or computationally, and corrected
historical corpora from existing documents. A third corpus creation method is in finding multiple
copies of the same work. Each of these will be covered below.
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2.8.1

OCR Word Error Rate

One significant difference between the problems addressed in the related work cited here and the
problem in this research is the WER of the uncorrected OCR. An early work on post-OCR error
correcting by Jones, Story, and Ballard [42] dealt with a corpus having between 7% and 16% WER.
In 2003, Kolak, Byrne, and Resnik [52] used a corpus with an 18.31% WER. And in 2009 Kluzner
et al. [50], in an interesting work involving historical documents, used a corpus with a 17.5% WER.
The corpora used in this work have a much higher WER as shown in Figure 2.2 with uncorrected
OCR results of the Eisenhower Communiqués averaging 44.5% WER.
The word error rate of a document is calculated based on the number of token insertions,
deletions, and substitutions divided by the number of tokens in the gold standard text. Let T =
{t1 , . . . , tl } be the tokens or words found in the gold standard text, which may be a manual
transcription or manually corrected OCR.

W ER =

#insertions + #deletions + #substitutions
||T ||

Note that the WER may be greater than 100% since the number of insertions is not limited and may
be caused by the OCR engine attempting to recognize noise as text and the possibility of inserting
in error spaces in the middle of tokens. (See Section 2.5.2 for a more formal definition of the WER
when aligned and compared to the gold standard transcription.)

2.8.2

Synthetic Corpora

Tong and Evans (1996) [103] create a corpus beginning with documents from the Ziff-Davis
news wire. These documents were printed and photographically degraded by copying them on a
photocopier on the “light” setting. Subsequently the degraded documents were scanned and OCRed.
The resulting corpus WER was 22.9%. The original documents as used by Tong and Evans are
available through TREC [104], however, the specific digital images and OCR used by the authors
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were not released. Kanugo and Haralick (1999) [46] likewise used photographic techniques to take
a given digital text and create degraded images for input into an OCR engine.
In a related problem, the TREC-5 Confusion Track of 1999, created a corpus for the
information retrieval task. The findings of this task are presented by Kantor and Voorhees [45], who
describe the process of creating the corpus. The participants of the task were given three versions of
the corpus: typeset files consisting of the digital text, which were considered to be the ground truth;
an OCRed version of the clean typeset files with a corpus WER of 5%; and a downsampled version
of the original image pages with a corpus WER of approximately 20%. These documents with some
changes were later released by NIST as the Standard Reference Database 25 [76]. The TREC-5
images are stored in a proprietary format, not generally usable with current image manipulation
tools.
Lopresti [58] created an OCR error correction database from the Reuters-21578 news
corpus [55] selecting 661 articles. The digital text of the articles were printed and scanned at 300
dots per inch (DPI). Two more image sets were created by photocopying the printed documents
using the “darkest” setting in two iterations. Similarly, two image sets were created by photocopying
the printed documents using the “lightest” setting in two iterations. The OCR corpus work errors
rates tended to be quite low, less than 2%. This dataset is not currently available.
For this research, in collaboration with Dr. Daniel Walker, we have created two synthetic
corpora. These were introduced in Section 1.3.1. The 2001 Topic Annotated Enron Email Data
Set [8] introduced in Walker, Lund, Ringger [108] is a synthetic dataset in which the text from the
Enron Email Data Set is converted to a digital image and digitally degraded by the method proposed
by Baird [7]. The resulting Enron dataset is bitonal with the original text files providing the gold
standard for evaluation and training.
The Reuters-21578 [55] synthetic corpus was also created in collaboration with Dr. Daniel
Walker and introduced for the first time in Lund, Kennard, Ringger [65]. Similar to the Enron
dataset, the text is converted to images and degraded by the method proposed by Baird. In contrast
to the Enron dataset, the images in the Reuters-21578 dataset are grayscale.
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2.8.3

Corrected Historical Document Corpora

Although a historical document corpus with gold standard transcription is the best resource to
capture the types of errors made by scanners, digital image binarization, and OCR engines, creating
a historical document corpus requires significant manual effort and cost. Manually created gold
standard transcriptions may either be created by direct manual transcription of the corpus, or
post-OCR manual correction.
Reynaert (2008) [85] used three corpora, one of which is modern born-digital text of
parliamentary proceedings and two historical newspaper datasets from the early twentieth century.
Their process OCRs the historical datasets without correction. The focus of the author’s work is to
correct high-frequency words derived from the corpus. The processed corpora are not available;
however, the original image and text files, either OCR or digital original, are available on the websites
of the Acts of Parliament of The Netherlands4 and the Database Digital Daily Newspapers5 .
Rangoni et al. (2009) [83] processed a subset of the Google 1000 Books dataset for postOCR error correction. The focus of the Rangoni et al. paper is on selecting a threshold binarization
value. They state that there are no good commonly used corpora for this task.
Volk et al. [107] created a corpus consisting of Alpine yearbooks from 1864 to 1995. Their
strategies for reducing OCR errors included enlarging the OCR systems lexicons and two postcorrection methods: merging the output of two OCR engines and auto-correction based on additional
lexical resources. This corpus was never manually corrected.

2.8.4

Research Corpora

Of the four corpora (Eisenhower Communiqués [43], Nineteenth Century Mormon Articles Newspaper Index [29], 2001 Topic Annotated Enron Email Data Set [8, 108], and Reuters-21578 [55]),
the Eisenhower Communiqués were manually transcribed and the Nineteenth Century Mormon
Articles Index was OCRed using Abbyy FineReader, version 10, and manually corrected in two
4
5

URL: http://www.statengeneraaldigitaal.nl/
URL: http://kranten.kb.nl/
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passes. Given the lack of standardized corpora for research into post-OCR error correction, the
author intends to release all four corpora, either as a local download or as a part of a larger collection
of corpora.
Note that across the remaining chapters, the number of documents in a given corpus may
vary. This is due to either dividing up the corpus into test and training sets, or to more documents
becoming available as the individual documents were transcribed and added to the corpus for this
work. This occurred because the papers comprising Chapters 3 through 8 were written over the
period of 2008 to 2013.

2.9

Binarization

Binarization, the process of converting a color or grayscale digital image file to a bitonal image,
is an implied step in most OCR engines without necessarily being visible to or controllable by
the user. Details of the process and related work in binarization, including adaptive binarization,
can be found in Chapters 7 and 8. Most approaches to binarization attempt to find the single
best binarization that is then processed to extract information from the digital image file. Often
the quality of binarization is based on correctly identifying foreground (text) versus background
(paper) pixels. For historical documents the question can become whether correctly identifying a
pixel as foreground or background from the noisy digital document image, or from the presumed
pristine original. A pixel may be correctly identified as foreground or background, given the state
of the document, but still result in an OCR error as shown in Figure 1.2. Given that historical
documents can be noisy even in the original, pristine document, correctly identifying foreground
versus background pixels does not necessarily meet the goals of this research. This research’s
approach is more focused on the outcome in that since the goal of this research is to correct OCR,
the quality of a binarization will be measured as the WER of the resulting OCR output from the
digital image file (covered in Chapters 7 and 8).
A focus of binarization is in finding a single best binarization of a digital document image.
Rangoni et al. (2009) [83] make use of multiple binarizations, but still attempt to find the single
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best binarization to be OCRed. Their approach is to create multiple binarizations for each digital
document image. For the binarizations of a single document image they segment a portion of the
document, for instance a single line of text, and OCR the digital image of that portion. Using a
dictionary, they evaluate which of the binarizations of the digitized document image has the lowest
error rate according to the dictionary. Selecting the binarization that has the lowest error rate, they
OCR that binarization. The author of this dissertation believes that the methods covered in this
research are superior in that rather than attempting to find a single best binarization, all of the
available information in multiple binarizations is used.

2.10

Conclusion

The following chapters, as described in Section 1.4, are the published papers which constitute the
research of this dissertation. Each chapter includes the reference to the publication venue of the
work and has not been modified with the exception of addenda which include related works which
the author has either become aware of since the publication or which were published subsequent to
the paper’s publication.
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Chapter 3
Improving Optical Character Recognition through Efficient Multiple System Alignment

Abstract
Individual optical character recognition (OCR) engines vary in the types of errors they commit in
recognizing text, particularly poor quality text. By aligning the output of multiple OCR engines
and taking advantage of the differences between them, the error rate based on the aligned lattice of
recognized words is significantly lower than the individual OCR word error rates. This lattice error
rate constitutes a lower bound among aligned alternatives from the OCR output. Results from a
collection of poor quality mid-twentieth century typewritten documents demonstrate an average
reduction of 55.0% in the error rate of the lattice of alternatives and a realized word error rate
(WER) reduction of 35.8% in a dictionary-based selection process. As an important precursor, an
innovative admissible heuristic for the A* algorithm is developed, which results in a significant
reduction in state space exploration to identify all optimal alignments of the OCR text output, a
necessary step toward the construction of the word hypothesis lattice. On average 0.0079% of the
state space is explored to identify all optimal alignments of the documents.

Published in Proceedings of the 9th ACM/IEEE-CS Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL 2009) [61].
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3.1

Introduction

The digital era has set expectations that all documents are available electronically for searching
and retrieval. Many legacy documents, available in print only, are difficult to impossible for
optical character recognition (OCR) software to recognize. If these documents are going to be
available for indexing, searching and other automated uses, some way must be found to create
digital transcriptions.
Problems with OCR of poor quality printed text make the documents less accessible as the
OCR output is less accurate to the point of being useless. Examples of this include typewritten
documents where letters are incompletely formed or misaligned, copies of documents using poor
duplicating technologies of carbon paper and mimeographing, and newsprint on deteriorating paper.
An example of the first type is shown in Figure 3.1. This example is rendered by three OCR engines,
as shown in Figure 3.2.
This paper presents results demonstrating the degree to which the output of multiple OCR
engines may be used to improve the overall quality of the recognized text. A necessary component of
the process is the alignment of the results from multiple OCR engines in order to identify alternative
hypotheses for words in the form of a word hypothesis lattice. The alignment problem itself is
the subject of much research, and this paper will present an admissible heuristic for use in the A*
algorithm which substantially reduces the fraction of the state space that needs to be explored to
find all optimal alignments of the texts.
For this paper we will use the Eisenhower Communiqués [43], a collection of 610 facsimiles
found in the Harold B. Lee Library at Brigham Young University of original documents held in
private hands. The original typewritten documents were created during World War II between the
invasion of Normandy in June 1944 and the end of hostilities in Europe in May 1945. Although to
a human reader they are legible (sometimes only just), experience has shown that OCR software
cannot handle many of the problems in the documents, such as incomplete or malformed letters,
typeovers, and artifacts of the duplication process.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 will provide background to
the problem and related work. Section 3.3 discusses the algorithms used, in particular, an admissible
heuristic used with the A* algorithm to align the output of the OCR engines. Section 3.4 discusses
the reduction in search using this admissible heuristic and the reduction in the error rate found in
the aligned word lattice over the individual word error rates of the OCR text output, as well as the
word error rate (WER) of a dictionary-based selection among word alternatives within the lattice.
Section 3.5 summarizes our conclusions and proposes future work.

3.2
3.2.1

Approach
Background

Optical character recognition is a classic noisy channel problem in which the true message is the
original perfect text of the document and the recognized text of the digital image is the result of a
transmission through a noisy channel in which errors are introduced. The quality of the output, as
measured by the word error rate, can vary by the OCR software used. The objective of this research
is to exploit these variations among OCR software systems in order to improve the quality of the
final transcription. Figure 3.2 shows the OCR results of the three OCR engines used in this research.
Clearly, an improvement can be made by considering the results of all three engines. One of the
goals of this research is to quantify for this collection the extent to which the word error rate can be
improved.
The Eisenhower Communiqués consist of 610 documents of varying quality. Initially the
communiqués were typed on plain paper with upper and lower case letters and place names typed
in all capital letters. An example from the communiqués is shown in Figure 3.3. This also shows
examples of typeovers, strikeouts, and uneven alignment. Later documents were typed on a form in
all capitals. Many of these documents have artifacts of the duplication process as can be seen in
Figure 3.4. The entire collection was divided into two groups, a development set to be used in this
phase and a test set for future work. The results reported here only use the documents found in the
development set.
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Figure 3.1: Poor quality text from Eisenhower Communiqué No. 237.

OCR Output
OCR A: RAILWAY mmmSBZ
OCR B: RAILWAY ANSP
OCR C: RAILWAI TRANSPORT
Figure 3.2: OCR Results from Figure 3.1. Underlining added for emphasis.

Figure 3.3: Eisenhower Communiqué 23
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Figure 3.4: Eisenhower Communiqué 368
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Word Error Rate Calculation
Hypothesis text:
A X Y Z - B
Reference text:
- X Y T J B
Word Error Types: I
S D
Figure 3.5: One insertion, one substitution, and one deletion relative to the reference text.
The word error rate used here to quantify the quality of the OCR output is the sum of the
number of insertions (tokens not appearing in the transcription), deletions (tokens found in the
transcription but missing from the OCR) and substitutions (a token substituted in the OCR for a
word found in the transcription). See Figure 3.5. Note that a WER can be greater than 100%. The
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [3] provides sclite, a toolkit to evaluate
word error rates. This tool compares a reference transcription with a hypothesis text, calculating,
among other things, the WER. In addition to flat hypothesis text, sclite accepts a hypothesis word
lattice of alternatives, so that if any of the alternatives within the lattice matches the transcription
word it is counted as a match even though alternatives may have been incorrect.
The reported lattice error rate provides a lower bound on the potential error rate achievable
by choosing among the alternatives. It is the goal of the alignment portion of this paper to construct
just such an aligned word lattice from the character-level OCR output.

3.2.2

Related Work

There are several research areas which are related to correcting OCR; for example, error correction
in speech recognition is in many respects similar in that both problems are correcting errors
from a decoded signal. Along these lines Ringger [86, 87] explored statistical methods in speech
recognition post-processing to correct errors, while Fiscus [28] reduced the word error rate by voting
among the output of multiple automated speech systems using a heuristic alignment of input, which
is not guaranteed to be optimal. Mangu, Brill, and Stolcke [71] used a word lattice provided by a
speech recognizer and converted it to one which is probabilistically consistent and on which they
perform word error minimization, achieving a 1.4% WER reduction over previous work. Lastly,
Brill and Moore (2000) [12] propose a string to string edit to correct spelling errors. Mardy and
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Darwish [70] provide results for the OCR of Arabic text, using confusion matrices based on training
data from the Arabic documents. The alignments use dynamic programming and the Levenshtein
edit distance as the cost.
Xiu and Baird (2008) [113] examined improving text recognition at the character and word
level with iconic and linguistic models that adapt the output of the recognizer using mutual-entropybased adaptation. Their paper extends earlier work from single lines to full pages, improving the
overall accuracy. The use of multiple recognition systems in named-entity recognition was explored
by Si, Kanungo, and Huang in 2005 [95] where the results of three different recognition models
were combined. Taking an approach different than that presented here, Ma and Doermann [68]
propose a methodology for adaptive OCR with limited supervision; their goal being to improve
the capabilities of OCR classifiers in noisy documents and where characters are overlapping or
touching.
The multiple alignment problem has been shown to be NP-Hard first in the paper on multiple
sequence alignment complexity by Wang and Jiang in 1994 [109], and later Elias in 2006 [23]
presented results extending the NP-Hard classification of the multiple sequence alignment problem
to several algorithms. Elias discusses further how a simple edit distance metric, which may be
appropriate to text operations, is not directly applicable to biological alignment problems. Due to the
number of sequences in genetic alignment problems the state-of-the-art involves finding heuristics
that provide good results. Notredame states “Computing exact MSAs [multiple sequence alignments] is computationally almost impossible, and in practice approximate algorithms (heuristics)
are used to align sequences, by maximizing their similarity.” [77] Frequently, heuristic progressive
alignments are performed, in which the optimal alignment of two sequences is found, to which
additional sequences are added incrementally. Many of the current genetic alignment packages
follow this approach with variations.
Ikeda and Imai (1994) [39] and Schroedl (2005) [93] represented alignment problems as
minimum distance problems in a directed acyclic graph in which edge costs represent the cost of
alignment decisions. Further, Ikeda & Imai and Schroedl formulated the cost of DNA base (or
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character) level alignments in n-dimensions as the sum of the costs of 2-dimensional alignments.
This sum of pairwise costs is not the only way one might determine cost values on the edges in the
n-dimensional graph. It is an open question how best to set the weights in such a graph, but we
follow the prior work, while refining it and significantly reducing the number of nodes visited to
discover all optimal alignments.

3.3

Methodology and Algorithm

The method presented in this paper consists of six steps: 1) Digitize the documents, 2) Submit each
document to OCR engines, 3) Evaluate the word error rate of each individual output, 4) Collectively
align the OCR outputs at the character level, and retrieve all optimal alignments, 5) Build the lattice
of word hypotheses based on the optimal alignments, 6) Select words from the lattice of alternatives
using a simple dictionary-based method, and 7) Evaluate the lattice error rate of the resulting word
lattice and the word error rate of the selected word sequence.

3.3.1

Document Digitization and OCR

The documents were scanned at 400 dots per inch (DPI) with one bit black/white. The quality of
the initial OCR output was very poor with many documents having a word error rate above 50%.
Table 3.1 shows the resulting WER of each OCR engine. The “Maximum Average” entry takes the
largest WER from the three OCR results for each document, and across all documents calculates an
average of these maxima. Since the OCR engine that has the maximum WER can change for each
document, this number is not the average of the numbers to the left of it. Likewise, the “Minimum
Average” takes the minimum WER from the three OCR results for each document and calculates
the average across all documents. Due to these high WERs, the collection curator chose to have
the documents transcribed by hand, which provided a ground truth against which this work could
measure a word error rate.
The OCR engines used in this work are Abbyy FineReader, OmniPage Pro, and Tesseract;
however it is beyond the scope of this paper to make a formal comparison of these engines, hence
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Table 3.1: Document Word Error Rates
Engine
Mean
Maximum
Minimum
Variance

A
B
C
16.4% 25.9% 26.3%
120.0% 125.0% 238.1%
2.3%
1.5%
2.0%
0.0167 0.0381 0.0607

Averages
22.9%
122.1%
3.4%

they will not be explicitly identified with their output. Each of the scanned documents in the
development set was processed by each of the OCR engines. Since the goal of this research was not
to separate text from forms, the text of the communiqué was in some cases manually isolated from
the form. (See Figure 3.4.)

3.3.2

Alignment

Alignment as a Minimum Distance Problem
A common way to formulate alignment problems is as a minimum distance problem using dynamic
programming or the A* algorithm [39, 40, 93]. Figure 3.6 shows an alignment of the strings “ABCD”
and “ACBD”. Each edge in the network represents a decision in the alignment problem, and a path
from the start to the goal represents a series of alignment decisions. The numbers on the edges
represent a simple cost function in which a match between the two sequences has zero cost and all
other edges have cost of one. The numeric labels along the top and left edges of the diagram are for
reference only.
Starting at the upper left corner and proceeding to the goal node in the lower right corner, an
alignment algorithm selects a path that minimizes the sum of the edges along the path. One possible
optimal solution is shown in Figure 3.6 as bold arrows. All edges represent an alignment choice,
whether to skip a letter in one of the sequences or to align two letters. All vertical and horizontal
edges represent a choice to advance one sequence without advancing the other, creating a skip in
the string not advanced. In Figure 3.6 the first vertical edge from (1, 1) to (1, 2) on the path would
result from advancing sequence two without advancing sequence one. Diagonal edges represent
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Figure 3.6: Text sequence alignment as a network problem. One optimal alignment is shown in
bold.
an alignment (either match or substitution) between the two strings. Note that the algorithm may
choose to align two dissimilar characters. The path shown in Figure 3.6 represents the alignment and
edge interpretation found in Figure 3.7. The total cost of this path is 2. The method extends itself
well into more than two dimensions. The cost of an edge is proposed by Imai and Ikeda [40] to be
the pairwise sum of the alignment costs of all sequences. For example, suppose three sequences are
being aligned and the edge under consideration is (1, 1, 2) → (1, 2, 3). The proposed cost for this
edge would be the pairwise costs in two dimensions: (1, 1, −) → (1, 2, −), (1, −, 2) → (1, −, 3),
and (−, 1, 2) → (−, 2, 3). Another way to think about this is to consider the edge being projected
onto planes. (See Figure 3.8.) Every interior node will have 2n − 1 edges entering and the same
number leaving, where n is the number of sequences being aligned.
To formalize this, consider n sequences, S1 . . . Sn to be aligned. Let Si = (ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cimi ),
where cij is the jth character of sequence i. Si is an ordered sequence and mi = length(Si ). Let the
cost function be such that it only depends on the single character from each sequence being aligned,
ignoring all characters before and after. Suppose that this is implemented as a pairwise sum of the
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Alignment from Figure 3.6
A-BCD
ACB-D
Edges
(0, 0) → (1, 1)
(1, 1) → (1, 2)
(1, 2) → (2, 3)
(2, 3) → (3, 3)

Sequence 1
align “A”
align no character
align “B”
align “C”

(3, 3) → (3, 4) align “D”

Sequence 2
and “A”
and “C”
and “B”
and no
character
and “D”

Figure 3.7: Alignment Results from Figure 3.6
costs of aligning sequences. This can be represented as:

Cn (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) =

n−1 X
n
X

C2 (xi , xj )

(3.1)

i=1 j=i+1

where Cn (·) and C2 (·) are the n- and two-dimensional cost functions respectively, and xi ∈
{IN DEL} ∪ Si in which IN DEL is a special character indicating a gap in the alignment of one
sequence. In Figure 3.5 the IN DEL character is represented by the “-”. One of the requirements
of the A* algorithm is that all edge costs are non-negative. Consequently, it is required that
C2 (xi , xj ) ≥ 0 for all sequences.
Using the A* Algorithm
The A* algorithm [26] is a generalization of Dijkstra’s minimum cost algorithm in which an
admissible [19] heuristic is used to estimate the cost from the current node under consideration to
the goal node. The role of the heuristic is to reduce the number of nodes that need to be visited in
order to find the minimum cost paths through the network, which Pearl [82] and Schroedl [93] note
is related to how closely the heuristic estimates the true cost. When employed with an admissible
heuristic, the A* algorithm reduces the number of nodes without sacrificing completeness or
optimality.
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Figure 3.8: The 3-dimensional problem is reduced to three 2-dimensional problems in the heuristic
for the A* algorithm.
Since one objective of this research (beyond the scope of the present paper) is to explore all
optimal alignments of the text sequences for additional word hypotheses, the typical A* algorithm
is modified slightly to return all optimal paths rather than stopping after a single minimum cost path
is found.

The Reverse Dijkstra Heuristic
An alignment of three sequences of 2500 characters would consist of a network of 1.5 × 1010 nodes
and 1.1 × 1011 edges to be evaluated. Any reduction in this is helpful to make the alignment feasible
in shorter time with fewer resources. As would be expected, the heuristic and the edge cost function
are tightly linked. Imai and Ikeda [40] suggest that a reasonable approach to the cost function,
where the dimensionality of the problem is greater than two, is a sum of the pairwise costs of each
sequence pair. This approach is used extensively in genetic alignment.
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Considering the example above, two sequences of 2500 characters have 6,255,001 nodes
and 18,755,000 edges in the network. This is considerably smaller than the 3-dimensional problem.
To calculate the 3-dimensional heuristic cost from any one point in the 3-dimensional network,
there will be three pairwise alignment problems, each of a size less than the full 2-dimensional
problem since if we are in the interior of the network, there are fewer than the full set of characters
remaining to be aligned. (See Figure 3.8.) Adapting our notation from the A* algorithm above, let
u = (u1 , u2 , . . . , un ) and v = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ) where u, v ∈ U , the set of nodes and (u, v) ∈ E the
set of edges in the network. Calculate the heuristic cost of an n-dimensional node, hn (v), as the
pairwise sum of 2-dimensional costs, written as

hn (v) =

n−1 X
n
X

hi,j
2 (vi , vj )

(3.2)

i=1 j=i+1

where hi,j
2 (vi , vj ) is the heuristic on sequences i and j starting at vi and vj respectively. The proposed
admissible heuristic uses the actual costs of aligning the 2-dimensional sequences from vi to ti (the
goal of sequence i) and from vj to tj (the goal of sequence j). We can write hi,j
2 as,
i,j
hi,j
2 (vi , vj ) = g [(vi , vj ), (ti , tj )]

(3.3)

where g i,j is the actual calculated optimal aligned cost from (vi , vj ) in sequences Si and Sj to their
respective goals (ti , tj ).
In the case above of three sequences, although the three 2-dimensional problems are significantly smaller than the 3-dimensional problem, the cost of calculating the sum of the 2-dimensional
alignments from each point in the 3-dimensional space is significant. If we can, however, retain
information from the 2-dimensional problems and reuse calculated costs, significant savings in time
would be possible.
Consider the effect of reversing the starting and goal nodes in the 2-dimensional problem,
beginning at the goal node and proceeding to the starting node of the 2-dimensional problem using
Dijkstra’s algorithm. Figure 3.9 shows this reversal in which the new starting node was actually
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Figure 3.9: Reversing the direction of exploring the network from the goal node toward the starting
node, the cost from an explored node to the goal is known; the Reverse Dijkstra Method.
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the goal node of the original problem. The solid arrows show the edge directions of the original
problem. Beginning with the new starting node Dijkstra’s algorithm will calculate the actual cost
from each node to the new starting node. The bold arrows in Figure 3.9 show the edges that are
explored and the solid circles indicate the nodes where the cost is known to the goal node. Retaining
this cost information from the nodes to the goal node of the original problem dramatically speeds
up the calculations of the heuristic costs in the pairwise sum of equation (3.2) as the n-dimensional
problem progresses. Should the heuristic pairwise sum require cost information from a node not
calculated during the initial run, it is possible to set the unknown node as the goal node of the
2-dimensional problem, continue the minimum cost calculations to the new goal, adding the nodes
to those known by the 2-dimensional problem.
In this research, Dijkstra’s algorithm was used in all of the 2-dimensional cases. There is
value in using Dijkstra’s algorithm, although it explores far more space than needed, in that the
resulting information about the cost from the goal node to many nodes in the space is used as the
n-dimensional problem explores space around the optimal path. Future work may compare using
another heuristic in the 2-dimensional problem to see if there are additional savings.

Proof of Admissibility
The next question is whether this heuristic is admissible. For hn (v) to be admissible we need to show
that the actual cost from v to the goal node t is greater than the heuristic value. Let h∗n (v) = gn (v, t),
the actual cost from v to t. We then need to show that

h∗n (v) ≥ hn (v) ≥ 0

(3.4)

for all v ∈ E.
The gist of the proof is in noting that the optimal alignment from any node v to the goal
node t can be broken down into pairwise “padded” alignments. The pairwise alignments are padded
since in the n-sequence alignment it is possible for two IN DEL characters to be aligned, an event
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which would not occur in an optimal alignment of just two sequences. Further, each of these padded
pairwise alignments from the n-dimensional case has a cost that is greater than or equal to the
optimal 2-dimensional alignment of the sequences involved; a result of Dijkstra’s minimum cost
algorithm, which guarantees that there is no alignment of two sequences whose cost is smaller.
Therefore the cost of a pairwise alignment extracted from any n-sequence alignment will be greater
than or equal to an optimal alignment of just the two sequences alone. The proof of this follows.
Consider n sequences, S1 . . . Sn to be aligned. An alignment consists of an ordered sequence
of n-tuples, where

Aligna (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn )
= [(a x11 ,a x21 , . . . ,a xn1 ), . . . , (a x1p ,a x2p , . . . ,a xnp )]

(3.5)

is the alignment labelled “a”. The n-tuple (a x11 ,a x21 , . . . ,a xn1 ) represents a specific alignment of
characters, one from each sequence, where a xji ∈ Sj ∪ {IN DEL} and represents the ith character
from alignment a of sequence j. Let pa = length(Aligna (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn )), the length of alignment
a. Because of the addition of the IN DEL characters, it is possible for the alignment to be longer
than any one sequence, hence
pa ≥ max(mi ).
i

It should be noted that the order of the characters from any one sequence is preserved, with the
possible insertion of IN DEL characters at any point.
The cost assigned to an alignment is

Cost(Aligna (S1 , . . . , Sn ))
=

p
X

Cn (a x1i ,a x2i , . . . ,a xni )

i=1
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(3.6)

and the cost of an optimal alignment Align∗ (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn ) is such that
gn (s, t) = Cost(Align∗ (S1 , . . . , Sn ))
= min(Cost(Aligna (S1 , . . . , Sn ))).
a

Since the heuristic is dealing with partial sequences as the algorithm explores various nodes
and edges in the network, we will designate Si (cj ) to be

Si (cj ) = (cj , . . . , cmi )

a partial sequence from Si , starting at cj and proceeding to the end of the sequence where 1 ≤ j ≤
mi .
From equations (3.2) and (3.3), hn (v) can be written as

hn (v) =

n−1 X
n
X

hi,j
2 (vi , vj )

i=1 j=i+1

=

n−1
X

n
X

g i,j [(vi , vj ), (ti , tj )]

i=1 j=i+1

=

n−1
X

n
X

Cost(Align∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj )))

(3.7)

i=1 j=i+1
∗

=

p
n−1 X
n X
X

C2i,j (∗ xik ,∗ xjk )

i=1 j=i+1 k=1

where (∗ xik ,∗ xjk ) ∈ Align∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj )). Recall, however, that C2i,j (xi , xj ) ≥ 0 for all xi and xj .
Therefore hn (v) ≥ 0.
We now need to show that h∗n (v) ≥ hn (v) for all v ∈ U .
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Let n∗ designate an optimal n-dimensional alignment. Starting with the actual cost from
any node v to the goal node t, we can write

hn ∗ (v) = Cost(Alignn∗ (S1 (v1 ), S2 (v2 ), . . . , Sn , (vn )))
n∗

=

p
X

Cn (n∗ x1i ,n∗ x2i , . . . ,n∗ xni ).

i=1

From equation (3.1) we can expand Cn as
n∗

=

p
n−1 X
n
X
X
i=1

C2 (n∗ xji ,n∗ xki )

j=1 k=j+1

and from equation (3.6) we can simplify this as
=

n−1 X
n
X

Cost(Alignn∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj ))).

(3.8)

j=1 k=j+1

Note that Alignn∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj )) is the 2-dimensional pad-ded alignment of Si (vi ) and
Sj (vj ) extracted from the n-dimensional optimal alignment “n*”. This is not necessarily the same
as Align∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj )) which is the optimal 2-dimensional alignment of Si (vi ) and Sj (vj ). In
fact based on Dijkstra’s minimum cost algorithm we may say,

Cost(Align∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj )))
= min(Cost(Aligna (Si (vi ), Sj (vj ))))
a

and consequently,

Cost(Align∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj )))
≤ Cost(Alignn∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj ))).
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Figure 3.10: Communiqué No. 204, page 2. Points at which all OCR engines agree upon breaks
between words are indicated by arrows.
Then by equations (3.7) and (3.8) we may write,
n−1 X
n
X

Cost(Align∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj )))

i=1 j=i+1

≤

n−1 X
n
X

Cost(Alignn∗ (Si (vi ), Sj (vj )))

j=1 k=j+1

Therefore, hn (v) ≤ h∗n (v) and the heuristic is admissible.
3.3.3

Building the Word Hypothesis Lattice

Once the optimal alignments have been found, the next step is to build a lattice of word hypotheses.
The lattice will represent the possible word alternatives from which the lattice word error rate will
be measured. One of the problems with the OCR output is that whitespace (spaces, tabs, end of
lines) can incorrectly occur within words, or can be absent, running words together. The word
lattice is built on points in the optimal character alignment where all paths of the network converge
on whitespace. This is the point where all of the possible alignments agree that there is a break
between words. Figure 3.10 shows an example from Communiqué 204, page 2 in which six points
of agreement on breaks between words are indicated by arrows. The “-” indicates the IN DEL
character, which means that there is no corresponding character in the other sequences to be aligned
with that location. The optimal alignment of the sequences can result in multiple optimal paths
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Figure 3.11: Communiqué No. 204, page 2. Word lattice constructed from Figure 3.10.
through the network, indicating alternative alignments. Where more than one path is found between
lattice points, the number of paths is shown in Figure 3.10. The lattice of word alternatives is
constructed as shown in Figure 3.11.
An example of extraneous whitespace is seen in the fifth lattice grouping in the word
“FIRE” where OCR C inserts a space between “I” and “R”. The second case, of running words
together is seen in the same lattice grouping where “ARTILLERY” and “FIRE” are run together
by OCR B, recalling that the “-” character represents an IN DEL, meaning that the text appears
as“ARTILLERYFIRE”. Only OCR A correctly interpreted the text.

3.4
3.4.1

Results and Analysis
A* Alignment Results

The following results comparing Dijkstra’s algorithm with A* using the RD heuristic do not use
the entire data set, as we were limited to documents for which the multi-dimensional alginment
problem could be solved by Dijkstra’s algorithm in the available RAM (8 GB). Later results in this
paper will include the entire development data set. Figure 3.12 compares the number of nodes of
the network visited based on three algorithms: Dijkstra’s minimum cost algorithm [54], and two
implementations of the A* algorithm with different heuristics. (Note, that the A* algorithm with a
heuristic value of 0 is Dijkstra’s method.) The first, an optimistic heuristic, assumes that all possible
matches in the sequences are made regardless of their order in the sequence. The Reverse Dijkstra
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Figure 3.12: Comparing the percent of nodes visited. Sorted by increasing number of visited nodes
by Dijkstra’s algorithm.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of the proportion of nodes visited by algorithm using the set of documents
where Dijkstra’s algorithm could be completed.

Min % Visited
Max % Visited
Avg % Visited

Dijkstra
0.10%
28.51%
1.58%

A* (Optimistic) A* (RD)
0.08% 0.0001%
11.74% 0.3837%
0.59% 0.0079%

heuristic is as described in Section 3.3.2 and shows significant improvement. Selected statistics can
be found in Table 3.2.
Another way to view the results is to compare the number of nodes visited by each of
the algorithms to the size of the network. Figure 3.13 lists these results for sets where Dijkstra’s
methodwas practical. It appears that the A* algorithm using the Reverse Dijkstra heuristic is able to
maintain its advantage, even as the size of the network problem increases almost three orders of
magnitude. A factor which likely affects the the performance of the alignment algorithms is the
accuracy of the underlying sequences. Figure 3.14 displays the relationship between the average
OCR word error rate and the percent of the nodes that are visited by the A* algorithm using
the Reverse Dijkstra heuristic. The best fit trend line was exponential with an R2 of 0.663. This
would indicate some relationship between the average OCR WER and the efficiency of the A*
alignment algorithm. This is not unexpected.

3.4.2

Word and Lattice Error Rate Results

From the aligned character sequences two derivatives are possible: the word lattice of alternatives
described in Section 3.3.3 and a sequence of words selected from the lattice based on their presence
in a dictionary or place name gazetteer. The word lattice will provide a best case, lower bound on the
error rate from the three sequences in that if any of the alternatives match the human transcription
sclite will count it as a match. The dictionary-based approach determines whether any of the
alternatives in the lattice match known English words or European place names, selecting one as the
correct word. The resulting sequence is compared to the human transcription by sclite calculating
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Figure 3.13: Comparing the total number of nodes and those visited by Dijkstra’s method and two
implementations of the A* algorithm. Sorted by increasing number of nodes in the network.
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Figure 3.14: The relationship between the average word error rate of the OCR engines and the
percent of nodes visited. R2 = 0.663
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Table 3.3: WER of OCR engines, the lattice error rate, and the WER of the dictionary-based word
selection sequence.
OCR
Avg
Max
Min

A
16.4%
120.0%
2.3%

B
C Lattice
25.9% 26.3% 10.3%
125.0% 238.1% 105.6%
1.5%
2.0%
0.6%

Dictionary
14.7%
120.6%
1.2%

Table 3.4: Largest and smallest differences between baseline OCR WER and the lattice error rate.

Largest
Smallest

Diff
85.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

A
B
C
7.0% 4.9% 7.7%
3.6% 1.5% 5.1%
3.1% 31.3% 50.0%
13.3% 6.7% 12.4%

Lattice
0.7%
1.5%
3.1%
6.7%

the WER. It is possible for the WER to be greater than 100% as the method counts any number of
insertions as individual errors.
Using the development set of documents, the lattice error rate is on average 55.0% lower
(22.9% reduced to 10.3%) than the best individual OCR engine word error rate, while the sequence
from the dictionary-based selection method saw an average reduction of 35.8% (22.9% to 14.7%).
Table 3.3 extends Table 3.1 comparing the individual OCR WER with the error rate of the aligned
word lattices and the dictionary-based word selection sequence. Figure 3.15 shows the range of
baseline WER for the OCR output compared to the word lattice and the dictionary-based sequence.
As expected, the error rate of the lattice is no greater than the minimum of the baseline WER of the
OCR engines. In three documents the error rate of the lattice is equal to the minimum baseline WER
of the OCR. Table 3.4 shows these extremes. Note that for three documents there is no difference
between the minimum WER of the OCR output and the lattice error rate. In the cases where the
lattice error rate was no different than the best of the OCR WERs, the OCR output of the other
engines did not provide any additional correctly recognized words beyond those found in the best
OCR.
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Figure 3.15: Comparing the range of the baseline OCR WER with the error rate of the lattice and
dictionary-based word selection sequence. Sorted by the minimum baseline OCR WER of the three
OCR engines.
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Figure 3.16: Comparing the percent reduction from the difference between the maximum and
minimum baseline OCR WERs to the aligned word lattice WER. Sorted by the percent difference
between the maximum and minimum WERs.
Figure 3.16 shows the relationship between the difference of the best and worst OCR WERs
for a document and the reduction in the lattice error rate. In general as the difference in baseline
OCR WERs increases the lattice error rate decreases. This can be interpreted as OCR output with
higher WERs providing less help in providing alternate word hypotheses, which would reduce
the aligned word lattice WER. The extremes of this are shown in Table 3.5. The table shows the
WERs of two documents with the largest difference between the minimum and maximum baseline
WERs and one document with the smallest difference between baseline WERs. Of interest is that
the document with the smallest differences shows a 50% improvement in the WER of the aligned
word lattice over the baseline while the documents with the largest differences show a smaller
improvement. Note that the document with the OCR C WER of 238.1% is an example of runaway
OCR in which the engine simply failed to recognize words due to extreme noise in the image.
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Table 3.5: Differences between baseline OCR WERs and the lattice error rates. Two cases of the
largest differences between the baseline OCR WER results and one case of the smallest difference
between baseline OCR results.
OCR WER
Largest
Smallest

A
36.2%
21.8%
6.5%

B
26.7%
63.2%
6.5%

C
238.1%
78.2%
6.5%

Lattice
21.0%
20.7%
3.2%

Clearly the results from the lattice are a best case. Compared to the dictionary-based word
sequence, some improvement is still seen. Figure 3.17 shows a general improvement between
the average OCR WER and the WER of the diction-ary-based word sequence. As can be seen in
Figure 3.15 there are instances where the dictionary-base word selection does not improve upon the
best OCR for a document. There are several reasons for this. First, if more than one OCR engine
recognizes different English words, there is no mechanism in this work to select between them.
An example of this occurs in Communiqué 1 where OCR A recognizes the word “June”, which is
correct and OCR B recognizes the same character images as “Tune”. When this occurs, the current
system selects one for the dictionary-based word sequence. If the wrong word is selected, then
sclite will count this as a substitution error. The lattice does not have this problem. Another source
of error is when none of the words in the lattice are found in the English word list or the European
gazetteer. Lastly, if the author of the document incorrectly spelled a word, the OCR would attempt
to recognize it in its misspelled state rather than attempting to correct it.

3.5

Conclusions and Future Work

The problem of retrieving text through optical character recognition of poor quality documents
can be formulated as a noisy channel problem in which the original message of the document is
corrupted by the scanning and OCR processes. This paper presents two innovative results in which
the differences in OCR engine output can be used to advantage to extract the original text. First, we
proposed the Reverse Dijkstra heuristic as an innovative component to the A* algorithm, which
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Figure 3.17: Dictionary-base word sequence error rate compared to the OCR average WER and the
Lattice Word Error rate.
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significantly reduced the number of nodes visited in the minimum cost alignment network. On
average 0.0079% of the nodes were visited in the document collection used, making feasible the
alignment of multiple text sequences of on the order of 2500 characters each. From the aligned
character sequences we constructed a lattice of word hypotheses in which the error rate of the lattice
showed an average 55.0% reduction from the best OCR word error rate of each document. Using a
simple dictionary and gazetteer-based word selection method on the lattice, we were able to extract
a sequence of words from the lattice of each document, in which the resulting WER showed an
average reduction of 35.8% from the best OCR WER.
Several possible avenues of future research suggest themselves. First, we will explore
whether the use of more than three OCR engines continues to improve the results. Where is the
point of diminishing returns? Tuning the scanning and OCR parameters may also provide more
hypotheses for the word lattice. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, runaway OCR provides little
improvement to the aligned word lattice. We plan to train on the development set of documents
to recognize this and eliminate OCR results, which are not likely to contribute to the overall
improvement of the aligned word lattice.
Using Dijkstra’s algorithm as the pairwise A* heuristic covers a great deal of space, some of
which may not be useful to solving the larger n-dimensional problem. A possible research direction
will be exploring the use of other algorithms that would also provide optimal two-dimensional
distance measures. Along these lines, Schroedl [93] suggests an interesting measure of efficiency by
determining the frequency with which the heuristic misses calculating the value of a node explored
by the A* algorithm.
We plan to select additional word hypotheses based on word edit distances to known words
and place names, which will augment the word lattice providing a broader selection of words from
which to pick. Lastly, we will use a language model to rerank the word hypotheses, selecting the
sequence of words with the highest probability of being an English sentence. The ultimate research
goal is to provide as good an automated transcription of poor quality documents as possible.
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Chapter 4
Error Correction with In-Domain Training Across Multiple OCR System Outputs

4.1

Introduction

Major digitizing efforts are making pre-digital materials available on-line at an unprecedented scale.
Our research leverages the variation among OCR engines (see Figure 4.1) and additional features of
the OCR hypotheses to improve the output beyond what any single OCR engine is capable of. In
this case, where in-domain training data is available, we improve upon our previous work [61] and
show how a decision list trained on in-domain data using feature combinations reduces the word
error rate beyond what is achieved using consensus voting or dictionary matching alone. Further,
we explore using a spell checker to suggest additional words for hypotheses that do not appear in
the dictionary or gazetteers..
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives background on
the problem, information about the data set used, and related work. Section 4.3 describes our
methodology and presents the results in reducing the document OCR error rate using features alone
and in combination. And Section 4.4 summarizes our conclusions and proposes future work.

4.2
4.2.1

Approach
Background

The documents used in this paper are the Eisenhower Communiqués [43], a collection of 610 facsimiles of typewritten documents created by the Supreme Headquarters of the Allied Expeditionary
Published in Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR
2011) [63].
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OCR A: 7JERE ATTACKED WITHOUT LOSS
OCR B: WERE ATTACKED ;ITHouT LOSS
Figure 4.1: Poor quality text from Eisenhower Communiqué No. 233a along with OCR output.
Force (SHAEF) during the last years of World War II. Having been typewritten and duplicated using
carbon paper, the quality of the print is very poor. Many documents have artifacts of the duplication
process, further complicating the text recognition task. A manual transcription of these documents
serves as the gold standard for evaluating the word error rates of the OCR and the feature weighting
process described in Section 4.3. The documents have been randomly divided into three sets, each
roughly one third of the total collection: a training set, a development test set and a blind test set.
The blind test set of documents is reserved for future work.

4.2.2

Related Work

OCR, particularly for historical documents continues to be an area of open research. Hull [38] notes
that even small character error rates result in significantly higher word error rates, which negatively
affects the usefulness of the OCR in document searching and other tasks. He calculates that a 1.4%
character error rate can lead to a 7.0% word error rate in a document with 2,500 characters and 500
words. Kae and Learned-Miller [44] confirm that although the OCR of modern clean documents is
effectively a solved problem, older degraded documents present difficulties.
Many approaches have been taken to reduce the error rate of OCR output. Lopresti et al. [59]
use consensus voting of characters between multiple scans of the same document recognized by the
same OCR software. The National Library of Medicine [102] selected Prime OCR, a commercial
system that votes on responses from multiple OCR engines, to improve word recognition. The
authors’ previous work [61] also explored voting in conjunction with feature engineering. The
approach reported in this work uses distinct OCR engines to find variations in the text recognized
by the systems, and similar to Lopresti, we find that voting plays an important role in making
good corrections. Using character confusion learned from the document itself, Kae and Learned91

Miller [44] use a weighted English lexicon to provide word hypotheses for unknown tokens.
Likewise Strohmaier et al. [99] use a dictionary and a Levenshtein edit distance for post-OCR error
correction. Wick et al. [111] explore using a weighted lexicon created from a topic model rather
than a dictionary. This research will show that the dictionary matching process in conjunction with
aligned hypotheses from multiple engines does in fact result in a lower word error rate, but that
using additional features beyond these two improves the results.
Similar to the text error correction task, error correction in speech recognition has employed
related methods. For instance, Ringger [86, 87] explored statistical methods in speech recognition
post-processing to correct errors. Likewise Mangu et al. [71] took a lattice of alternatives from a
speech recognizer and proposed a method for creating a probabilistically consistent lattice for word
error minimization. Our work likewise uses a lattice of alternatives, but rather than consisting of
alternatives generated by a single source, we use the alignment of multiple sources to populate the
lattice.
Combinations of multiple models or systems have been shown to provide improved results.
For example, Fiscus [28] votes among multiple speech recognition systems and Nakano et al. [75]
use multiple OCR inputs and alignment of lines in the text to improve OCR recognition. We
will show that the combination of feature weighting with multiple OCR alignment results in
improvements beyond voting or dictionary matching alone.

4.3
4.3.1

Methodology and Results
Baseline OCR Results

Each of the documents in this study was evaluated using three OCR engines, two commercial and
one open source, referred to here as OCR A, OCR B, and OCR C respectively. The same digitized
image file was evaluated by each OCR engine, and their respective word error rates were calculated
with Sclite [3], a tool provided by NIST for use in speech recognition research. Sclite calculated the
lattice word error rates and word error rates, shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Baseline error rates.

Mean
Minimum
Maximum

OCR A OCR B
OCR C
WER
WER
WER
19.9% 30.4%
50.1%
2.3%
1.5%
3.9%
80.7% 111.7% 1,666.4%

Mean Lattice
WER
WER
33.5% 13.0%
3.4%
0.7%
602.2% 78.4%

The texts from the three OCR engines are character aligned using the A* algorithm with
the Reverse Dijkstra admissible heuristic described by Lund and Ringger [61]. From this character
level alignment we construct a lattice of word hypotheses such that wherever there is agreement
across all engines on the location of white space we construct a column of hypotheses. The order of
hypotheses in the column is determined by the overall accuracy of the OCR engine, with the lowest
WER being first. (See Figure 4.2.) From this lattice of word hypotheses we calculate the lattice word
error rates shown in Table 4.1 by comparing the true transcription with all of the aligned hypotheses
from the OCR output. If any of the hypotheses in the column match the true transcription it is
considered a match. This score provides a lower bound on the error rate that is possible using the
evidence found only in the OCR outputs.

4.3.2

Features of the Aligned OCR Text

The alignment creates columns of alternative hypotheses suggested by the OCR engines. Each of
the hypotheses is evaluated for features that may be indications of its accuracy. Following are the
features used in the experiments reported in this paper.
1. Voting [V:#]: The count of hypotheses within a column that match the current hypothesis
exactly. For example, the feature V:3 indicates that the hypothesis in question matches two
other hypotheses in the column.
2. Dictionary [D]: A binary indicator for whether a hypothesis appears in the Unix dictionary.
3. Gazetteer [G]: A binary indicator for whether a hypothesis appears in a gazetteer of European
place names.
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A: TAKE!
B: T:JcJT
C: T.;I()?2uI
S:
A: OPPOSITION.
B: OPPOSiTIOV.
C: OPPOSiTION.
S: OPPOSITION

[D]
[]
[]

AGAINST
L.G Il’TST’
AGAINST‘

[V:2, D] 31710
[]
E1ii:Y
[V:2, D] EUEJQY
[S:1]
ENJOY

[D]
[]
[D]

STRONG [V:3, D]
STRONG [V:3, D]
STRONG [V:3, D]

[N]
[]
[]
[S:1]

Figure 4.2: Aligned output of the OCR engines from part of Communiqué No. 204 with assigned
features. “S:” indicates word hypotheses added by the spell checker.
4. Number [N]: A binary indicator for whether a hypothesis is a number.
5. Recurring [R]: A binary indicator for whether the hypothesis appears in a list of tokens that
do not appear in the dictionary or gazetteer but repeat in the corpus.
6. Spell [S:#]: For hypotheses that do not appear in the dictionary or gazetteer, we use the GNU
Aspell [5] spell checking software to add additional hypotheses, which may suggest correct
words not found in the OCR.
Section 4.3.3 below explores the word error rate results when using a single feature to select
a hypothesis from the column of alternatives, and Section 4.3.4 presents the results when using a
decision list trained on a combination of features.

4.3.3

Untrained Single Feature Success Rates

The first question we address is what is the potential for individual features for identifying the correct
hypothesis without the aid of parameter training? The features of each hypothesis are calculated,
and each hypothesis itself is compared to the true word from the transcription. The results reflecting
the potential usefulness of individual features are shown in the columns of Table 4.3 at the bottom.
Based on our observations and those of related work, we expected that Voting would be a
powerful indicator of success in identifying the actual word and the results bear this out. Dictionary
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Table 4.2: Success rates of disjoint and combined features on the training set.
Features
Vote:# and not Dictionary
Dictionary and not Vote:#
Vote:# and Dictionary

Instances
16,2123
6,873
84,640

% Correct
71.4%
41.3%
96.2%

matches were also a strong indicator of the underlying word from the document, with Gazetteer
matches having fewer instances but still showing promise in indicating the true word from the
document. The result using the dictionary is consistent with our earlier paper [61], which showed a
reduced WER when using that feature alone.

4.3.4

Combining Features

Encouraged by the potential of our chosen features, we next consider the effects of combining
features. Consider instances where a Vote:# feature is present (meaning either Vote:3 or Vote:2 is
present), but the hypothesis is not found in the dictionary. In Table 4.2 we see that when the Vote:#
feature is false, combined with the Dictionary feature, the potential success rate is significantly
lower. Likewise, the Dictionary feature combined with the absence of a Vote:# feature has a
lower success rate. Finally, if we combine just the Vote:# features and the Dictionary feature the
combined success rate is higher than those features alone. These potential success rates lead us to
believe that features taken together provide a better indicator of whether a hypothesis is more likely
to be the true underlying word from the document than features considered individually.
Using the in-domain training set, we evaluated the success rates of combinations of features,
as shown in Table 4.3. The methodology was similar to that described in Section 4.3.3 for individual
features; however, in this case we calculate the success rate of combinations of features observed in
the training data.
Looking at the results in Table 4.3, note that the combination of the Vote:3 feature (all three
OCR engines output the same hypothesis) combined with the Dictionary feature (the hypothesis
is found in the dictionary) gives a very high potential success rate of 97.2%, higher than Vote:#
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Table 4.3: Potential success rates (percent correct) of combinations of features with the cut-off point
of the decision list (at the double line) learned from the training set. (See Section 4.3.5.)

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instances
Combined
% Correct
Combined

30,886
69,967
100,853
96.4%
82.6%
92.2%

91,513

23,288

1,334

1,037

39,137

92.1%

89.4%

76.9%

52.2%

5.2%

9,087
54,049
4.8%
4.8%

5,825

23,178

1.9%

4.0%

% Correct

(No Features)

Spell:3

Spell:2

Spell:1

Recurring

Number

Gazetteer

Training Results
Instances

•
•
•
•

Dictionary

Vote:2

Vote:3

Feature Combinations

46
52,281
666
14,409
14,124
316
3,826
362
1,308
1,266
232
1,251
26
941
13
647
9,786
5,041
1,832
306
489
9,061

97.8%
97.2%
96.4%
96.2%
93.6%
93.0%
92.5%
91.7%
90.4%
90.4%
80.6%
77.9%
76.9%
69.7%
69.2%
64.6%
62.2%
43.1%
36.6%
17.0%
12.3%
4.6%

23,178
37,886
5,766

4.0%
2.8%
1.0%

features or the Dictionary feature individually. Of greater interest is the fact that the Vote:2 feature
(two of the three OCR engines agree) combined with the Dictionary feature still has a high success
rate (93.6%), which is also higher than a Vote:# or the Dictionary features individually. Overall
the Vote:# feature for all values, when combined with other features, is a strong indicator of the
underlying word from the document. Vote:3 and Vote:2 alone, without any other features being
present, are significantly less indicative of the underlying word.
Another interesting point from Table 4.3 is contra-indicators, specifically feature combinations that would seem to indicate that the hypothesis should be excluded all together. For example,
the lack of any features is a strong indicator that the hypothesis is not found in the document.
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Figure 4.3: WER on the training set for minimum scores required to be included in the output text.
4.3.5

Decision List Training

One way to take advantage of the information learned in Table 4.3 is to employ the table as a
decision list (defined by Rivest [88]) to score each hypothesis in each column, creating a two step
process: 1) Using the training set, learn the correctness percentage for each combination of features
that appears in the training set. 2) Apply these learned rates to the development test set as follows:
(a) for each word hypothesis in each document in the development test set, calculate the feature
set and look-up the correctness score learned from the training set. (b) From the scores of the
hypotheses in an aligned column, select the hypothesis with the highest scoring combination of
features. (See Figure 4.4.) To break ties, choose the first hypothesis in the column.
Is it possible that some features should be an indicator that the hypothesis should be
discarded? Not all of the feature combinations have strong potential success rates, and hence
doubtful that they are indicative of a true word. Using the combined feature accuracy rates shown
in Table 4.3, a naı̈ve approach is to reject all hypotheses with features whose combinations have a
score below 50%. On the training set we explored varying the lower bound at which a hypothesis
may be selected for output. The lowest WER was achieved when the minimum threshold was set
at 4.1%, which excluded hypotheses with No Features, Spell:1 and Spell:2 features. The plot in
Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between the score and the resulting WER.
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A:TAKE! [D]
B:T:JcJT
[]
C:T.;I()?2uI []
S:
O:TAKE!
T: incorrect

(43.1%) AGAINST
(4.0%) L.G Il’TST’
(4.0%) AGAINST‘

(43.1%)
(4.0%)
(43.1%)

AGAINST
correct

A:STRONG [V:3, D] (97.2%) OPPOSITION.
B:STRONG [V:3, D] (97.2%) OPPOSiTIOV.
C:STRONG [V:3, D] (97.2%) OPPOSITION.
S:
OPPOSITION
O:STRONG
OPPOSITION.
T: correct
correct
A:31710
B:E1ii:Y
C:EUEJQY
S: ENJOY
O:31710
T: incorrect

[D]
[]
[D]

[N]
[]
[]
[S:1]

[V:2, D] (93.6%)
[]
(4.0%)
[V:2, D] (93.6%)
[S:1]
(2.8%)

(17.0%) ARTILLERY.
[D]
(4.0%) ARTILLERYFIRE []
(4.0%) ARTILLERY
[D]
(2.8%) ARTILLERY-FIRE [S:1]
ARTILLERY.
incorrect

(43.1%)
(4.0%)
(43.1%)
(2.8%)

Figure 4.4: Partial aligned output of the OCR engines from Communiqué No. 204 with assigned
features and scores. Hypotheses selected for output are underlined. Numbers in parentheses are
assigned weights from Table 4.3. “O:” indicates the word selected for output by the system. “T:”
indicates whether the selected hypothesis is correct or not.

Table 4.4: Comparing baseline error rates (column group one) to results from using Vote and
Dictionary features alone (column group two), and combined features (column group three).

Mean
Minimum
Maximum

OCR A
WER
19.88%
2.27%
80.68%

OCR B
WER
30.37%
1.45%
111.68%

OCR C
WER
50.13%
3.85%
1,666.42%

Mean
WER
33.46%
3.39%
602.19%
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Lattice
WER
12.96%
0.61%
78.41%

Voting
WER
22.61%
1.21%
95.45%

Dictionary
WER
18.70%
1.21%
86.36%

Combined
Features WER
16.01%
0.61%
87.50%

If the correctness score of the features of none of the hypotheses in the column exceeded
4.1%, then the hypotheses are excluded from the output. If there is a tie for the highest score, the
hypothesis from the first OCR engine in the alignment with that score is selected. All of the selected
hypotheses are evaluated against the transcription to calculate the final word error rate for each
document. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.4.

4.3.6

Combined Features Results With Training

We applied the method of Section 4.3.5 to the OCR output files of the development test set; the
results are shown in Table 4.4 under the heading “Combined Features WER”. This method has a
lower word error rate than the methods using the Dictionary or the Voting features alone, with
a 52.2% relative improvement on the mean word error rate of the three OCR engines and 19.5%
relative improvement on the best OCR word error rate. Of particular interest is that the word error
rate for five documents matches the lattice word error rate, the lower bound for accuracy based on
the evidence from the aligned OCR outputs. Figure 4.5 compares the system described here using
a combination of features and a decision list with our previous work [61] with this corpus, which
used the Dictionary feature alone. Figure 4.6 shows that for the majority of documents the WER of
the single feature Voting system is higher than the WER of this combined features system. Feature
combinations help substantially.

4.4

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents new insight into the process of using multiple OCR engines and the value in
exploiting the variations among engines. We relied on multiple features and trained the scores of
the features using success rates on the training set as the basis for a decision list. The resulting
method achieved a 52.2% relative improvement over the mean OCR baseline and a 19.5% relative
improvement over the mean document WER of the best OCR engine. Further, in a few cases the
minimum WER actually matched that of the lattice word error rate. Our goal remains to match and
hopefully beat the lattice word error rate.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the lattice word error rate, dictionary-based selection WER, and error
rate using all features.

Figure 4.6: Word error rates with Voting as a single feature versus combined features.
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The underlying problems with some documents will prevent getting anything close to a
transcription. Sometimes the true transcription for certain hypotheses is not to be had; however, in
regions of the document where good transcriptions can be recovered, those transcriptions can still
provide value. Future work should explore the degree to which regions of document image quality
can be identified.
In conclusion this paper has explored the use of in-domain training; where in-domain data
is not available, techniques for using out-of-domain training data such as those explored in Lund,
Walker, and Ringger (2011) [64] can be used.

4.5

Addendum

Subsequent to the writing of this paper, Volk, et al. [107] published a work which also uses aligned
output from multiple OCR engines. Their method consists of three steps. First, a “polisher module”
the corrects common errors in the corpus and OCR engine. This requires specific knowledge of
the corpus and the confusion matrix of the OCR engines on that corpus. Both of these require an
in-domain training set. Second, they align the OCR output sequences using a pair-wise heuristic,
similar to our work in [64]. Their approach to alignment assumes that there is very little noise in
the OCR hence they do not perform an explicit algorithmic alignment, but rather traverse the OCR
sequences until a character mis-match is found. Within forty characters of the mis-match their
method considers all possible combinations seeking a sequence with the highest bi-gram probability
of the language model, which was created from the output of one of the OCR engines, which also
implies in-domain training. Last, they replace unknown tokens with close orthographic variants,
in other words a spell checker. This work by Volk, et al. uses similar techniques as this chapter,
relying heavily on in-domain training on a printed corpus with limited noise. Subsequent chapters
will extent my results beyond the need for in-domain training.
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Chapter 5
Progressive Alignment and Discriminative Error Correction for Multiple OCR Engines

Abstract
This paper presents a novel combination of progressive textual alignment from multiple optical
character recognition (OCR) engines using maximum entropy methods trained on a synthetic
calibration data set to select between aligned hypotheses of the OCR engines. This paper presents
a novel method for improving optical character recognition (OCR). The method employs the
progressive alignment of hypotheses from multiple OCR engines followed by final hypothesis
selection using maximum entropy classification methods. The maximum entropy models are trained
on a synthetic calibration data set. The multiple OCR sequences are aligned with a progressive
alignment method, originally from bioinformatics, achieving good, although not necessarily optimal
results. Although progressive alignment is not guaranteed to be optimal, the results are nonetheless
strong. An evaluation of the lattice word error rate (LWER) indicates that the order in which
the results from multiple OCR engines are incorporated in the progressive alignment has little
effect on the ultimate word error rate of the word lattice. Maximum entropy methods trained on
an out-of-domain calibration set consisting of synthetically generated and degraded documents
show positive results in leveraging the information found in the lattice to choose the best possible
correction. The synthetic data set used to train or calibrate the selection models is chosen without
regard to the test data set; hence, we refer to it as “out of domain.” It is synthetic in the sense that
document images have been generated from the original digital text and degraded using realistic
error models. Along with the true transcripts and OCR hypotheses, the calibration data contains
Published in Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR
2011) [64].
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Figure 5.1: From “Periodical Communiqué No. 1” of the Eisenhower Communiqués. The word
error rate of this document across the five OCR engines used in this research varied from 10.63% to
63.41%, with a mean WER of 36.34%.

sufficient information to produce good models of how to select the best OCR hypothesis and thus
correct mistaken OCR hypotheses. Maximum entropy methods leverage that information using
carefully chosen feature functions to choose the best possible correction. Of the five OCR engines
used in this work, our methods show a 24.6% relative improvement over the word error rate (WER)
of the best performing OCR engine and a 69.1% relative improvement over the the average WER
of all five OCR engines. Our method shows a 24.6% relative improvement over the word error
rate (WER) of the best performing of the five OCR engines employed in this work. Relative to the
average WER of all five OCR engines, our method yields a 69.1% relative reduction in the error
rate. Further, at each step in the progressive alignment together with the maximum entropy-based
word selection process, between 39.2% and 52.2% of the documents achieve a new low WER.
Furthermore, 52.2% of the documents achieve a new low WER.

5.1

Introduction

In pursuit of high quality digital versions of historical documents, this paper demonstrates the extent
to which improvements in the recognized (digital) text are possible as additional OCR hypotheses
are incorporated from multiple engines through progressive alignment (cf., [73, 78]). This paper
is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses related work. Methods used for alignment and the
baseline results are in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 discusses the creation of an out-of-domain synthetic
data set used to train a maximum entropy model for error correction. Our conclusions are presented
in Section 5.5.
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5.2

Related Work

There is a significant body of published work on the use of multiple inputs for OCR error correction.
Klein and Kopel [49] note that OCR engines show wide variation in the types of errors made and
that voting between engines is effective in identifying accurate OCR word hypotheses. Voting
among multiple hypotheses has also been explored by Lopresti and Zhou [59], in which multiple
scans of the same document were evaluated by the same OCR engine and voting was employed
to make the final selection. Lin [56] uses multiple OCR engines to recognize the same document,
aligning the OCR text output, with majority voting on the output. Our previous work introduced an
efficient exact alignment algorithm [61] and domain-specific training [63] to correct OCR using
three engines (two commercial and one open source). Boschetti et al. [10] also align multiple OCR
outputs, selecting characters using a naı̈ve Bayes classifier.
In the domain of genetic multiple sequence alignment problems, progressive alignment has
been shown to be highly effective in achieving good, although not guaranteed optimal results. (See
Moretti et al. [73] and Notredame (2007) [78].) Spencer and Howe [97] apply progressive alignment
to textual variants of ancient and historical documents while Feng and Manmatha [27] use a Hidden
Markov Model to align the OCR of a full book-length text to an existing electronic version.
A contribution of this paper is the use of supervised, discriminative machine learning
methods to choose among all hypotheses. Maximum entropy models have been used previously to
select among multiple parses returned by a generative model (e.g. [16]). In this work the models are
learned on a synthetic, out-of-domain calibration data set, created and computationally degraded
according to the methods proposed by Sarkar, Baird, and Zhang [91] and Baird [7].

5.3
5.3.1

Methods and Results on the Eisenhower Communiqués
Data

The historical documents used in this paper are the Eisenhower Communiqués [43], a collection of
610 facsimiles of typewritten documents created by the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary
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Force (SHAEF) during the last years of World War II. Having been typewritten and duplicated
using carbon paper, the quality of the print is poor. (See Figure 5.1 for an example.) A manual
transcription of these documents serves as the gold standard for evaluating the word error rates of
the OCR. Two-thirds of the documents have been assigned randomly to an evaluation set for this
research.1 One-third of the documents are reserved for future research. We employ no Eisenhower
Communiqués data as training data in this work and instead focus on the scenario of recovering
document text in the absence of in-domain training data, using an out-of-domain synthetic calibration
set.

5.3.2

Baseline OCR

Each of the document images in the Eisenhower Communiqués evaluation set was recognized using
five OCR engines: Abbyy FineReader for Windows (version 10), OmniPage Pro X for Mac OS
X, Adobe Acrobat Pro for Mac OS X (version 9), ReadIris Pro for Mac OS X (version 11.6), and
Tesseract (version 1.03), an open source OCR system. The resulting recognition hypotheses were
evaluated using the NIST Sclite [3] tool to compute word error rates (WER) and lattice word error
rates (LWER). The baseline WERs for the Eisenhower Communiqués data set can be found in the
top half of Table 5.1. These baseline results are a reference point for evaluating the effectiveness
of the techniques introduced in this paper. The expectation is that the types of errors as well as
the types of successful recognition will vary across engines. Leveraging these variations to correct
recognition errors is the goal of this research.

5.3.3

Progressive Alignment

Since exact n-way alignments become exponentially complex in n we turned to greedy progressive
alignment heuristics, which are applied successfully in bioinformatics [78] and textual variance
analysis [97]. In brief, progressive alignment algorithms begin by selecting two sequences to be
aligned that are most similar based on some similarity measure applied to all sequences. Additional
1

Previous papers [61, 63] using the Eisenhower data set divided the current evaluation set into a training set and a
development test set, which accounts for differences in reported development test set WERs.
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Table 5.1: Baseline word error rates for the OCR engines on all documents in the evaluation dataset
of the Eisenhower Communiqués and the Enron synthetic calibration data set. Note that WERs of
greater than 100% are possible due to multiple insertions not found in the reference text.
Word Error Rates
Eisenhower
Communiqués
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Enron Synthetic
Calibration Set
Mean
Minimum
Maximum

Abbyy OmniPage
Adobe ReadIris Tesseract
18.24%
30.02% 51.78% 54.64%
67.78%
Average WER across all OCR engines: 44.49%
1.87%
1.45%
2.38%
2.38 %
2.01%
84.71%
112.68% 151.22% 206.75% 1017.11%
Abbyy OmniPage
Adobe ReadIris Tesseract
25.02%
31.92% 67.57% 69.62%
56.03%
Average WER across all OCR engines: 50.03%
0.34%
1.34%
6.02%
5.42 %
4.19%
166.34%
205.94% 170.79% 200.00% 176.73%

sequences are aligned, using the same selection criteria as for the first two, until all sequences have
been aligned. (Refer to Spencer and Howe [97] for details on progressive alignment in a textual
context.) The order of pairwise alignments is specified in a binary tree structure called the guide
tree. Due to downstream consequences of greedy choices, a progressive alignment heuristic is not
optimal; however, the resulting alignments are good in practice.
In this paper, the order of the alignment, unless indicated otherwise, is a greedy approximation of the guide tree based on sequence similarity of the calibration set (discussed in Section 5.4.1);
specifically: Abbyy FineReader and OmniPage Pro X, then Adobe Acrobat Pro and ReadIris Pro,
and lastly Tesseract. However, in order to show the effect of adding OCR engines individually, the
individual OCR hypotheses were introduced one at a time (progressively) to the overall alignment
in a manner consistent with the guide tree.

5.3.4

Lattice Word Error Rates

From the final, overall alignment of the five OCR outputs, we create columns of hypotheses
delimited by consensus on white space. Our intention is that each column captures aligned words
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Figure 5.2: From “Periodical Communiqué No. 1”, an example of aligned sequence hypotheses
from five OCR engines. The arrows indicate points of agreement on white space among the aligned
sequences. The text between an adjacent pair of arrows constitutes an aligned column of hypotheses.
The hyphen “-” character in a sequence represents a gap aligned with characters in the other
sequences.
Table 5.2: Improvements to the Lattice WER for the Eisenhower Communiqués as OCR outputs are
progressively added. Row 1: from best to worst. Row 2: from worst to best.
Order by
OCR WER
Low to High
High to Low

Number of Aligned OCR Sequences
1
2
3
4
5
18.24% 12.01% 11.28% 11.14% 9.27%
67.78% 27.10% 24.08% 16.44 % 9.58%

from the document image. (See Figure 5.2 for an example.) Each aligned column is a list of
hypotheses from which to select a single best hypothesis.
The Lattice WER (LWER) is an oracle calculation: for each column, if any of the OCR
hypotheses in the column matches the truth in the transcript, it is considered a correct match. As
more good hypotheses are added to the lattice, the LWER is reduced, as shown in Table 5.2 and in
Figure 5.3. There are several interesting points to observe in the LWER results in row 1 of the table.
First, even though Tesseract has the highest overall WER, it still has information to contribute
resulting in a decrease in the LWER from 11.14% for a 4-way alignment of Abbyy, OmniPage,
Adobe, and ReadIris to 9.27% when Tesseract is added for a 5-way alignment. This result indicates
that even higher error rate information sources can potentially contribute to reducing the overall
error rate. Second, the order in which the OCR outputs are added to the alignment does little to
affect the ultimate Lattice WER when all five engines are included. The small difference between
the two ultimate outcomes (shown in the last column of Table 5.2 and the 5-way alignment in
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Figure 5.3: Improvements to Lattice WER for the Eisenhower Communiqués

Figure 5.3) can be attributed to the sub-optimalities of the progressive alignment method. The
Lattice WER is a lower bound on what is possible given the information contained in the joint
alignment of the multiple OCR outputs. Selecting the correct hypotheses within the aligned columns
is the remaining task.

5.4
5.4.1

Machine Learning Methods and Results with Out-Of-Domain Training
Enron Synthetically Generated Data Set

Our goal in this research is to explore how well OCR errors can be corrected without requiring a
domain-specific training set since such data may be unavailable or too expensive to acquire. In order
to use modern discriminative supervised machine learning methods, we used an out-of-domain
calibration set. For the calibration set, we created a synthetic data set from the 2001 Topic Annotated
Enron Email Data Set [8], a corpus available from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). The
choice of the Enron data was essentially arbitrary and reflects our commitment to having a trained
model very unfamiliar with our evaluation data. From the digital text of each document, a TIFF
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document image was generated and randomly degraded using techniques inspired by Baird [7] and
Sarkar et al. [91]. Each image was produced in the following way:
1. Create an image from the text as a bi-tonal document at 1500 dots per inch (dpi), which is
five times the target resolution of 300 dpi.
2. Introduce spatial sampling error by translating the entire image between one to five pixels in
both the x and y axes, which introduces randomness when subsampling.
3. Blur the image using a Gaussian convolution kernel in which the value for each pixel is taken
to be the weighted average of its neighboring pixels.
4. Subsample the document to 300 dpi.
5. Simulate pixel sensor sensitivity by adding a value for each pixel individually drawn from a
Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.025.
6. Choose a random threshold from a truncated normal distribution (between 0.1 and 0.4)
with mean 0.225 and a standard deviation of 0.11418, and binarize the document using this
threshold.
Note that documents were synthesized with particular parameter ranges chosen independently to reflect the kinds of noise we expected to see in our data, allowing for wide variations. The
WERs on the Enron calibration set were comparable to the rates on Eisenhower Communiqués (See
Table 5.1) ranging from a mean of 25.02% (Abbyy) to a mean of 69.92% (ReadIris).

5.4.2

Training Maximum Entropy Model Using the Enron Data Set

We employ modern supervised discriminative machine learning methods trained on the calibration
set. The role of the machine learning model is to select the proper hypothesis from each aligned
column in order to produce the best OCR correction. We prepared training data from the Enron
calibration set with the same OCR engines and aligned their output using the same progressive
alignment algorithm described above in order to produce aligned columns of hypotheses. We
extracted the following kinds of features from each column:
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Type of Feature
Word Hypotheses:
Voting
Dictionary:
Spell Checker:
Training Label:

Feature Values
T:Precipitation: R:Prccipitalion
D:Prcdpitalion A:Precipitation
O:Precipitation S:precipitation
VoteAOS VoteAO VoteAS VoteOS
DictT DictA DictO
Spell
A

Figure 5.4: Example features extracted from a single column of aligned hypotheses.
• Voting: multiple features to indicate where multiple hypotheses in a column match exactly,
• Number: binary indicators for whether each hypothesis is a cardinal number,
• Dictionary: binary indicators for whether each hypothesis appears in the Linux dictionary,
• Gazetteer: binary indicators for whether each hypothesis appears in a gazetteer of place
names, and
• Spell Checker: an additional hypothesis generated by Aspell [5] from words that do not
appear in the dictionary or in the gazetteer.
For each training case (an aligned column), the label indicates which OCR engine provided
the correct hypothesis. Ties were resolved by selecting the OCR engine with the lowest WER from
the calibration set. Consider the following example column from the Enron calibration set: {Abbyy:
“Precipitation”, OmniPage: “Precipitation”, Adobe: “Prcdpitalion”, ReadIris: “Prccipitalion”,
Tesseract: “Precipitation:”}. The Spell Checker also provided the hypothesis: “precipitation”. See
Figure 5.4 for features are extracted from this column: Note that “DictA” (and so forth) indicates
that the entry from each respective OCR engine is found in the dictionary. Leading and trailing
punctuation is removed from the hypothesis before checking in the dictionary. To produce a “Voting”
feature the match must be exact, including punctuation. During training the label assigned to these
features is “A”, meaning that Abbyy’s is the correct hypothesis to be selected. Once all of the
feature vectors have been extracted, we use the maximum entropy learner in the Mallet [72] toolkit
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Algorithm 1 recognizeMultipleOCR( d, m, E)
INPUT: document: d
model: m
OCR engines set: E
Alignmentd ← progressiveAlign(d, E)
Columnsd ← splitOnW hitespace(Alignmentd )
T ranscriptiond ← nil
for all c ∈ Columnsd do
// c = {ha , hb , hc , . . . , hn }
// select(c, m) = argmax∗hi ∈c Pm (hi |f eatures(c))
selection ← select(c, m)
T ranscriptiond ← append(T ranscriptiond , selection)
end for
return T ranscriptiond
to train a maximum entropy (a.k.a., multinomial logistic regression) model to predict choices on
unseen alignment columns.

5.4.3

Machine Learning System Results

The following process is depicted in Algorithm 1. Using the model created with the Enron calibration
set, our algorithm assigns a label to each column of hypotheses in each document in the Eisenhower
evaluation set. The maximum entropy learner in Mallet indicates which OCR hypothesis to select
from the column. The selected hypotheses are then assembled for each document as the corrected
output and evaluated by Sclite. It should be noted that Sclite does not distinguish between upper
and lower case characters. The function f eatures() in Algorighm 1 returns the features of the
aligned column, c, of hypotheses from the OCR engines and argmax∗ () performs the expected
function while breaking ties as described in Section 5.4.2. The results can be seen in Table 5.3 and
in Figure 5.5. From Table 5.3 the lowest WER achieved was 13.76%, which is a 69.1% relative
reduction from 44.49%, the mean WER of all OCR engines, and a 24.6% relative reduction from
18.24%, the WER of the best OCR engine (see Table 5.1). Also observe that with each addition of
an OCR output, the mean WER on the Eisenhower evaluation set decreases.
Another indication of the ability of the system to take advantage of information provided
as new OCR outputs are added is the number of documents that have a reduced WER at each
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Table 5.3: WER from the Eisenhower evaluation set for a trained machine learning method to select
hypotheses from the aligned lattices as additional OCR outputs are added.
Word Error Rates
Method
Machine
Learning

Abbyy
Alone

+OmniPage

+Adobe

+ReadIris

+Tesseract

18.24%

16.54%

15.09%

14.59%

13.76%

Figure 5.5: Decreasing mean WER on the Eisenhower evaluation set using machine learning
methods and an out-of-domain training set. (See the last row of Table 5.3.)
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Table 5.4: Percentage of documents reducing WER. Beginning with Abbyy FineReader, as OCR
outputs are progressively added to the aligned sequences, at each step there is a significant percentage
of documents that reduce their WER either from the previous alignment or as a new overall low
WER.
+OmniPage

+Adobe

+ReadIris

+Tesseract

Reduction from previous
alignment

44.16%

83.38%

59.22%

65.19%

New low WER of all previous
alignments

44.16%

50.91%

39.22%

52.21 %

progressive step. This is calculated in two ways: first, the percentage of documents that have a
lower WER than in the previous step in the progressive alignment, and second, the percentage of
documents that achieve a new overall lower WER at that step. Table 5.4 and Figure 5.6 show these
results. Note that even after having aligned Abbyy, OmniPage, Adobe, and ReadIris, still 52.21%
of the documents have a lower minimum WER with the addition of the Tesseract OCR output,
despite Tesseract’s 67.78% WER on the Eisenhower evaluation set. We conclude that OCR outputs
with even very high WERs can significantly contribute to WER reduction.

5.5

Conclusions

We have documented the degree to which information from multiple OCR engines can be used
in an aligned lattice of OCR hypotheses to improve OCR performance. As more OCR engines
are included in the alignment, the Lattice WER decreases, even when adding OCR outputs with
significant WERs. Thus, progressive alignment provides a usable alternative to exact alignment
for processing five OCR sequences. Ultimately, when incorporating multiple OCR engines, the
order in which they are added makes little difference on the Lattice WER in the final outcome.
Machine learning techniques succeed in leveraging the available information in the lattice: using
out-of-domain training data is effective for training a maximum entropy model to select correct
hypotheses from the aligned OCR sequences. This research made use of an innovative means for
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Figure 5.6: As OCR outputs are added to the already aligned sequences, at each step the percentage
of documents that reduce their WER, alongside the WER of that OCR engine. (See Table 5.4).

creating a domain-independent calibration training set, which was shown to be successful when used
to build models for use with the Eisenhower Communiqués, a historical data set with significant
degradation. This work presents a compelling new method for producing digital text from historical
documents.

5.6

Addendum

In a recent paper Wernhoener, et al. [110] have an alternative approach to extracting information
from multiple sources for OCR error correction by using multiple versions of the same document.
For instance, in the digitization of a published work, creating multiple OCR sequences using the
same OCR engine, but different editions of the work. Their approach to alignment is similar to
ours [64] in using pairwise progressive alignment resulting in hypothesis columns. Voting is used to
identify the correct token, but the authors acknowledge that their method breaks down where there
is no majority vote.
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A thorough introduction to Conditional Random Fields can be found in the tutorial by Sutton
and McCallum [100]. Additionally, Conditional Random Fields are introduced in this dissertation
in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2.
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Chapter 6
How Well Does Multiple OCR Error Correction Generalize?

Abstract
As the digitization of historical documents, such as newspapers, becomes more common, the need
of the archive patron for accurate digital text from those documents increases. Building on our
earlier work, the contributions of this paper are: 1. in demonstrating the applicability of novel
methods for correcting optical character recognition (OCR) on disparate data sets, including a new
synthetic training set, 2. enhancing the correction algorithm with novel features, and 3. assessing
the data requirements of the correction learning method. First, we correct errors using conditional
random fields (CRF) trained on synthetic training data sets in order to demonstrate the applicability
of the methodology to unrelated test sets. Second, we show the strength of lexical features from the
training sets on two unrelated test sets, yielding a relative reduction in word error rate on the test
sets of 6.52%. New features capture the recurrence of hypothesis tokens and yield an additional
relative reduction in WER of 2.30%. Further, we show that only 2.0% of the full training corpus
of over 500,000 feature cases is needed to achieve correction results comparable to those using
the entire training corpus, effectively reducing both the complexity of the training process and the
learned correction model.

Published in Proceedings of Document Recognition and Retrieval XXI (DRR 2014) [67].
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6.1

Introduction

Historical machine printed document images often exhibit significant noise, making the optical
character recognition (OCR) of the text difficult. Our previous work [61, 65] shows that it is possible
for combined outputs from multiple OCR engines using machine learning techniques to provide text
output with a lower word error rate (WER) than the OCR of any one OCR engine alone. Further,
we use methods which are scalable to very large collections, up to millions of images, without
document- or test corpus-specific manipulation of training data, which would be infeasible given
time and resource constraints.
Ensemble methods are used effectively in a variety of problems such as machine translation,
speech recognition, handwriting recognition, and OCR error correction, to name a few. In a paper
on pattern recognition frameworks for ensemble methods, Kittler et al. [48] state: ”It had been
observed ... that although one of the [classifiers] would yield the best performance, the sets of
patterns mis-classified by the different classifiers would not necessarily overlap. This suggested that
different classifier designs potentially offered complementary information about the patterns to be
classified which could be harnessed to improve the performance of the selected classifier.” Previously
we have merged complementary information such as the output of multiple OCR engines [61] and
multiple binarizations of the same document image [65] on a single test set and training set. The
goal of this paper is to demonstrate the generalizability of the methods involving multiple OCR
engines, to introduce a new test and a new training set, to show the results of feature engineering,
and to demonstrate the degree to which a large training set may be reduced and still yield results
consistent with the full training set.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 6.2 discusses existing work in
several fields related to the methods and outcomes of this research. Section 6.3 outlines a brief
overview of the methods used to extract corrected text with machine learning techniques, leading to
the heart of the paper: the evaluation of the extent to which these methods are applicable across
multiple test corpora and synthetic training sets in Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 summarizes the
conclusions of this research.
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6.2

Related Work

Extracting usable text from older, degraded documents is often unreliable, frequently to the point of
being unusable [4]. Kae and Learned-Miller [44] remind us that OCR is not a solved problem and
that “the goal of transcribing documents completely and accurately... is still far off.” At some point
the word error rate of the OCR output inhibits the ability of the user to accomplish useful tasks.
Ensemble methods are used with success in this task as well as in a variety of settings. In
1998 Kitter et al. [48] provided a common theoretical framework for combining classifiers which is
the basis for much of the work in ensemble methods. In off-line handwriting recognition Bertolami
and Bunke [9] use ensemble methods in the language model. Si et al. [95] use an ensemble of
named entity recognizers to improve overall recognition in the bio-medical field. For machine
translation, Macherey and Och [69] present a study in how different machine translation systems
affect the quality of the machine translation of the ensemble. Maximum entropy models have been
used previously to select among multiple parses returned by a generative model [16].
Klein and Kobel [49] as well as Cecotti and Belaı̈d [14] note that the differences between
OCR outputs can be used to advantage. This observation is behind the success of ensemble methods,
that multiple systems which are complementary can be leveraged for an improved combined output.
The question of how many inputs should be used in an ensemble system is generally “the more
the better.” Caruana et al. [13] use on the order of 2000 models built by varying the parameters of
the training system to create different models. On a smaller number of inputs (five OCR engines),
Lund et al. [64] demonstrate that the error rate of the ensemble decreases with each added system.
It should be noted that the complementarity [66] of correct responses of the methods is critical.
An important point is that even high error rate systems added to an ensemble can contribute to
reducing the ensemble error rate where the addition represents new cases or information not included
previously. Diversity in the ensemble is critical to improving the system’s performance over that of
any individual in the ensemble [15, 21, 32, 36]. This paper will expand on the observation regarding
complimentary sources, noting that one useful source of diversity is the output of multiple OCR
engines.
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Necessary for our post-OCR error correction using multiple sequences is an alignment of
the text sequences, which can either use exact or approximate algorithms. The multiple sequence
alignment problem has been shown to be NP-Hard by Wang and Jiang [109]. Lund and Ringger [61]
demonstrate an efficient means for exact alignment; however, alignment problems on long sequences
are still computationally intractable. Much of the work in multiple sequence alignment work is done
in the field of bioinformatics, where the size of the alignment problems has forced the discovery
and adoption of heuristic solutions such as progressive alignment [78]. Elias [23] discusses how a
simple edit distance metric, which may be appropriate to text operations, is not directly applicable
to biological alignment problems, which means that much of the alignment work in bioinformatics
requires some adaptation for use in the case of text.
It is well known from work by Lopresti and Zhou [59] that voting among multiple sequences
generated by the same OCR engine can significantly improve OCR. One practical application of
voting can be found in the Medical Article Record System (MARS) of the National Library of
Medicine (NLM) which uses a voting OCR server for text recognition [101]. Esakov, Lopresti, and
Sandberg [25] evaluated recognition errors of OCR systems, and Kolak, Byrne, and Resnik [52]
specifically applied their algorithms to OCR systems for post-OCR error correction in natural
language processing tasks. OCR error correction with in-domain training [63] as well as out-ofdomain training using a synthetic training dataset [64] have been shown to be effective.
Recent work by Yamazoe et al. [114] effectively uses multiple weighted finite-state transducers (WFST) with both the OCR and a lexicon of the target language(s) to resolve the ambiguity
inherent in line- and character-segmentation, and character recognition, in which the number of
combinations can be very large. Both conventional OCR and post-processing are contained within
their system, resolving the difference between various hypotheses before committing to an output
string.
A non-ensemble method for improving historical document images prior to OCR is adaptive
binarization. Our previous work [65] compared the OCR results of an ensemble of document image
binarizations to the results of adaptive binarization. From the perspective of the corpus WER, the
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Table 6.1: Baseline corpus word error rates using micro-averaging for datasets by OCR engine.
These results are on the original document images without modification. Note that WERs of greater
than 100% are possible due to multiple insertions not found in the reference text.
Abbyy FineReader 10 OmniPage 18
Test Set Corpora
Eisenhower Communiqués
19th Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index

19.98%
7.44%

Adobe Pro X

Tesseract 3

30.50%
52.59%
Average WER: 49.26%
11.77%
23.49%

93.99%
18.35%

Average WER: 15.26%
Training Set Corpora
Enron Synthetic Dataset
Reuters-21578 Dataset

24.31%
15.35%

30.57%
20.28%

68.95%
99.77%

56.07%
82.37%

results of the ensemble methods were superior to those of individual document image adaptive
binarizations.
A contribution of this paper is an extension of previous methods in supervised, discriminative
machine learning methods to choose among all hypotheses, in which previous methods are shown to
be effective in two unrelated historical print corpora and two unrelated training datasets. In this work
the models are learned on synthetic, out-of-domain training data sets, created and computationally
degraded according to the methods proposed by Sarkar, Baird, and Zhang [91] and Baird [7].

6.3

Methodology

The first step of our methodology prepares the test and training corpora, scanning document images
and creating the synthetic training sets. (See Figure 6.1 for a flow chart of this process.) Once the
document images have been scanned, the images are recognized with the selected OCR engines; in
this case those are Abbyy FineReader 10, OmniPage 18, Adobe Acrobat Pro X, and Tesseract 3 (an
open source OCR system). The baseline OCR results of each OCR engine are seen in Table 6.1. The
OCR output is character aligned yielding parallel hypotheses from the OCR engines. Where spaces
occur in the aligned texts, the process creates a column of text hypotheses. From these columns,
features used by the machine learner are extracted as described in Section 6.3.3. The machine
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Figure 6.1: The methodology used in this paper to: create the training set and CRF model, prepare
the test set for processing by the CRF, and evaluate the results using the test set transcription.
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Figure 6.2: From “Communiqué No. 1” of the Eisenhower Communiqués. The word error rate of
this document across the five OCR engines used in this research varied from 10.63% to 63.41%,
with a mean WER of 36.34%.

learner, a trained conditional random field (CRF), labels the aligned hypotheses with the OCR
engine to be selected or “NONE”, indicating that no output for the column should be selected. The
CRF models are trained using the training sets prepared similarly to the test corpora. Collectively,
the text associated with each label from all columns constitute the error corrected output. (See
Figure 6.4 for an example.) The following sections describe in more detail this process.

6.3.1

Corpora

Four datasets were used in this work: two test sets, the Eisenhower Communiqués [43] and the
Nineteenth Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index [29]; and two training sets, an extraction
of the 2001 Topic Annotated Enron Email Data Set and an extraction of the Reuters-21578 Text
Categorization Test Collection [55, 108]. The following sections describe each dataset and how it
was created.

Eisenhower Communiqués
The Eisenhower Communiqués [43] are a collection of 605 facsimiles1 of typewritten documents
created by the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF) during the last years
1

An online presentation of The Eisenhower Communiqués is viewable at http://www.lib.byu.edu/digital/eisenhower.
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Figure 6.3: A fragment from the grayscale scan of document BM 24May1859 p2 c3 from the 19th
Century Mormon Newspaper Article collection [29].
of World War II. Having been typewritten and duplicated using carbon paper, the quality of the
print is poor. (See Figure 6.2 for an example.) A manual transcription of these documents serves as
the gold standard for evaluating the word error rates of the OCR. In the course of duplication the
documents have effectively become bi-tonal and are treated as such by this research.

Nineteenth Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index
The Nineteenth Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index [29] (19thCMAN) corpus is a collection
of 1055 color images2 of articles dealing with events and persons of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints (Mormon) from an archive of historical newspapers of the 19th century housed at
the Harold B. Lee Library of Brigham Young University. As expected from 19th century newsprint,
the quality of the paper and the print was poor when first printed and has further degraded over time.
The newspapers were scanned at 400 dots per inch (dpi) in 24-bit RGB color, and the individual
articles were segmented and saved as TIFF images. For previous work the RGB images were
converted to 8-bit grayscale. The OCR output of each document was manually corrected by two
reviewers to act as a gold standard. An example from the document corpus can be seen in Figure 6.3.

Synthetic Training Sets
For the training sets, we created synthetic data sets from the 2001 Topic Annotated Enron Email
Data Set [8] and the Reuters-21578 Text Categorization Test Collection [55]. From the digital text
2

An online presentation of The Nineteenth Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index is viewable at
http://lib.byu.edu/digital/19cMormonArticles.
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of each document in the test corpora, a TIFF document image was generated and randomly degraded
using techniques inspired by Baird [7] and Sarkar et al. [91]. Each synthetic document image was
produced using the following steps. First an image is rendered as a bi-tonal document. Spatial
sampling error is introduced by translating the entire image stochastically. The image is blurred
using a Gaussian convolution kernel. The document is sub-sampled. Gaussian noise is added to
simulate pixel sensor sensitivity. To binarize a document, a threshold is applied. For further details
on the process, please consult the paper by Walker, Lund, and Ringger (2013) [108].

6.3.2

Progressive Alignment

Since exact n-way alignments become exponentially complex in n we turned to greedy progressive
alignment heuristics, which are applied successfully in bioinformatics [78] and textual variance
analysis [97]. In brief, progressive alignment algorithms begin by selecting two sequences to be
aligned that are most similar based on some similarity measure applied to all sequences. Additional
sequences are aligned, using the same selection criteria as for the first two, until all sequences have
been aligned. (Refer to Spencer et al. [97] for details on progressive alignment in a textual context.)
The order of pairwise alignments is specified in a binary tree structure called the guide tree. Due
to downstream consequences of greedy choices, a progressive alignment heuristic is not optimal;
however, the resulting alignments are good in practice.
In this paper, the order of the alignment, unless indicated otherwise, is a greedy approximation of the guide tree based on sequence similarity of the training set; specifically in the order:
Abbyy FineReader and OmniPage Pro X, then Adobe Acrobat Pro, and lastly Tesseract. The
incremental results of this alignment order on the WER can be seen in Table 6.4.

6.3.3

Assigning Features in an Alignment Column

We employ modern supervised discriminative machine learning methods trained on the training set.
The role of the machine learning model is to select the proper hypothesis from each aligned column
in order to produce the best OCR correction. We prepared training data from the training sets with
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OCR Engine
Abbyy (A)
OmniPage (O)
Tesseract (T)
Adobe (D)
Features

Hypothesis Columns (Aligned Text)
Xfee
TheTheThe-

A:Xfee
O:The
T:The
D:The
DictD
DictT
DictO
VoteDOT
VoteDO
VoteDT
VoteOT
Selected Label
OmniPage
Error Corrected The
Text
Transcript
The-

M-o-r-mon
M-orrison
M-o-r-mon
lUo-rnton

!.<
-gittiamre
E-r--gistature
L-r--gnslauure
Lt-˜˜&aslature

-Called
-Called
-Called
()ailed

A:Mormon
O:Morrison
T:Mormon
D:lUornton
DictT
DictA
DictO
VoteAT

A:!.<
O:Ergistature
T:Lrgnslauure
D:Lt˜˜&aslature

A:gittiamre
O:
T:
D:
VoteDOT
VoteDO
VoteDT
VoteOT

Abbyy
Mormon

NONE

OmniPage

A:Called
O:Called
T:Called
D:()ailed
DictT
DictA
DictO
VoteAOT
VoteAO
VoteAT
VoteOT
Abbyy
Called

M-o-r-mon L-e--gislature

-Called

Figure 6.4: An example of an aligned lattice from document CT 2Apr1872 p2 c1. The “dash”
character represents a gap or INDEL in the alignment, where a character needs to be inserted in
order to complete the alignment. Correct hypotheses in the aligned text are underlined. The aligned
text is divided into columns of hypotheses on spaces in the aligned sequences. Note that a space
occurred in the middle of the Abbyy mis-recognition of the word “Legislature”.
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the same OCR engines and aligned their output using the same progressive alignment algorithm
described above in order to produce aligned columns of hypotheses. (See Figure 6.4.) As a base we
extracted the following kinds of feature types from each column:
• Voting: multiple features to indicate where multiple hypotheses in a column match exactly.
• Number: binary indicators for whether each hypothesis is a cardinal number.
• Dictionary: binary indicators for whether each hypothesis appears in the Linux dictionary.
• Gazetteer: binary indicators for whether each hypothesis appears in a gazetteer of place
names.
• Lexical Features: words that appear in the corpus are individually created as features.
For each training case (an aligned column), the label indicates which OCR engine provided
the correct hypothesis. Ties were resolved by selecting the OCR engine with the lowest WER from
the training set. Note that “DictA” (and so forth) indicates that the entry from Abbyy is found in the
dictionary. Leading and trailing punctuation is removed from the hypothesis before checking in
the dictionary. To produce a “Voting” feature type the match must be exact, including punctuation.
Once all of the feature vectors have been extracted, we use the maximum entropy learner in the
Mallet [72] toolkit to train a maximum entropy (a.k.a., multinomial logistic regression) model to
predict choices on unseen alignment columns.

6.4

Results

Previous work [61, 63, 64] using the Eisenhower Communiqués test set and the Enron training set
was focused on individual document performance in which corpus WERs were calculated as the
average of the individual document WERs. A result of this method is that corpus statistics would
give more weight to the the tokens of a short document than to the tokens of a long document.
This approach may be called a “macro-average” in which each document is given an equal weight,
regardless of its size. In contrast, the results reported in this paper are based on tokens, giving
an equal weight to each occurrence of a token in the corpus, the OCR output, and the resulting
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error corrections. All averages and other statistics in this paper, unless stated otherwise, use this
“micro-averaging” approach. We believe this approach is more suited for feature engineering
although there are important uses of a document-by-document evaluation. Examples where a
document-by-document analysis is useful would be observing improvement trends by document or
in error analysis related to document WER.
Both for documents and for the corpus as a whole, the word error rate is calculated as

W ordErrorRate =

Substitutions + Insertions + Deletions
N umber Of Ref erence T okens

(6.1)

which may be greater than 100% due to the number of insertions, which is not limited.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 6.4.1 shows the baseline
results from previous work reinterpreted using the micro-averaging approach discussed above. New
features for this work, recurring features and an order 1 CRF, are described in Section 6.4.2 with the
results of incorporating these features in Section 6.4.3. The generalization of these methods on a
new test corpus and a new training corpus is shown in Sections 6.4.4 and 6.4.5. Section 6.4.6 wraps
up with an evaluation of the effect of the training corpus size on the results of both test corpora.

6.4.1

Baseline Results

As a baseline consider the WERs of the OCR output on the unmodified images of the documents
from the Eisenhower Communiqués test set and the Enron training set. Each document image in
the Eisenhower Communiqués test set, as well as all corpora in this work, was recognized using
four OCR engines: Abbyy FineReader 10, OmniPage 18, Adobe Acrobat Pro X, and Tesseract 3.
The resulting recognition hypotheses were evaluated using the NIST Sclite [3] tool to compute the
number of correctly recognized tokens, as well as substitutions, insertions, and deletions for each
document. These results, shown in the first numerical column of Table 6.4, are a reference point for
evaluating the effectiveness of the new techniques and corpora introduced in this paper.
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Our previous work [63, 64] showed the improvement in the WER using a trained machine
learner with the alignment of the output from multiple OCR engines. Reinterpreting these previous
results using micro-averaging techniques, the underlined entries in Table 6.4 show the decreasing
WER as additional OCR outputs are added to the alignment. The order of the OCR output alignment
was determined by the order of increasing WER on the Enron training set.
6.4.2

New Features

In addition to the baseline feature types described in Section 6.3.3, this paper adds three new
feature types for consideration by the machine learner: voting, dictionary lookup, gazetteer lookup,
identifying numbers, and the lexical features of the training set. This paper adds three new features:
1. RecurSim, a binary feature indicating whether a token occurs more than once.
2. RecurBucket#, a multivalued feature dividing the number of times a token appears into one of
ten buckets, numbered 0 to 9, with each bucket containing approximately the same number of
tokens. The higher the bucket number, the fewer times the individual tokens in that bucket
appeared in the corpus. (See Section 6.4.2 for more details.)
3. Order, the machine learner is trained using either an order 0 or an order 1 conditional random
field (CRF). The order 0 CRF only considers the current column of hypotheses when deciding
on the label. The order 1 CRF considers the previous label in addition to the current column
features.
Recurring Features
The recurring features (RecurSim and RecurBucket#) are calculated on the training and test sets
since the contents of the OCR outputs is available without violating a restriction on using the gold
standard transcription of the documents in the corpus. The simple recurring feature (RecurSim)
is created for every token that appears more than once anywhere in the corpus. The hope is that
by tracking recurring features in the corpus out of vocabulary tokens that do not appear in the
dictionary or gazetteer will be captured.
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Figure 6.5: A histogram from the Eisenhower test set showing the number of times that a token
with a given number of occurrences appears in the OCR of the test corpus. For example there are
3,931 tokens that appear twice in the corpus and one token that appears 283 times.

Table 6.2: Assignments of token recurrences in the Eisenhower test set to feature RecurBucket#.

Bucket Label
RecurBucket0
RecurBucket1
RecurBucket2
RecurBucket3
RecurBucket4
RecurBucket5
RecurBucket6
RecurBucket7
RecurBucket8
RecurBucket9

Recurring Token Count
from
to
2
3
4 12
5 21
22 30
31 41
42 52
53 62
63 76
77 150
151 283
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The bucket recurring feature (RecurBucket#) divides up the range of recurring feature counts
into ten buckets tagged with the labels RecurBucket0 to RecurBucket9. The method for assigning
bucket labels calculates the number of times a given token appears in the OCR of the corpus. For
example in the combined OCR of the Eisenhower test corpus there are 3,931 different tokens that
each appear twice, one of which is “SCHEUERN” and is likely a valid recognition by the OCR
engines of a town by that name in Germany. (See Figure 6.5.) The buckets are assigned labels in
an ascending order such that there are approximately the same number of recurring tokens in each
bucket. For the Eisenhower test set the bucket assignments are found in Table 6.2. The simpler
“RecurSim” feature is assigned to all tokens that recur within the corpus, so RecurBucket0 through
RecurBucket9 would all be mapped to RecurSim.

CRF Order
Previously, the machine learner used an order 0 conditional random field (CRF), also called a
log-linear classifier. This means that only the features of the current column are used to select the
label assigned to the features from the hypothesis column. The selected label, which is one of the
OCR engines or the label “NONE”, determines which OCR hypothesis to select or whether to select
none of the OCR outputs.
For this paper we have added a new set of models, trained using the same training sets but
modeled using an order 1 CRF. The model considers not only the features found in the current
hypothesis column, but also the label that was selected previously. The results will clearly identify
whether the order 0 or the order 1 CRF model is being used.

6.4.3

Results of the New Features

One of the goals of this research was to determine the contribution of the lexical features learned
from the training set to the overall performance of the machine learner. To this end we group features
into sets, including and excluding both the RecurSim, RecurBucket#, and the Lexical feature types.
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Table 6.3: The grouping of features used in various model configurations.
Feature Set
Base Set
RecurSim Set
RecurBucket# Set
Lexical Set
Lexical+RecurSim Set
Lexical+RecurBucket# Set

Feature Types
Voting, Dictionary, Gazetteer, and Number
All features found in Base Set along with the RecurSim feature type
All features found in the Base Set along with the RecurBucket# feature types
All features found in the Base Set with the Lexical feature
type
A combination of the Base Set, Lexical Set, and the RecurSim
feature type
A combination of the Base Set, Lexical Set, and the RecurBucket# feature types.

The set names and features found in each set are found in Table 6.3. Refer to Section 6.3.3 for an
explanation of the feature names.
The results across all feature set groupings and CRF orders may be seen in Table 6.4. To
orient the reader, the previously published results are underlined in the “Order 0 CRF” section of
the table. Note the italicized entries which indicate improvements3 within a given OCR alignment
over the previous results.
Observe that the order 1 CRF is not in general an improvement over the order 0 CRF.
With the exception of results using the Abbyy+OmniPage alignment all of the other results in
the table have an increased WER. Further, the best result of 17.42% in the order 1 CRF is the
Abbyy+OmniPage+Tesseract+Adobe alignment with the Lexical+RecurBucket# Set is significantly
higher than the best result in the order 0 CRF table at 16.23%. Based on this, the order 1 CRF will
not be included in the results the follow since it is not showing an improvement over the order 0
CRF.
Clearly the Lexical features, as found in the three feature sets Lexical Set, Lexical+RecurSim
Set, and Lexical+RecurBucket# Set, show improvement over the feature sets without the Lexical features, yielding a 6.52% relative improvement between the Base Set of the Abbyy+OmniPage+Tesseract+Adobe
3

The ground truth transcription of the Eisenhower test set consists of 145,346 words in 605 documents. A WER
reduction of 0.01% constitutes 15 tokens that are corrected across the corpus, consisting of insertions that are eliminated
or words that are corrected.
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Table 6.4: Eisenhower test set WERs with the Enron training set including the new features.
The underlined entries correspond to the results previously published. Italicized entries indicate
improvement over previous results. The bolded entry is the lowest WER in the table.
Lexical
Lexical + RecurAlignment Order
Base RecurSim RecurBucket# Lexical + RecurSim Bucket#
Order 0 CRF
Abbyy OCR WER: 19.98%
Abbyy + Omni21.91%
22.20%
22.15% 18.31%
18.13% 18.19%
Page
Abbyy + Omni17.47%
Page + Tesseract
Abbyy + OmniPage + Tesseract + 17.80%
Adobe
Order 1 CRF
Abbyy + Omni21.56%
Page
Abbyy + Omni17.68%
Page + Tesseract
Abbyy + OmniPage + Tesseract + 17.82%
Adobe

17.15%

17.47% 17.52%

17.29%

17.45%

17.55%

17.78%

16.64%

16.23%

16.46%

21.76%

21.68% 17.70%

17.61%

17.70%

17.59%

17.70%

17.80%

17.62%

17.75%

17.74%

17.79%

17.49%

17.17%

17.42%
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alignment and the Lexical Set as shown in Table 6.4. In addition, the recurring features in conjunction with the Lexical features are superior to the Lexical features alone with the Lexical+RecurSim
Set having the greatest improvement, showing an additional 2.30% relative improvement over the
Abbyy+OmniPage+Tesseract+Adobe alignment and the Lexical Set mentioned above. Overall the
Lexical+RecurSim Set performs best on the Eisenhower test set and the Enron training set. We will
proceed with the Lexical Set and recurring feature sets as we compare results with the new test
corpus, the 19th Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index.

6.4.4

Results on a Different Test Corpus

The 19th Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index, described in Section 6.3.1, consists of 208,630
words4 in 1,055 documents digitized to 8-bit grayscale, in contrast to the Eisenhower dataset which
is effectively bitonal. The results using the selected feature sets from the previous section are found
in Table 6.5.
The monotonic improvement in WER seen on the Eisenhower test set using the Lexical+RecurSim feature set is not reflected in the 19thCMAN test set using the Enron training set.
In the 19thCMAN test set, the addition of the Tesseract OCR increases the WER above the Abbyy+OmniPage alignment results across the board for all of the feature sets. Unlike the Eisenhower
test set, 19thCMAN appears to have a sensitivity to the relatively high WER of the Tesseract OCR
(56.08%). Adding the Adobe OCR output improves the resulting WER to a level equal to or below
both the Abbyy FineReader WER and the Abbyy+OmniPage alignment, even though the WER of
Adobe on the 19thCMAN test set (68.95%) is higher than that of Tesseract. The conclusion here is
that although the high WER OCR of Tesseract and Adobe in the training set were able to contribute
to lowering the WER for the Eisenhower test set, in combination they did not contribute in the same
way with the 19thCMAN treat set. A possible solution may be to eliminate from the training set
documents with high WERs. Since the training set includes alignments of documents from multiple
OCR engines, this may decrease the size of the training set since if a document is eliminated due
4

A reduction of 0.01% in the WER on the 19th Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index results in 21 tokens that
are corrected across the corpus.
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Table 6.5: Results on the Eisenhower and the 19th Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index test
sets using a CRF model trained on the Enron, Reuters, and combined training sets. The bold entries
are the lowest WERs for each section of the table. The underlined entries are the lowest WERs for
their respective test sets.
Eisenhower Test Set
Feature Sets
Lexical
Lexical
Lexical
+RecurSim +RecurBucket#

Alignment
Enron Training
Abbyy OCR WER: 19.98%
Set
Abbyy+OmniPage 18.31%
18.13%
18.19%
Abbyy+OmniPage
17.52%
+Tesseract
Abbyy+OmniPage
+Tesser16.64%
act+Adobe
Reuters-21578 Training Set
Abbyy+OmniPage 19.91%
Abbyy+OmniPage
16.29%
+Tesseract
Abbyy+OmniPage
+Tesser16.41%
act+Adobe
Combined Training Set
Abbyy+OmniPage 20.01%
Abbyy+OmniPage
16.88%
+Tesseract
Abbyy+OmniPage
+Tesser16.63%
act+Adobe

19thCMAN Test Set
Feature Sets
Lexical
Lexical
Lexical
+RecurSim +RecurBucket#
Abbyy OCR WER: 7.44%
6.91%

7.03%

6.92%

17.29%

17.45%

7.06%

7.75%

7.46%

16.23%

16.49%

6.83%

7.03%

6.90%

20.14%

19.66%

5.99%

5.99%

5.98%

16.12%

15.97%

6.80%

7.64%

7.16%

16.71%

16.37%

6.99%

7.68%

7.42%

20.02%

19.83%

6.04%

5.97%

5.99%

17.15%

16.96%

6.82%

6.82%

7.28%

16.56%

16.63%

6.83%

6.82%

7.05%
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to a high WER from one OCR engine, it would need to be eliminated from all of the OCR engine
contributions to the training set. Section 6.4.6 explores whether the full contents of the training set
are needed to maintain the level of performance seen so far.

6.4.5

Results on New Training Corpora

New in this paper, the Reuters-21578 training set described in Section 6.3.1 is a synthetic dataset
consisting of grayscale images, which is in contrast to the Enron training set which had previously
be binarized. The hope was that since the 19thCMAN test set was grayscale, that the Reuters-21578
training set would contribute to improving the over WER. Note that the affects of the high WER
OCR outputs from Tesseract and Adobe Pro X seem more pronounced with this training set. The
WER results for Abbyy+OmniPage were the best and further adding Tesseract and Adobe Pro X to
the alignment each increased the WER. Overall, however, the Reuters-21578 training set showed
better results than the Enron training set.
The last rows of Table 6.5 show the results of merging both the Enron and the Reuters-21578
training sets. As more training data is available, there is no improvement on the Eisenhower test set
and a small improvement of only 0.01% for the 19thCMAN test set. The conclusion is that there is
a point where more training set vectors does not necessarily improve the outcome. Overall the best
results were seen with the Reuters-21578 training set, although not consistently with the complete
set of OCR alignments.

6.4.6

Results of Sweeping the Size of the Training Sets

Exploring the observation from the last section, that the increased size of the training set does not
necessarily improve the WER outcome, we sweep the size of the Reuters-21578 training set from
0.01% to 100% to explore how the WER of the Eisenhower and 19thCMAN test sets varies as the
training set increases in size. We selected the best result on the Eisenhower test set across all training
sets, which was the Abbyy+OmniPage+Tesseract alignment using the Lexical+RecurBucket# Set as
seen in Table 6.5. We selected ten proportion values (0.01%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%,
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Eisenhower Test Set

19thCMAN Test Set

Figure 6.6: Comparing the WER on the Eisenhower test set, with the Reuters-21578 training
set, as the proportion of the training set varies
from 0.01% to 100%.

Figure 6.7: Comparing the WER on the 19thCMAN test set, with the Reuters-21578 training
set, as the proportion of the training set varies
from 0.01% to 100%.

20%, and 50%) of the training set, which has 585,291 feature vectors. At each proportion value
we took five random samples from the full training set to create 50 new training sets from which
order 0 CRF models were created. The results shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 are the average WER,
as well as the minimum and maximum WERs for the five models of each proportion value. When
selecting a proportion size of only 0.01% of the total training set, only 61 feature vectors on average
are included in the models created.
Of interest on the Eisenhower results is that beginning with a training set proportion size of
only 2.0% the average WER of the resulting error corrected output is less than the WER using the
entire test corpus. Given that the full test set takes a significant amount of time to train, the five
2.0% test sets are considerably faster to train. Further the models created from the 2.0% test sets
consist of on the order of 11,500 features while the full model consists of over 217,000 features.
Clearly the complexity of the full model does not necessarily reward us with better results.
Regarding the 19thCMAN test set, similar to the Eisenhower test set, the full effect of the
Reuters-21578 training set is visible between 1% and 10% of the total training set. Interestingly,
superior results are possible given individual training set proportions within the same range.
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6.5

Conclusions

In general the results seen in previous work are also seen with the new test set and training set.
Although the methodologies used in previous papers still produced good results they do not work
consistently across the board. The 19thCMAN test set seemed sensitive to the high WER OCR
engines included in the training set, but we demonstrated that the size of the training set can be
reduced, potentially eliminating the troublesome high WER documents, potentially improving
the end results. Future work will include error analysis of how the models of the Enron and
Reuters-21578 training sets differ in their performance on the Eisenhower and 19thCMAN test sets.

6.6

Addendum

A thorough introduction to Conditional Random Fields can be found in the tutorial by Sutton and
McCallum [100]. Additionally, Conditional Random Fields are introduced in this dissertation in
Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2.
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Chapter 7
Combining Multiple Thresholding Binarization Values to Improve OCR Output

Abstract
For noisy, historical documents, a high optical character recognition (OCR) word error rate (WER)
can render the OCR text unusable. Since image binarization is often the method used to identify
foreground pixels, a significant body of research has sought to improve image-wide binarization
directly. Instead of relying on any one imperfect binarization technique, our method incorporates
information from multiple global threshold binarizations of the same image to improve text output.
Using a new corpus of 19th century newspaper grayscale images for which the text transcription is
known, we observe WERs of 13.8% and higher using current binarization techniques and a stateof-the-art OCR engine. Our novel approach combines the OCR outputs from multiple thresholded
images by aligning the text output and producing a lattice of word alternatives from which a lattice
word error rate (LWER) is calculated. Our results show a LWER of 7.6% when aligning two
threshold images down to a LWER of 6.8% when aligning five. From the word lattice we commit
to one hypothesis by applying the methods of Lund et al. (2011) achieving 8.41% WER, a 39.1%
reduction in error rate relative to the performance of the original OCR engine on this data set.

Published in Proceedings of Document Recognition and Retrieval XX (DRR 2013) [65].
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7.1

Introduction

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) has reached a point where well-formatted and clean documents are easily recognizable by current commercial OCR products; however, older or degraded
documents present problems with word error rates (WER) that severely limit either automated or
manual use of the text. Kolak et al. [52] and others have proposed correcting OCR output, aiming
for an accurate transcription, as a way to make digitized documents more accessible to natural
language processing (NLP) tasks. Many collections of historical printed documents can number
into the millions of items, making such manual intervention infeasible. The goal of the research
presented here is to improve the quality of OCR output without human intervention on large corpora
where manual correction is not possible.
This paper presents new research and a novel approach to extracting text from document
images with the goal of directly improving the OCR output, measured by the WER. Our method
does not rely on any one imperfect adaptive binarization but incorporates information from multiple
global threshold binarizations to improve the final text output.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 7.2 discusses related work
in binarization, optical character recognition, text alignment, and ensemble methods for error
correction; the methods and corpus used for this research are covered in Section 7.3; results from
our methods are shown in Section 7.4; and conclusions are found in Section 7.5.

7.2

Related Work

Areas in which there is related work are optical character recognition, image binarization, text
alignment, and ensemble methods for error correction.

7.2.1

Optical Character Recognition

Printing and duplication techniques of the 19th and mid-20th centuries create significant problems
for OCR engines. Examples of problematic documents include typewritten text, in which letters are
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Figure 7.1: Comparing character to word error rates, assuming an average word length of 5
characters.
partially formed, typed over, or overlapping; documents duplicated by mimeographing, carbon paper,
or multiple iterations of photographic copying common in the mid-20th century; and newsprint
which uses papers that are acidic and type that can exhibit incomplete characters. In addition to
original documents which may exhibit problematic text, newspapers may suffer degradation such as
bleed-through of type and images, damage due to water, and discoloring of the paper itself. (See
Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.5 for examples of grayscale images from 19th century newspapers.)
Extracting usable text from older, degraded documents is often unreliable, frequently to the
point of being unusable [4]. Even in situations where a fairly low character error rate is achieved,
Hull [38] points out that a 1.4% character error rate results in a 7% word error rate on a typical page
of 2,500 characters and 500 words (see Figure 7.1).
Kae and Learned-Miller [44] remind us that OCR is not a solved problem and that “the goal
of transcribing documents completely and accurately... is still far off.” At some point the word
error rate of the OCR output inhibits the ability of the user to accomplish useful tasks. Munteanu
et al. [74] determined that in an automated speech recognition task creating text transcriptions of
lectures, a transcript with a WER of 50% was no better than having no transcript at all.
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7.2.2

Binarization

Image binarization methods create bitonal (black and white) versions of images in which black
pixels are considered to be the foreground (characters or ink) and white pixels are the document
background. The simplest form of binarization is global thresholding, in which a grayscale intensity
threshold is selected and then each pixel is set to either black or white depending on whether it is
darker or lighter than the threshold, respectively.
Since the brightness and contrast of document images can vary widely, it is often not possible
to select a single threshold that is suitable for an entire collection of images. The Otsu method [79]
is commonly used to automatically determine thresholds on a per-image basis. The method assumes
two classes of pixels (foreground and background) and uses the histogram of grayscale values in the
image to choose the threshold that maximizes between-class variance and minimizes within-class
variance. (See Figure 7.2 for an example.) This statistically optimal solution may or may not be the
best threshold for OCR, but often works well for clean documents.
For some images, no global (image-wide) threshold exists that results in good binarization.
Background noise, stray marks, or ink bleed-through from the back side of a page may be darker
than some of the desired text. Stains, uneven brightness, paper degradation, or faded print can mean
that some parts of the page are too light for a given threshold while other parts are too dark for the
same threshold.
Adaptive thresholding methods attempt to compensate for inconsistent brightness and
contrast in images by selecting a threshold for each pixel based on the properties of a small portion
of the image (window) surrounding that pixel, instead of the whole image. The Sauvola [92] method
is a well-known adaptive thresholding method. (For examples see Figure 7.2.) Sauvola performs
better than the Otsu method in some cases; however, neither is better in all cases, and in some cases
adaptive thresholding methods even accentuate noise more than global thresholding. In addition,
the results of the Sauvola method on any given document are dependent on user-tunable parameters.
Like global thresholds, a specific parameter setting may not be sufficient for good results across an
entire set of documents.
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Original 8-bit grayscale image

Otsu binarization

Sauvola (Window Radius = 45, R = 128, k = 0.5)

Figure 7.2: Original grayscale image and two adaptive binarizations of the document AEM 24Jul1844 p3 col1 from the 19th Century Mormon Newspaper Article collection [29]
Although the Otsu and Sauvola methods are well-known and widely-used binarization
methods, a large body of research exists for binarization in general [94] and also specifically for
binarization of document images (for example, [30, 31, 47, 115, 118]). While various methods
perform well in many situations, no method works infallibly under all circumstances.

7.2.3

Alignment

Implicit in any post-OCR error correction using multiple sequence sources is an alignment of the text
sequences, which can either use exact or potentially suboptimal algorithms. The multiple sequence
alignment problem has been shown to be NP-Hard in the paper on multiple sequence alignment
complexity by Wang and Jiang [109]. Lund and Ringger [61] demonstrate an efficient means for
exact alignment; however, large-scale alignment problems are still computationally intractable. The
vast majority of multiple sequence alignment work is done in the field of bioinformatics, where the
size of the alignment problems has forced the discovery and adoption of heuristic solutions such
as progressive alignment. Elias [23] discusses how a simple edit distance metric, which may be
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appropriate to text operations, is not directly applicable to biological alignment problems, which
means that much of the alignment work in bioinformatics requires some adaptation for use in the
text sequence case.
Ikeda and Imai [39] and Schroedl [93] represent alignment problems as minimum distance
problems in a directed acyclic graph in which edge costs represent the cost of alignment decisions.
Further, Ikeda & Imai and Schroedl formulated the cost of DNA base (or character) level alignments
in n-dimensions as the sum of the costs of 2-dimensional alignments. Notredame [77] states:
“Computing exact [multiple sequence alignments] is computationally almost impossible, and in
practice approximate algorithms (heuristics) are used to align sequences, by maximizing their
similarity.”

7.2.4

Ensemble Methods for Error Correction

Ensemble methods are used effectively in a variety of problems such as machine translation, speech
recognition, handwriting recognition, and OCR error correction, to name a few. In a paper on the
framework for ensemble methods, Kittler, et al. [48] state: ”It had been observed ... that although
one of the [classifiers] would yield the best performance, the sets of patterns mis-classified by the
different classifiers would not necessarily overlap. This suggested that different classifier designs
potentially offered complementary information about the patterns to be classified which could be
harnessed to improve the performance of the selected classifier.” Cecotti and Belaı̈d [14] note that
combining multiple classifiers has been shown to outperform individual classifiers, but only when
they complement each other. This observation is behind the success of ensemble methods, that
multiple systems which are complementary can be leveraged for an improved combined output. It
should be noted that the complementarity of correct responses of the methods is critical.
Voting among multiple outputs is a common combination method used in OCR research.
Lopresti and Zhou [59] use voting among multiple sequences generated by the same OCR engine
from different scans of the same document. Their experimental results showed between 20% and
50% reduction in errors. Our method differs from that of Lopresti and Zhou in that although we
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start with the same digital image, rather than adjusting the scans of the document, we adjust the
binariztion threshold. A recent work by Yamazoe, Etoh, Yoshimura, and Tsujino (2011) [114]
effectively uses multiple weighted finite-state transducers (WFST) with both the OCR and a lexicon
of the target language(s) to resolve the ambiguity inherent in line and character segmentation, and
character recognition, in which the number of combinations can be very large. Both conventional
OCR and post-processing are contained within their system resolving the difference between various
hypotheses before committing to an output string.

7.3

Method

The methods used in this research include image thresholding as introduced in Section 7.2.2,
multiple OCR text sequence alignment, hypothesis lattice construction, and the evaluation of error
rates.

7.3.1

Document Corpus

The historical documents used in this research are from a collection of 1074 images from the 19th
Century Mormon Article Newspaper (19thCMNA) index [29] from Brigham Young University’s L.
Tom Perry Special Collections of the Harold B. Lee Library. These documents are a collection “of
newspaper articles which deal in some way with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the
Mormons, or with the territory or state of Utah found in national newspapers between 1831 [and]
1900.” The quality of the paper and of the print was poor when first printed and has degraded over
the years in yellowing of the paper and damage from various sources. The original newspaper pages
are scanned at 400 dots per inch (DPI) in 24-bit RGB color. The articles of interest are isolated
from the rest of the content on the page and saved as individual TIFF image documents. Originally,
the 24-bit RGB document images were OCRed using Abbyy FineReader version 10.0 commercial
OCR engine; however, the resulting OCR did not meet the expectations of the collection curator
and have been manually corrected. This manually corrected text is the ground truth against which
word error rates in this paper are calculated.
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Table 7.1: Initial average WERs on a subset of the 19th Century Mormon News Articles image
corpus. (The Sauvola parameters are given in parentheses.)
Image Type or Binarization
RGB
Grayscale
Otsu
Sauvola (radius=7, R=128, k=0.5)
Sauvola (radius=45, R=128, k=0.5)

Average WER
11.19%
11.77%
13.81%
14.37%
14.01%

For this work, the 24-bit RGB document images are reduced to 8-bit grayscale at 400 DPI
using Adobe PhotoShop default settings. This is the starting point for evaluating the grayscale,
the adaptive binarized, and the thresholded images of this research. Applying the binarization
techniques of Otsu [79] and Sauvola [92] on a subset of the grayscale images in the corpus, we use
the Sclite [3] scoring package to calculate the WERs from the OCR output of Abbyy FineReader on
the binarized images. The results of this are in Table 7.1.
From the perspective of WERs, the two adaptive binarization techniques are not an improvement over the OCR from either the RGB or grayscale images, which were OCRed as is without
modification. As the OCR software used in this research is proprietary, it is not clear what the
source of the difference between the WER of the RGB and grayscale images is. For the remainder
of this paper, we chose to proceed with the best results using the Otsu and the Sauvola (radius=45,
R=128, k=0.5) methods.

7.3.2

Binary Thresholding

Threshold binarization, or thresholding, is a simple process which uses a single numeric value to
differentiate between pixels in the digital grayscale image that are assigned the value 0 (for black) or
255 (for white). The seven values we selected for thresholding (31, 63, 95, 127, 159, 191, and 232)
divide the range of the 8-bit grayscale into eight equal groups, representing the same incremental
difference in threshold value between groups. Within a document all pixels less than or equal to
the thresholding value are assigned black, and those greater than the value are assigned white. In
order to be useful in the context of a very large digitized corpus, we selected the threshold values
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to equally divide the grayscale range, rather than individually selecting thresholds based on the
characteristics of a single document. Further, we attempt to demonstrate how multiple views or
thresholds of the same document can provide improved performance in the word recognition task.
Examples of the thresholded output from a portion of a document in the corpus can be seen in
Figure 7.3.
Similar to adaptive binarization discussed in Section 7.2.2, where the goal is to account with
a single binarized image for variations in background noise or character darkness in the original
digitized image, our method of creating multiple thresholded images provides a breadth of image
manipulation, capturing character images that may be visible in one thresholding, but not in another.

7.3.3

Optical Character Recognition and Word Error Rate

Each thresholded image derived from the grayscale images is OCRed using Abbyy FineReader
version 10.0. For this work we have chosen to measure performance by word error rates rather
than pixel error rates. Since the goal of this work is ultimately a transcript of the digitized printed
document, word error rates more closely match the goal than pixel error rates.
The WER of the thresholded images varies significantly, with the lowest average WER
occurring at the threshold value of 127. Although for this corpus the thresholding value with the
lowest average WER occurs at the mid-point between 0 and 255, this is not necessarily always the
case. Figure 7.4 and Table 7.2 show the averaged WERs of the documents in the corpus. Due to the
very high WER for the thresholded values 31 and 223, we exclude these thresholded images in the
remaining steps.

7.3.4

Alignment and Hypothesis Lattice

Next in our process is a progressive alignment of the OCR text output of the thresholded images
from the same gray-scale image (threshold values: 63, 95, 127, 159, and 191). Progressive text
alignment can be approached in a variety of ways. A greedy approach, used by Boschetti, et al. [10],
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Original 8-bit grayscale image

Threshold Value = 31

Threshold Value = 63

Threshold Value = 95

Threshold Value = 127

Threshold Value = 159

Threshold Value = 191

Threshold Value = 223

Figure 7.3: Partial original grayscale image and seven thresholded images of the document
BM 24May1859 p2 c3 from the 19th Century Mormon Newspaper Article collection [29]
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Figure 7.4: Average OCR WER of the document images after being thresholded at the various
values between 31 and 223.
Grayscale image

Thrshld
T127
T095
T159
T063
T191
Transcript

OCR Text Output
1’kt Morm--on --a---u--t--r-e Called
The aJorsBsoM [sasins--H--a-e Called
Tke -morm--on leg-i-slatu-r-e Called
J(- --------3 --------------e ---x-The -Morm--on l<rgi-slaiiir-e Called
The Mormon

Legislature

Called

T127
T095
T159
T063
T191

Togeth- er for the Uenu -t--sf United

Transcript

Togeth- er for the Election of United

T127
T095
T159
T063
T191
Transcript

Togcih-ti- far the litction cf Uvtttd
Togeth--er for the Election- f United
----->- i) 1 , - w -ij -----"- -1 t [
Togeth--er for the Election of United

Stattst Sen--aiortSla-ws- Sew--aiorfc
States- Sen--aioroJ------ --n-------States- gen> atorsStates

Sen- ators

Figure 7.5: An example of an aligned lattice from document CT 2Apr1872 p2 c1. Correct hypotheses in the lattice are highlighted in “bold.” The “dash” character represents an INDEL in the
alignment, where a character needs to be inserted in order to complete the alignment.
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identifies the two sequences (of the n sequences to be aligned) that have the lowest alignment
cost. Then from the n − 2 sequences remaining, the next sequence to be aligned is the one with
the lowest alignment cost with the first two previously aligned sequences, where the alignment
between the already aligned sequences can not be altered other than to insert a gap (an IN DEL
character) across the alignment to match the new (third) sequence. This process is repeated until all
n sequences have been aligned in a progressive manner. We adapt Boschetti’s method by aligning
the two sequences that have the lowest WER, adding sequences in the order of their increasing
WERs. We demonstrated in Lund, Walker, and Ringger (2011) [64] that the order of the alignment
does not have a major effect on the outcome of the resulting WER for this task.
For this paper the thresholded document sets with the lowest average WER are those with
threshold values 95 and 127. (Refer to Figure 7.4.) We continue the alignment, one sequence at a
time, in order of increasing WER. This continues until all of the OCR output from the sets in use
have been aligned. The order of the complete alignment is threshold values: 127, 95, 159, 63, 191.
Figure 7.5 shows a portion of an alignment along with the transcript.
Given the character-aligned OCR sequences the next step is to segment parallel hypotheses
into a lattice which permits comparisons between the OCR hypotheses from various thresholded
images. The aligned text sequences are formed into a lattice divided into “columns” of hypotheses
across all aligned sequences where there is complete agreement on spaces. These columns can
be seen in the sample alignment shown in Figure 7.5. Note in the lattice that no single OCR text
sequence of a thresholded image is correct for all words, and that some words are not found correctly
by any sequence. Using the methods of Lund, Walker, Ringger (2011) [64], a single token from the
column is selected using a supervised discriminative machine learning tool.

7.4

Results

In the literature both character error rates and word error rates are used to indicate the improvement
in underlying OCR results. We choose to use word error rates since the goal of this work is to
improve the accessibility of degraded documents whose OCR limits their usefulness. This agrees
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Table 7.2: Baseline average WERs on all binarizations of the document image corpus.
Image Type or Binarization
Grayscale
Otsu
Sauvola (radius=45, R=128, k=0.5)
Binarization Threshold Values
T031
T063
T095
T127
T159
T191
T223

Average WER
9.08%
14.15%
14.28%
78.87%
27.39%
12.22%
9.94%
11.75%
42.01%
99.17%

with Kolak et al. [52] who primarily use word error rate for measuring success in NLP tasks. The
WER is calculated using the Sclite tool provided by NIST [3].

7.4.1

Baseline Results

As a baseline to compare the results of our method, we binarize the grayscale images of the entire
corpus using both the Otsu and Sauvola (radius=45, R=128, k=0.5) methods. The WER results are
found in Table 7.2.

7.4.2

Lattice Word Error Rate

The Lattice Word Error Rate (LWER) is an oracle calculation. In each column of the lattice if the
correct word (or words) are present in any of the hypotheses, it is considered a correct match. For
example, in Figure 7.5 the word from the transcript “The” is found in the OCR from the thresholded
images with values 95 and 191. This is considered a match. Note that in the third column, the word
“Legislature” in the transcript, is not found in any of the hypotheses. (Note that the “dash” character
represents an INDEL in the alignment, meaning that there is either an insertion or a deletion of a
character in the alignment. Remove all INDELs from a hypothesis to see the text as provided by the
OCR engine.) The reason that the word “Legislature” was not matched is that the capital “L” was
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Table 7.3: Both the individual WERs of the thresholded files and the cumulative lattice word error
rates of the complete document CT 2Apr1872 p2 c3.
Number of
Sequences
1
2
3
4
5

Threshold Threshold Word Resulting Lattice
Value Added
Error Rate Word Error Rate
T127
41.21%
41.21%
+T095
110.91%
38.18%
+T159
30.91%
26.06%
+T063
100.00%
25.45%
+T191
22.42%
11.00%
Grayscale WER = 30.30%
Otsu WER = 30.30%
Sauvola WER = 40.61%

Figure 7.6: The average lattice word error rate as the number of sequences aligned increases.
not a part of the output from the OCR of thresholded image value 159. The LWER of Figure 7.5 is
(14 − 12)/14 = 14%. There are fourteen tokens in the transcript (note that some words are split
between lines, creating two tokens), of which two do not have a correct hypothesis from any of the
OCR sequences.
Consider document CT 2Apr1872 p2 c3, a portion of which is shown in Figure 7.5. Table 7.3 shows the WERs of the OCR from the various thresholded document images, as well as
the LWER as each OCR sequence is added to the aligned lattice. Observe that as more OCR
sequences or hypotheses are added to the lattice, the LWER is reduced, even though the WERs
of each sequence is significant. Even OCR sequences from thresholded images that have a WER
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Figure 7.7: Distribution of documents error rates. Grayscale average WER is 9.08%. Five sequence
average LWER is 6.79%

Figure 7.8: The average corpus WER after committing to a single hypothesis from each column of
the lattice.
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over 100% 1 contribute to lowering the LWER. Ultimately for the document shown in Table 7.3 the
LWER is significantly lower than the WER of the OCR output of any one individual thresholded
image, or of the grayscale WER.
Considering the entire corpus, we see in Figure 7.6 that on average adding additional
sequences continues to improve the LWER at each step. And finally, looking at the distribution
of the WERs of the grayscale images compared to the LWERs of the aligned sequences from five
thresholded documents in Figure 7.7, we see that the distribution curve has shifted lower. This is an
indication that the LWER broadly improves across the entire corpus with five OCR sequences from
the thresholded document images.

7.4.3

Committed Word Error Rate

As promising as the LWER may be, ultimately it is only an indication of the lower bound on any
methods which may use this lattice approach to select or commit to a single sequence of tokens.
(Note that some methods using multiple OCR sequences of the same document will output all
OCR hypotheses. Although this is useful for word finding, it is not helpful for other tasks such as
machine translation, phrase finding, or transcription creation.) We use the method of Lund, Walker,
and Ringger [64] to commit to a single sequence of hypotheses from the lattice, which employs
Mallet [72], a supervised discriminative machine learning tool. Since no training set was available
for Mallet, we opted to divide the corpus into four segments using round robin training and testing.
Each of the segments was used as a testing set, while the remaining three were used for training.
The averaged results across all four testing segments are found in Figure 7.8.
In general, the WER of the committed sequences from the lattice of multiple sequences is
lower than the average greyscale WER as well as lower than the WERs of the Otsu and Sauvola
binarizations. However, an increase in the number of sequences from two to five did not materially
reduce the average WER.
1

A WER of over 100% is possible when the OCR engine interprets document noise as word tokens or when words
are incorrectly split.
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Table 7.4: Summary of results on the complete corpus
Method
Grayscale
Otsu
Sauvola (radius=45, R=128, k=0.5)
Threshold Value=127
Five Aligned Thresholded Sequences

7.5

Average Results
WER 9.08%
WER 14.15%
WER 14.28%
WER 9.94%
WER 8.41%
LWER 6.79%

Conclusions

We have shown a novel method for correcting OCR errors using multiple simply thresholded
binarizations of a grayscale image of a document. The various threshold values for the document
image expose a diversity of characters and words, which when aligned in a lattice of OCR hypotheses,
has a lower lattice word error rate than any of the individual thresholded images or the images
binarized using current techniques. (See Table 7.4.)
The lattice word error rate indicates a lower limit on the word error rate that is possible given
the evidence found in the combination of OCR outputs from the thresholded document images.
To achieve this lower bound, perfect decisions need to be made regarding the hypotheses in each
column of the lattice as defined in Section 7.3.4. Using an existing method [64] to make these
decisions, we selected sequences of OCR hypotheses from the lattice of each document. This
method achieved an average WER on the corpus of 8.41% which is lower than any of the baseline
results.

7.6

Addendum

Since the submission and publication of this paper, there are papers which relate to this work which
need to be cited. First, I have become aware of a patent [18] which uses multiple binarizations and
voting between outputs based on unspecified metrics. Without knowledge of the specific metrics
used, the method of aligning the outputs, or the methods of extracting competing hypotheses for a
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given token or sequence of tokens, it is difficult to evaluate how this overlaps with existing work.
At the very least, this would seem to be an extension of [59], already cited in this work.
Also related to this research, Rangoni et al. (2009) [83] used multiple binarizations to
improve OCR by searching for the single best binarization prior to OCR of the digitized image. For
each candidate binarization their process segmented and extracted a line of text as an image from
the complete document image. Using multiple runs, varying input parameters, a commercial OCR
engine, the extracted image of a line of text is recognized and the resulting text is measured for
accuracy using a language model and dictionary which may be manually augmented with out of
vocabulary tokens common to the corpus. The binarization run with the best metric is then used for
the entire document. A recent paper by Ray, A. et al. (2013) [84] also uses a conditional random
field to select the best binarization, where the document image is binarized three times with varying
parameters of the Sauvola algorithm. (Refer to Section 7.2.2.) The method selects a segmented
character from the three binarizations using a CRF model trained on the OCR recognition of the
letter and a language model. In both of the papers cited above, the goal is to find only a single
binarization rather than using the information available in multiple binarizations.
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Chapter 8
Why Multiple Document Image Binarizations Improve OCR

Abstract
My previous work has shown that the error correction of optical character recognition (OCR) on
degraded historical machine-printed documents is improved with the use of multiple information
sources and multiple OCR hypotheses including from multiple document image binarizations. The
contributions of this paper are in demonstrating how diversity among multiple binarizations makes
those improvements to OCR accuracy possible. We demonstrate the degree and breadth to which the
information required for correction is distributed across multiple binarizations of a given document
image. Our analysis reveals that the sources of these corrections are not limited to any single
binarization and that the full range of binarizations holds information needed to achieve the best
result as measured by the word error rate (WER) of the final OCR decision. Even binarizations
with high WERs contribute to improving the final OCR. For the corpus used in this research, fully
2.68% of all tokens are corrected using hypotheses not found in the OCR of the binarized image
with the lowest WER. Further, we show that the higher the WER of the OCR overall, the more the
corrections are distributed among all binarizations of the document image.

Published in Proceedings of the Workshop on Historical Document Imaging and Processing 2013 (HIP 2013) [66].
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Table 8.1: Word error rates of OCRed document images from the 19th Century Mormon Article
Newspaper Index.

Average
Minimum
Maximum

8.1

Abbyy
8.29%
0.00%
171.05%

Omnipage
11.24%
0.00%
173.68%

Tesseract
Adobe
20.74% 25.59%
0.00%
0.00%
171.05% 165.79%

Introduction

Historical machine printed document images often exhibit significant noise, making the optical
character recognition (OCR) of the text difficult as shown in Table 8.1 in which WERs over 100%1
are observed. Lund et al. (2013) shows that it is possible for multiple binarizations of the same
document image to be combined post-OCR using machine learning techniques to provide text
output with a lower word error rate (WER) than the OCR of any one binarization alone [65].
There has been much research towards creating a single binarized digital image from a
scanned document, which maximizes the correct identification of foreground vs. background pixels.
This paper does not solve the binarization problem, rather it explores the extent to which the
diversity among the OCR outputs from multiple binarizations can improve the opportunities for
error correction using ensemble methods. Further, methods are used which are scalable to very
large collections, up to millions of images, without document- or corpus-specific manipulation of
training data, which would be infeasible given time and resource constraints.
Ensemble methods are used effectively in a variety of problems such as machine translation,
speech recognition, handwriting recognition, and OCR error correction, to name a few. In a paper
on the framework for ensemble methods, Kittler et al. [48] state: ”It had been observed ... that
although one of the [classifiers] would yield the best performance, the sets of patterns mis-classified
by the different classifiers would not necessarily overlap. This suggested that different classifier
designs potentially offered complementary information about the patterns to be classified which
could be harnessed to improve the performance of the selected classifier.” Previously we have
1

WERs over 100% are possible due to insertion errors made by the OCR engine.
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Figure 8.1: A fragment from the grayscale scan of document BM 24May1859 p2 c3 from the 19th
Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index [29].
merged complementary information such as the output of multiple OCR engines [61] and multiple
binarizations of the same document image [65]. The goal of this paper is to study the breadth and
degree of the contributions of various binarizations of the same document image to the correction of
the original OCR.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 8.2 discusses existing work
in several fields related to the methods and outcomes of this research. Section 8.3 outlines the
methodology used to create the binarized text images, the OCR of those images, a brief overview of
the methods used to extract corrected text with machine learning techniques, leading to the heart
of the paper, the evaluation of the extent to which correct word candidates are distributed across
all image binarizations. Section 8.4 lays out and discusses the results of this research. Finally,
Section 8.5 summarizes the conclusions of this research.

8.2

Related Work

We consider four areas in which there is related work to this research: OCR error correction, text
alignment, ensemble methods, and image binarization.

8.2.1

OCR Error Correction

Printing and duplication techniques of the mid-20th century and earlier create significant problems
for OCR engines. Examples of problematic documents include typewritten text, in which letters are
partially formed, typed over, or overlapping; documents duplicated by mimeographing, carbon paper,
or multiple iterations of photographic copying common in the mid-20th century; and newsprint
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which uses acidic papers and type that can exhibit incomplete characters. In addition to original
documents which may exhibit problematic text, they may suffer degradation such as bleed-through
of type and images, damage due to water, and discoloring of the paper itself. (See Figures 8.1, 8.2,
and 8.6 for examples of grayscale images from 19th century newspapers.)
Extracting usable text from older, degraded documents is often unreliable, frequently to the
point of being unusable [4]. Even in situations where a fairly low character error rate is achieved,
intolerable word error rates may result: e.g., Hull [38] points out that a 1.4% character error rate
results in a 7% word error rate on a typical page of 2,500 characters and 500 words. Kae and
Learned-Miller [44] remind us that OCR is not a solved problem and that “the goal of transcribing
documents completely and accurately... is still far off.” At some point the word error rate of the
OCR output inhibits the ability of the user to accomplish useful tasks. In a related study, Munteanu
et al. [74] determined that in an automated speech recognition task creating text transcriptions of
lectures, a transcript with a WER of 50% was no better than having no transcript at all.
Many approaches have been taken to reduce the error rate of OCR output. It is well known
from early work by Lopresti and Zhou [59] that simply voting among multiple sequences generated
by the same OCR engine can significantly improve OCR. Esakov, Lopresti, and Sandberg [25]
evaluated recognition errors of OCR systems, and Kolak, Byrne, and Resnik [52] specifically applied
their algorithms to OCR systems for post-OCR error correction in natural language processing
tasks. OCR error correction with in domain training [63] as well as out-of-domain training using a
synthetic training dataset [64] have been shown to be effective.
This paper extends our previous work [65] by quantifying the extent to which information
already available in the original grayscale image and extracted through multiple binarizations may
be leveraged to improve OCR output.

8.2.2

Text Alignment

Implicit in any post-OCR error correction using multiple sequences is an alignment of the text
sequences, which can either use exact or approximate algorithms. The multiple sequence alignment
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problem has been shown to be NP-Hard by Wang and Jiang [109]. Lund and Ringger [61]
demonstrate an efficient means for exact alignment; however, alignment problems on long sequences
are still computationally intractable. The vast majority of multiple sequence alignment work is done
in the field of bioinformatics, where the size of the alignment problems has forced the discovery and
adoption of heuristic solutions such as progressive alignment. Elias [23] discusses how a simple edit
distance metric, which may be appropriate to text operations, is not directly applicable to biological
alignment problems, which means that much of the alignment work in bioinformatics requires some
adaptation for use in the case of text.
Ikeda and Imai [39] and later Schroedl [93] represent alignment problems as minimum
distance problems in a directed acyclic graph in which edge costs represent the cost of alignment
decisions. Further, Ikeda & Imai (and Schroedl) formulated the cost of DNA base (or character)
level alignments in n-dimensions as the sum of the costs of 2-dimensional alignments.
This paper will use the same progressive alignment method from our previous work [61], and
the alignment order of the binarization threshold values of the training set used in [65]. (Section 8.3.2
describes the binarization method used in this work.)

8.2.3

Ensemble Methods

Voting among multiple outputs is a common ensemble method used in OCR research. Lopresti
and Zhou [59] use voting among multiple sequences generated by the same OCR engine from
different scans of the same document. Their experimental results showed between 20% and 50%
reduction in errors. Our method [65] differs from that of Lopresti and Zhou in that although we
start with the same digital image, rather than adjusting the scans of the document, we adjust the
binarization threshold. Recent work by Yamazoe et al. [114] effectively uses multiple weighted
finite-state transducers (WFST) with both the OCR and a lexicon of the target language(s) to
resolve the ambiguity inherent in line- and character-segmentation, and character recognition, in
which the number of combinations can be very large. Both conventional OCR and post-processing
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are contained within their system, resolving the difference between various hypotheses before
committing to an output string.
Klein and Kobel [49] as well as Cecotti and Belaı̈d [14] note the differences between OCR
outputs can be used to advantage. This observation is behind the success of ensemble methods, that
multiple systems which are complementary can be leveraged for an improved combined output. It
should be noted that the complementarity of correct responses of the methods is critical. This paper
will expand on the observation regarding complimentary sources, noting that one source of diversity
can come from multiple binarizations of the document scan itself.

8.2.4

Image Binarization

Image binarization methods create bitonal images of grayscale or color digital images, with the
intention of separating foreground from background information. The simplest form of binarization
is global thresholding, in which a grayscale intensity threshold is selected and each pixel is set to
either black or white depending on whether it is darker or lighter than the threshold, respectively.
Since the exposure and contrast of document images can vary, it is often not possible to select
a single threshold that is suitable for an entire image. (See Figure 8.1 for an example.) Background
noise, stray marks, ink bleed-through from the back side of a page, or ink bleed-through from a
facing page may be darker than some of the desired text. Stains, uneven brightness, paper fiber,
paper degradation, or faded print can mean that some parts of the page are too light for a given
threshold while other parts are too dark for the same threshold. Adaptive thresholding methods
attempt to compensate for inconsistent brightness and contrast in images by selecting a threshold for
each pixel based on the properties of a small portion of the image window surrounding that pixel,
instead of the whole image. While various methods perform well in many situations, no method
works infallibly under all circumstances. Our previous work [65] compared adaptive binarization to
the multiple binarization methods discussed here. Furthermore, the goal of this work is to understand
the contributions of multiple threshold binarizations to the OCR error correction problem. No
known work considers the contributions of multiple adaptive binarizations.
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When digitizing degraded historical text documents our goal is to recognize the text, not to
identify whether a pixel is a foreground or background pixel of the image. The goal of this paper is
to demonstrate the degree to which multiple threshold binarizations provide complementary OCR
sources, which when combined with principled machine learning techniques reduce the resulting
WER of the OCR.

8.3

Method

In this section we present the method for studying the contributions of multiple document image
binarizations to the task of correcting OCR.
As an overview, the first step in the methodology is the threshold binarization of the
document images. The individual binary images are OCRed, and the resulting parallel OCR output
from the same document is aligned. In other papers ([64], [65]) we present machine learned models
to select individual tokens and thereby commit to a specific hypothesis, from which a WER can be
calculated. A Lattice WER can also be calculated as an oracle calculation based on whether any of
the possible inputs was correct. Table 8.2 shows these results. Section 8.4 will explore the reasons
why these previously published methods are successful.

8.3.1

Document Corpus

The document corpus used in this study is a collection of 1055 color images from an archive of
historical newspapers of the 19th century [29]. As expected from 19th century newsprint, the quality
of the paper and the print was poor when first printed and has further degraded over time. The
newspapers were recently scanned at 400 dots per inch (dpi) in 24-bit RGB color, and the individual
articles were segmented and saved as TIFF images. The RGB images were then converted to 8-bit
grayscale and subsequently evaluated by an OCR engine, Abbyy FineReader 10, with the default
dictionary2 enabled. The OCR output of each document was manually corrected by two reviewers
2

The default dictionary was used since one of the goals of the research is to develop methods applicable to very large
scale collections, for which creating specialized training sets or dictionaries is not feasible, given time and financial
constraints.
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Table 8.2: 19thCMAN corpus average word error rates.
Image Source or Method
Grayscale images
Single best binarization (Threshold value: 127)
Sequence selected by a machine learned model
Corpus-wide Oracle Calculations
For each document, select the
binarization with the lowest WER
Lattice Word Error Rate across all
binarizations for each document

WER
11.77%
9.94%
8.41%
WER
7.70%
6.78%

to act as a gold standard. An example from the document corpus can be seen in Figures 8.1, 8.2,
and 8.6. Note the noise and variations in background which are common to the entire corpus. The
WER on the OCR of the grayscale images, calculated as an average of the WER for each document,
is 11.77%. (See Table 8.2, row one.)

8.3.2

Grayscale Documents and Thresholding

For this research we have created fixed threshold binarizations from each grayscale document. Seven
evenly spaced threshold values (31, 63, 95, 127, 159, 191, 223) divide the 8-bit grayscale range.
Examples of these binarization thresholds for a single document image are shown in Figure 8.2. We
selected fixed threshold values to be used across the entire corpus, so that we are able to consistently
compare binarizations at the various threshold values. The average WERs of the OCR results on
the binarized images is shown in Figure 8.3. There is significant variation in the average WER
of the OCR of the binarized images, with the best average WER resulting from the OCR of the
binarization threshold value at 127, the mid-point of the range of possible threshold values for 8-bit
grayscale. This distribution of WERs shows that there is significant noise in images from all of the
binarization threshold values.
Figure 8.4 shows a typical distribution of grayscale pixel values for a document. Note there
are two modes, one associated with light values (the “white mode”) and another for dark values (the
“black mode”). The arrows indicate the seven binarization thresholds used in this study. Further,
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Threshold Value = 31

Threshold Value = 63

Threshold Value = 95

Threshold Value = 127

Threshold Value = 159

Threshold Value = 191

Threshold Value = 223

Figure 8.2: Seven thresholded images of the document BM 24May1859 p2 c3 from the 19th
Century Mormon Newspaper Article collection [29]. The original grayscale image is found in
Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.3: Corpus average WER by global threshold value at selected values between 31 and 223.
Figure 8.5 shows that the distributions of the black and the white modes vary significantly across
the entire corpus, another indication of the noise and variability in the corpus.

8.3.3

Merging the OCR of Multiple Binarizations

Next in our process is a progressive alignment of the OCR text output for each of the thresholded
images from the same gray-scale image. Progressive text alignment can be approached in a variety
of ways. A greedy approach, used by Boschetti et al. [10], identifies the two sequences (of the
n sequences to be aligned) having the lowest alignment costs. Then from the n − 2 remaining
sequences, the next sequence to be aligned is the sequence with the lowest cost of alignment against
the first aligned pair. In aligning the new sequence the alignment of the already aligned sequences
can not be altered beyond the insertion of a gap across the alignment to match a character in
the new (third) sequence. This process is repeated until all n sequences have been aligned in a
progressive manner. We adapt Boschetti’s progressive method by aligning in the order increasing
WERs as was found in the training set used in [65]. We have previously demonstrated that the
order of the alignment does not have a major effect on the outcome of the resulting WER for
this task [64]; however, alignment errors can contribute to correction errors. For this paper the
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Figure 8.4: The distribution of grayscale values for document BM 24May1859 p2 c3. (Cf. Figure 8.1). The two high points corresponding to pixels which are closest to black (black mode) and
to white (white mode) are indicated. The seven threshold values are shown below the graph.

Figure 8.5: The distribution across all documents of the black and the white modes.
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thresholded document sets with the lowest average WER are those with threshold values 95 and
127 (refer to Figure 8.3). This continues until all of the OCR output from the sets in use have been
aligned. The order of thresholds in the complete alignment is: 127, 95, 159, 63, 191, 31, 223.
Figure 8.6 shows a portion of an alignment along with the transcript.
Given the character-aligned OCR sequences the next step is to segment parallel hypotheses
into a lattice which permits token-level comparisons among the OCR hypotheses from various
thresholded images. The aligned text sequences are divided into “columns” of hypotheses across all
aligned sequences, where column boundaries occur wherever there is complete agreement on white
space. These columns can be seen in the sample alignment shown in Figure 8.6. Note in the lattice
that no single OCR text sequence of a thresholded image is correct for all words, and that some
words are not found correctly by any sequence. Using the methods of Lund et al. [64], a single
token from the column is selected using a model learned by supervised discriminative machine
learning [72]. The WER result computed from this method is found in Table 8.2, row 3.
For the purposes of this research, we measure the quality of a binarization by the WER
of the OCR output. Although it is common to measure the quality of a binarization by its ability
to correctly identify foreground vs. background pixels, ultimately for text document images our
goal is to extract accurate text. Our previous work [65] has shown how to effectively use machine
learning methods on multiple binarization sources for OCR. For the adaptive binarization methods
with which we experimented, the multiple threshold method performed better than any adaptive
method alone. (No known results are available for multiple adaptive hypotheses.) In particular in
our previously cited work, a machine learner selecting a single sequence taken from the lattice of
OCR results from the multiple binarizations resulted in 8.41% WER. (See Table 8.2, row 3).

8.4

Results

There are two significant results from this study. First, sources, such as binarizations, with higher
error rates can contribute to an overall improvement of OCR. Second, document images with a
high OCR WER can benefit from the diversity of information across the OCR of many document
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Threshold
T127
T095
T159
T063
T191
T031
T223
Transcript

OCR Text Output
1kt | -Morm--on | --a---u--t--r-e | Called
The | aJorsBsoM | [sasins--H--a-e | Called
Tke | -morm--on | leg-i-slatu-r-e | Called
J(- | --------3 | --------------e | ---x-The | -Morm--on | l<rgi-slaiiir-e | Called
--- | --------- | --------------- | -------- | --------- | --------------- | -----The | Mormon

| Legislature

| Called

T127
T095
T159
T063
T191
T031
T223

Togeth- er | for | the | Uenu -t--sf | United

Transcript

Togeth- er | for | the | Election of | United

T127
T095
T159
T063
T191
T031
T223
Transcript

Togcih-ti- | far | the | litction cf | Uvtttd
Togeth--er | for | the | Election- f | United
----->- i) | 1 , | - w | -ij -----"- | -1 t [
Togeth--er | for | the | Election of | United
---------- | --- | --- | -------- -- | --------------- | --- | --- | E------- -- | ------

Stattst | Sen--aiortSla-ws- | Sew--aiorfc
States- | Sen--aioro----->- | i) 1 , - w
States- | gen> ators------- | ---- ------------ | ---- ---r-States

| Sen- ators

Figure 8.6: An example of an aligned lattice from document CT 2Apr1872 p2 c1. The “dash”
character represents a gap or INDEL in the alignment, where a character needs to be inserted in
order to complete the alignment. Correct hypotheses in the binarized text are underlined. The
aligned text is divided into columns of hypotheses in which column boundaries are where all aligned
sequences agree on a space character.
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Figure 8.7: The distribution of the lowest WER binarization for all documents.
images with varying binarization threshold values. In fact there is a direct relationship between
the percentage of correct tokens found in higher WER binarizations and the WER of the best
binarization.

8.4.1

High WER Contributions

The primary question addressed in this paper is: how broadly was the useful information distributed
across all of the binarizations? As one lower bound on WER, we evaluated all seven binarizations
of a document image and selected (with reference to truth) the binarization with the lowest WER
for that document: the average WER of the corpus, using only the individual document binarization
with the lowest WER for each document, is 7.70% (see Table 8.2, row 4). This result is an oracle
calculation since the binarization having the lowest WER for each document is known only by
referring to a gold transcript. In Figures 8.7 and 8.8 we see the distribution of the lowest WER
for all documents. For example, in Figure 8.7, there were 267 documents, for which the WER
of the best binarization ranged between 2.5% and 5%. More importantly, Figure 8.8 shows the
number of documents for each threshold value, where that threshold provided the binarization with
the lowest WER. The binarization threshold value of 127, the mid-point between 0 and 255, had
the most instances of the lowest WER of all of the binarizations of a document. Note, however,
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Figure 8.8: The distribution of the binarization thresholds with the lowest WER for each document.
that the other threshold values when summed have more instances of a lowest WER binarization
than those at threshold value 127. Further note that extreme threshold values (31, 63, and 191)
include a significant number of “best OCR” binarizations as defined by the resulting WER. Since
the contribution of the extreme threshold values (31 and 223) was not known prior to the process
described here, they were included in the evaluation.
This result is an indication that significant information useful to the OCR error correction
task is to be found outside the best overall binarization threshold value. This distribution of lowest
OCR WER across almost the full range of binarization threshold values is an indication that selecting
a single value for the entire corpus will eliminate data that would contribute to a lower OCR WER.
The overall result demonstrates the degree to which correct information is distributed across many
threshold binarization values.
Figure 8.9 compares the spread of WERs across all binarization threshold values. For
example, the column labeled “lowest WER” shows the spread of WERs for the binarization
threshold value with lowest WER of each document. Note that for each document image the
threshold binarization value that resulted in lowest OCR WER is not necessarily the same, as seen
in Figure 8.8. For the first column in Figure 8.9 the minimum WER found among all “lowest
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Figure 8.9: The distribution of WERs for each binarization, ordered by increasing WER, not by
threshold value. (Note that WERs greater than 100% are possible due to insertion errors which are
not limited by the words in a document.)
WER binarization threshold values” for all document images is 0.00%, the first quartile is 4.2%,
the median is 6.46%, the third quartile is 9.75%, and the maximum is 98.68%. Compare the first
column to the second column, representing the document binarization thresholds with second lowest
WER, and the results are similar. Likewise the third column shows similar results, confirming the
availability of useful information beyond the best binarization threshold value. It is important to
note that binarizations with reasonably low WERs and useful information for OCR error correction
can be found across the range of binarization threshold values.
Even the threshold values that result in the binarizations with the highest WER provide
information not found in the binarization with the lowest WER, as seen in Table 8.3. These results
show that unique information is available that can contribute in reducing the OCR WER from all
binarizations of the original grayscale image. Across the entire corpus, even the lowest quality
binarizations, those with the highest WERs, can contribute 148 out of 7716 instances of word
tokens that were not correctly recognized in the binarized image with the lowest WER. Overall,
the binarizations with a higher WER can contribute 6277 word tokens that were not correctly
recognized in the lowest WER binarization, for a total of 2.682% of the total correctly identified
tokens across all binarizations for all document images. This result can be interpreted to say that in
selecting only the best WER threshold binarization value, 2.682% possible correct selections would
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Figure 8.10: The percent of tokens seen in the OCR of binarizations with a higher WER, which are
not seen in the best binarization. The line is the least squares fit of the data.
be lost from the other binarizations. Another point, also from Table 8.3, is that only 0.615% of the
correctly identified tokens were unique to the binarization with the lowest WER.

8.4.2

Value of Multiple Binarizations

For each document in the corpus, we compute the percentage of correct OCR tokens from each
binarization of that document which were not seen in the best binarization. These results are
presented in Figure 8.10 and constitute one of the most important results from this study. The
figure shows that as the WER (x) of the best binarization increases, the percentage (y) of correct
words found in other binarizations increases. The least squares fit of this relationship is y =
0.2864x + 0.003 with an R2 of 0.46691. As the document image becomes noisier (shown as a
higher WER), the more “room” there is for multiple binarizations to contribute to the overall error
correction of the document. Table 8.3 clarifies this result, displaying the number of tokens correctly
identified in the binarizations the threshold values of which ordered by decreasing WER. Across
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Table 8.3: Number of tokens correctly identified in higher WER binarizations, that were not correctly
identified in the lowest WER binarizations.
Relative WER
highest WER
2nd highest WER
3rd highest WER
4th highest WER
3rd lowest WER
2nd lowest WER
Total
Unique to Lowest
WER

# of
Tokens
148
657
1430
1693
1434
915
6277
1439

% of Total
Correct
0.063%
0.281%
0.611%
0.723%
0.613%
0.319%
2.682%
0.615%

Figure 8.11: The number of documents for which a given percentage of correct word tokens occur
in a higher WER binarization but are missing from the lowest WER binarization.
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the entire corpus 2.682% of correct words would not have been seen had the OCR of binarizations
with a higher WER been excluded. This result is compounded with the uncertainty about which
threshold will yield the best binarization depicted in Figure 8.8.
Figure 8.11 shows the distribution of documents by the percentage of correct word tokens
which are seen in a higher WER binarization, that are not seen in the lowest WER binarization. For
example, in 229 documents (bar #3) there were between 1% and 2% of the words which appeared
in higher WER binarizations, but did not appear in the lowest (or best) WER binarization. Note that
for a significant number of documents, the percentage of words which were recognized in higher
WER binarizations was higher than 5%. This is another indication that using multiple binarizations
results in reduced WERs of a combined output.

8.5

Conclusions and Future Work

This research has shown the extent to which information is spread across multiple binarizations of
the same document image, which can be leveraged to improve the WER of an aligned and combined
output. In the documents of this corpus 2.682% of the word tokens were not recognized in the
document binarization with the lowest WER, but were recognized in document binarizations with
a higher WER. Not considering these additional binarizations affects the overall WER possible.
Further, considering only the binarizations with a higher WER effectively reduces the overall WER
by only 0.615%. Using all binarizations provides the best possible result.
Lastly, this study shows the extent to which binarizations with higher OCR WERs can be
expected to contribute to the correction of OCR as the WER increases.
Future work will include scaling a fixed number of threshold values to fall between the white
and black modes (as described in Section 8.3.2) on a document-by-document basis. As the white
and black modes, seen in Figures 8.4 and 8.5, are not the same for each document image, we believe
that dividing the region between those modes would be more effective in capturing threshold values
likely to provide the most information.
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Reducing the time complexity of this process was not a primary goal of this research effort.
The quality of the OCR clearly affects the end result; consequently, this research used Abbyy
FineReader 10, which has been shown in previous research to provide the lowest WER on these
historical documents. This OCR engine supports batch processing, but if desired other OCR engines
or versions of this OCR engine which support an API could also be called programmatically. Future
work is planned to streamline the entire process for use in large scale OCR efforts.

8.6

Addendum

An important point that was not made in the original published paper is that the order of progressive
alignment enables the use of high error rate sequences. By starting the progressive alignment with
higher quality sequences, the lower quality sequences have a basis upon which to build. If the
alignment started with the lowest quality sequences alignment errors would occur due to the text
errors which would then be propagated through the remaining progressive alignments of the higher
quality sequences.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion

This research has shown novel methods for reducing OCR word error rates, along with the
evaluation of how diversity of input sources contributes to the overall improvement. The focus
of this work has been on degraded historic printed documents of which two corpora have been
developed based on documents from the L. Tom Perry Special Collections of the Harold B. Lee
Library from Brigham Young University. Additionally, this research provides a new admissible
heuristic for use with the A* minimum path algorithm applied to finding the minimum cost exact
alignment of multiple text sequences.
Chapter 3 introduces the core concept of this research; using multiple derivatives of the same
document to extract information used to correct OCR. In this chapter the method align the output of
three OCR engines using the Reverse Dijkstra Heuristic, a novel admissible heuristic used with the
A* exact alignment algorithm. From the aligned OCR output, the method defines the lattice word
error rate as an oracle calculation that shows the lowest possible WER given perfect knowledge.
This result shows that there is significant information scattered among all the OCR engine outputs.
Applying simple voting among token hypotheses from each OCR engine and comparing with a
dictionary and gazetteer, the method reduces the average document WER below that of any of the
OCR engine results. This chapter also introduces the Eisenhower Communiqués corpus, a collection
of effectively bitonal typewritten documents from 1944 and 1945 as a test set. Lastly, this chapter
defines the Reverse Dijkstra Heuristic for use with the A* minimum path algorithm in finding the
minimum cost alignment of multiple text sequences.
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Chapter 4 splits the same corpus as Chapter 3 into test and training sets and explores the
use of a trained decision tree in decided which token in the aligned hypothesis column should be
selected. This method was an improvement over the naı̈ve approach in Chapter 3 and showed that
in some cases the error corrected text equaled the lattice word error rate of the document.
Chapter 5 shows the degree to which multiple OCR engines, even those with high WER
outputs, can contribute to correcting the OCR. This chapter shows that as text sequences from
additional OCR engines are added to the aligned lattice the lattice WER decreases. This chapter
also introduces the use of a progressive heuristic alignment, rather than the exact alignment used in
Chapters 3 and 4, which accommodates adding two new OCR engines. This chapter introduces a
new synthetic training set based on the a subset of the 2001 Annotated Enron Email Data Set.
Chapter 7 shows an alternate approach to using multiple OCR engines. Rather than using
multiple OCR engines on the same digitized document image, a single document image is binarized
using various threshold values. This method is seen to be as effective as using multiple OCR engines.
This chapter also introduces a new corpus, the Nineteenth Century Mormon Article Newspaper
Index.
Chapter 8 focuses on identifying the basis for the OCR error correction observed in Chapter 7.
One conclusion was that the sources of error correcting information were scattered among all of
the document image binarizations and that a significant number of improvements were found in
document image binarizations which themselves did not have a low WER relative to the other
binarizations of that same document image. Selecting only the single best binarization of a document
image, which itself would be an oracle calculation requiring perfect knowledge, was an inferior
approach to the methods shown here. Lastly, the results showed that there is a positive relationship
between the overall WER of the binarized document image and the amount of error correcting
information available across all binarizations.
Chapter 6 generalizes the results from the previous chapters to see if the successful methods
used previously will apply across both test corpora and with a new synthetic training set. Although
the methods used still provided some benefit, the 19th Century Mormon Article Newspaper Index
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corpus appeared to be more sensitive to high WER OCR output included in the training set. Showing
that the training sets can be smaller than the full training corpus of hundreds of thousands of feature
vectors, it may be possible to identify documents in the training set with high WER OCR output
and eliminate them. This chapter also introduces a new synthetic training set based on the Reuters
21578 database from LDC, which uses grayscale rather than bitonal images.
Chapter A explores the potential of space propagation within a hypothesis lattice to identify
places in the text sequences where spaces may have been deleted by the OCR engines. Unfortunately,
for the corpora used in this research, there appears to be very little benefit to this approach.

9.1

Future Work

Within the scope of ensemble methods and diversity, this work has contributed to a specific area,
the error correction of optical character recognition, whereas ensemble methods with diverse inputs
are applicable in a variety of tasks, such as image recognition, voice recognition, and handwriting
recognition to name a few. Regarding diversity, what are the properties that make this fruitful in an
ensemble method? Clearly one principle is that diverse correct inputs to an ensemble method give
the method more correct information to work with. As discussed in Chapter 8, even low quality
inputs which include unique correct input, contribute to error correction. This observation may be
applicable in other tasks using ensemble methods.
Specifically related to OCR error correction, future directions may include the following.
The binarization used in Chapters 7 and 8 was a simple threshold binarization and the stateof-the-art in binarization is adaptive rather than the simple thresholding. Although we demonstrated
in Chapter 7 that for our purposes our methods are superior to two of the current adaptive binarization
algorithms, it would be possible to apply multiple adaptive binarizations, varying the parameters
of the algorithm. In parallel with this it would be useful to explore scaling simple binarization
thresholds between the black and white modes, as shown in Figures 8.4 and 8.5 rather than scaling
the thresholds between the minimum and maximum pixel grayscale values.
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The Google Book n-gram corpus provides an opportunity to compare the hypotheses against
known n-grams. As a feature in the conditional random field, this would contribute to measuring
the work hypotheses against a language model.
From the perspective of the alignment, the current method in this research does not account
for “near misses.” Using a confusion matrix derived from the output of the OCR on a test set, it
would be possible to devise alignment costs that would differentiate between an “e” being confused
with an “o” and an “X”.
The computational complexity of these methods needs to be reduced so that they can be
applied in real time. Although the use of the Fulton Super Computing Lab has been important to
this research, application of these methods in the Lee Library would require being able to run them
on common servers. Ultimately, the methods from this research will be applied to the processes of
the Digital Imaging Lab of the Lee Library, where we have tens of millions of pages of rare print
documents in the L. Tom Perry Special Collections that could conceivably be digitized and made
available electronically.
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Appendix A
Effects of Space Propagation

A.1

Introduction

Section 1.3.7 mentions the possibility of using space propagation to identify additional token
hypotheses from within a hypothesis column.
Space propagation includes propagating both spaces and closures across all aligned sequences. This is a point where character alignment is particularly important to be able to see where
spaces may be applied in the middle of tokens. For this document’s purposes a column which
includes a space internally will be called a “fat column.”

A.2

Method

The method behind space and closure propagation relies on the observation that on occasion an
aligned sequence may in itself be incorrect, but the location of a space in the incorrect sequence
may be accurate. An example of this is shown in Figures A.1 and A.2, a fat column found in the
document AEM 24Jul1844 p3 col1 from the 19thCMAN test dataset. Note in Figure A.1 that none
of the OCR sequences contain the correct text, and that the OCR output from Adobe contains a
space in the correct location, but that the text on either side of the space is incorrect. The method
propagates the space found in the Adobe OCR output to the other OCR outputs in the same location
found in Adobe. Effectively this splits the fat column into two normal hypothesis columns as seen
in Figure A.2. Given the two columns split upon the location of the space in the Adobe sequence,
both Abbyy and Omnipage now match the transcription text for the first word “his”. This is an
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OCR Engine
Transcript
Adobe
Tesseract
Abbyy
Omnipage

OCR Output
-his wa--y-.his ;-fiy;.
-lihywa--y--his,wa--y--his,wa--y--

Figure A.1: An example in AEM 24Jul1844 p3 col1 from the 19thCMAN dataset in which none of
the OCR outputs provide correct text. The “dash” character represents and INDEL in the alignment.
OCR Engine
Transcript
Adobe
Tesseract
Abbyy
Omnipage

OCR Output
-his
wa--y-.his
;-fiy;.
-lih ywa--y--his ,wa--y--his ,wa--y--

Without INDEL
his
way
.his ;fiy;.
lih
yway
his
,way
his
,way

Figure A.2: An example in AEM 24Jul1844 p3 col1 from the 19thCMAN dataset in which the
space found in the Adobe OCR output is propagated to other OCR outputs in the aligned column.
improvement over the original state of the fat column which would not have provided any correct
text.

A.3

Results

From the previous section it is clear that there are instances (at least one) in which space propagation
can provide a way to improve the OCR error corrected output. Responding to the question on how
much improvement is possible, Table A.1 shows the results from all four datasets used in this work.
These results are an oracle calculation in which if a correct response is possible, then it is counted
as an improvement. The machine learning techniques used in Chapters 4, 5, 7, and 8 would not be
guaranteed to correctly identify the space propagation results as correct.

A.4

Conclusions

Although the notion of propagating spaces between aligned sequences appeared to have promise, the
results appear very limited based on two observations. First, the lattice results shown in Table A.1,
which are an oracle calculation assuming perfect knowledge, show that the overall improvement in
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Table A.1: Lattice results of applying space and closure propagation

Dataset
19thCMAN
Eisenhower
Enron
Reuters21578

Total
Total
Hypothesis
Fat Dataset
Columns Columns Tokens
Test Sets
199,907
16,683 211,541
79,395
10,816 145,346
Training Sets
138,749
33,157 240,850
75,677
30,892 590,674

Columns
Improved By
Percent
Propagation Improvement
16
28

0.0076%
0.0193%

42
4

0.0174%
0.0007%

the two test sets, Eisenhower and 19thCMAN, is minimal. Second, and perhaps more importantly,
the availability of training examples that correctly identify instances where space propagation
provided correct results are also very limited.
Based on these results, space propagation will not be pursued further in this research.
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